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Abstract 

 

Kidney enlargement and cyst formation is the hallmark presentation of 

Autosomal Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease (ADPKD). To date, only one 

treatment has been approved in Europe and the UK for a small subset of 

patients to slow down cyst growth. EGFR(ErbB1)/ErbB2 complexes, which are 

not expressed in normal adult kidney tubules, have been found to be highly 

expressed on the apical membrane of epithelium lining the cysts. Studies have 

shown that EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 inhibitors significantly reduce cyst 

expansion and reverse the ADPKD phenotype in vitro and in vivo. This project 

is aimed at determining whether the tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKIs) - lapatinib, 

gefitinib or CP-724,714 for targeting EGFR(ErbB1) and/or ErbB2 may be an 

effective retardation therapy for ADPKD. C57/BL6 Pkd1null+/- mice that faithfully 

mimic human ADPKD were used in the pharmacokinetic and efficacy studies. 

TKIs administered on day 1 through gavage and subsequent doses in drinking 

water for 1, 2, 4 weeks or 3 months, were monitored at high (IC50) and low 

(IC10) doses to evaluate their pharmacokinetic parameters, plasma/kidney drug 

disposition and relative efficacies. Groups of 6-month-old mice were used to 

model early-stage, mild disease and 9-month-old mice were used to model mid-

stage, moderate disease. Plasma drug levels 1, 2, 4 and 6 hours post-gavage, 

terminal plasma and kidney drug concentrations, immunoblotting and 

histochemical analysis of phospho-extracellular regulated kinase (p-ERK) 

relative to total ERK, the downstream target of EGFR(ErbB) family receptor 

proliferative pathways were monitored. CP-724,714 and gefitinib are more 

effective than lapatinib as determined by reductions in kidney/body weight ratio, 

kidney size, cyst numbers and ERK activation. Simulations of best dose and 

duration parameters suggest that 8-20-fold lower than standard TKI doses 

successfully supressed the EGFR(ErbB) pathway long-term and potentially 

effective at reducing cyst proliferation.  
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1.1 Autosomal Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease 

Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) is the most common 

form of inherited renal disease in humans. ADPKD is estimated to affect 

approximately 12.5 million patients worldwide1 with an incidence of 1:400 to 

1:1,000 live births.  It occurs equally in men and women, across all ethnic 

groups and in all geographical locations1. About 10% of patients receiving renal 

replacement therapy (RRT) by either dialysis or transplantation have ADPKD 

and they represent the highest proportions of the younger (<65 years) patients 

receiving RRT in the UK (UK Renal Registry 2014). The term ‘dominant’ relates 

to the Mendelian pattern of inheritance of a single mutant gene, in  which a 50% 

risk of passing on the disease is conferred to each child born to a couple in 

which one parent is an affected carrier. Other, much rarer forms of genetic renal 

cystic disease include autosomal recessive (AR)PKD, nephronopthisis (NPHP) 

and medullary cystic kidney diseases2, 3.   

 

ADPKD is caused by mutation of a single gene:  PKD1 in 85-90% of cases or 

PKD2 in 10-15% of cases4. PKD1 is a complex gene with 46 exons which 

encodes a 14.5-kb transcript while PKD2 is a smaller gene with 15 exons that 

generates a 5.6-kb transcript5. The protein products of these two genes are 

polycystin-1 (PC1) and polycystin-2 (PC2) (Figure 1.1), respectively. PC1 is a 

462kD integral membrane glycoprotein containing a large N-terminal, modular 

extracellular region comprised of multiple different domains;  11 transmembrane 

passes and a cytoplasmic C-terminal while PC2 is a 110kD membrane protein 

with 6 transmembrane passes and cytoplasmic N- and C-terminals6, 7. PC1 is a 

membrane mechano-sensory receptor expressed in apical cilia, lateral cell-cell 

adherens junctions and basal cell-matrix focal adhesions5, 8. It can undergo 

proteolytic cleavage within  both the N- and C- terminal domains which might be 

related to function9. PC2 is a calcium-activated, non-selective cation channel 

localised at the cellular plasma membrane including the cilia,  as well as 

intracellular endoplasmic reticulum and mitochondrial membranes10. PC1 and 

PC2 work as a complex and are found in the primary cilium plasma membrane 

and endoplasmic reticulum8. PC1 and PC2 interact via their C-terminals to form 

multiprotein complexes in renal tubule cell membranes, creating functional ion-
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sensitive mechanosensitive receptor and are developmentally regulated6, 11, 12. 

PC1/PC2 complexes regulate protein synthesis, cell growth and 

differentiation13. Impaired function of either protein may cause aberrant gene 

transcription, cell proliferation and ion secretion, which in turn lead to formation 

of cysts13. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1   Domain structure of PC1 and PC2. LDL, low-density lipoprotein; REJ, 

receptor for egg jelly; GPS, G-protein-coupled receptor proteolystic site.  

 

 

Mutations can occur throughout the PKD1 and PKD2 gene sequences14 

involving many different mutation types as listed in the ADPKD Mutation 

Database (http://pkdb.mayo.edu)15, 16 and in Table 1.1. Since the feature of 

ADPKD is focal and that ADPKD is recessive at cellular level, it is hypothesized 

that a somatic mutation activates the normal alleles which gives rise to cyst 

formation known as the “two-hit model”. The hypothesis has been demonstrated 

by loss of heterozygosity in the epithelial cells lining the cysts in the kidney or 

liver17-19. 

 

The phenotype seen in ADPKD involves both genic and allelic influences. The 

gene effect is evident in patients with PKD1 mutations which progress more 
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rapidly towards renal failure compared to those with PKD2 mutations. This is 

reflected by an average age of loss of renal function of 53 years for ADPKD 

patients with PKD1 mutations20, 21 compared to 70 years for ADPKD patients 

with PKD2 mutations21. The increased severity of PKD1 mutations is thought to 

be due to the earlier development of larger numbers of cysts rather than to 

cysts growing at a faster rate22.   

 

Table 1.1  Mutation types in ADPKD. 

 

 

The allelic effect, ie. the PKD1 mutation position, has been reported to have a 

weak influence on the severity of renal disease23. To date, there are 2332 and 

305 different mutations reported for PKD1 and PKD2, respectively (Table 1.1). 

Patients with a 5’ mutation have been reported to be more likely to have 

intracranial aneurysms than those with a 3’ mutation in PKD115. More recently, 

Cornec-Le Gall et al reported a significant correlation between PKD1 mutations 

that truncate the PKD1 sequence and disease severity in the Genkyst cohort in 

Brittany, France, one of the largest cohort of patients with ADPKD24. The 

median age of onset of end-stage renal disease (ESRD) in the truncating PKD1 

mutation group was 55.6 years while non-truncating PKD1 mutations led to an 

approximately 12-year delay in ESRD onset24.  At present, it is not possible to 

give an accurate prognosis to individual patients concerning their likely course 

of clinical progression of ADPKD. It has been suggested that those with C-

Mutation type 

PKD1 PKD2 

Number 

of 

mutations 

 % of 

total 

records 

Number 

of 

mutations 

% of 

total 

records 

Frameshift 
Splice 
Substitution 
Nonsense 
Large deletion or duplication 
Insertion or deletion 
Intervening sequence (IVS) silent 
Intervening sequence (IVS) unknown 
3’ untranslated changes (3’UTR) 
5’ untranslated changes (5’UTR) 
Synonymous changes 

452 
125 
783 
264 
21 

109 
197 
17 
6 
6 

352 

19.4 
5.4 

33.5 
11.3 
0.9 
4.6 
8.5 
0.7 
0.3 
0.3 

15.1 

91 
45 
67 
50 
6 

11 
13 
1 
0 
0 

21 

29.8 
14.7 
22 

16.3 
2 

3.6 
4.3 
0.3 
0 
0 
7 
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terminal truncating mutations of PKD1 progress more rapidly24 and that females 

with PKD2 mutations progress more slowly25. Overall there is a very wide range 

of disease progression with some patients losing renal function in the 1st 

decade of life and others retaining some function into the 8th decade. 

  

Progressive renal functional impairment in ADPKD is the result of extreme 

bilateral kidney enlargement (Figure 1.2) due to progressive expansion of 

multiple renal tubular cysts. According to The Consortium for Radiologic 

Imaging Studies of Polycystic Kidney Disease (CRISP) study26, overall increase 

in kidney size is the best indicator of progression of ADPKD, with an average of 

5.3% increase in kidney size per year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2    Bilateral enlargement of kidneys in ADPKD. (Reproduced with 

permission from Ekser B and Rigotti P (2010) Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney 

disease. N Engl J Med 363:71-71, copyright Massachusetts Medical Society). 

 

Besides kidney size as a biomarker of progression, there are other potential 

biomarkers that have been investigated for monitoring of disease progression. 

Although, as in all forms of ESRD, estimated glomerular filtration rate (eGFR) is 

an indicator of decline of renal function27, in ADPKD patients this is not a 

reliable measure or prognostic indicator in the early stage of disease27. Due to 

the wide variation in the rate of development of ADPKD leading to the onset of 

ESRD, there is currently an emphasis on identification of potential urine 

biomarkers linked to ADPKD that could be predictive of future rate of 

progression in individual patients. For instance, neutrophil gelatinase-

associated lipocalin (NGAL) and kidney injury molecule-1 (KIM-1), monocyte 
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chemoattractant protein-1 (MCP-1), macrophage colony-stimulating factor (M-

CSF) and microRNA (mir-223 and mir-199) have been reported to be elevated 

in the urine specimens of ADPKD patients28, 29.  NGAL and KIM-1, which are 

also markers of acute kidney injury (AKI)30, 31, were reported to increase only in 

advanced disease stage of ADPKD32, 33. Decreased levels of apelin and high 

levels of copeptin in the plasma have also been shown to be associated with 

increased disease severity and the need of RRT34, 35. However, due to the 

broad range of copeptin levels in healthy and ADPKD patients, it is not robust 

enough to be used as a biomarker36. Unfortunately, to date, there is still no 

reliable biomarker to measure ADPKD disease progression. This is probably 

because the biomarkers mentioned above are either not elevated in the early 

course of disease or are shared markers with AKI, not specific for ADPKD.  

 

Currently, most ADPKD patients are diagnosed early in life37 due to a family 

history and/or genetic testing. Typically, the earliest symptoms are high blood 

pressure and proteinuria. Additional common clinical features include abdominal 

pain, haematuria, thirst (polydipsia), recurrent urinary tract infections, renal 

stones and cysts in other organs such as the liver, pancreas, spleen, and 

testes38-41. Other extra-renal manifestations of ADPKD include an increased 

incidence of intracranial aneurysms, aortic aneurysms and mitral valve 

defects42, 43. 

     

Significant renal enlargement occurs prior to renal impairment in ADPKD 

patients. This is due to the large functional reserve in normal kidneys such that 

approximately 60% of normal nephrons may be destroyed by cystic expansion 

before renal impairment becomes apparent. This presents a large window of 

opportunity to treat by retardation of cyst expansion3. Many pre-clinical studies 

have been carried out aimed at identifying new treatments for ADPKD 

(discussed in Section 1.4). 
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1.2 Pathophysiology of ADPKD 

1.2.1 Cyst formation in ADPKD 

The pathophysiology of ADPKD primarily involves the formation of multiple 

renal tubular cysts due to abnormalities in epithelial cell proliferation, fluid 

secretion and interactions with the extracellular matrix (ECM)44-47. In humans, 

normal renal tubular epithelial cells cease to proliferate before birth, but in 

ADPKD, tubular–derived cyst-lining epithelial cell proliferation continues 

throughout life45.  Cysts are lined by a single layer of epithelium, they derive 

from every segment of nephron throughout the cortex and medulla and rapidly 

close off from the tubule of origin5 (Figure 1.3).  During foetal development of 

the kidney, planar cell polarity (PCP) which directs the plane of renal epithelial 

cell division is disrupted in ADPKD, resulting in mis-orientation of cell division  

causing cystic dilatation48. 

 

Apico-basal polarity, which defines the orientation of renal epithelial cells 

relative to the underlying ECM, is also selectively disrupted, resulting in 

abnormalities of polarised functions such as the directional transport of some 

ions and fluid49. A number of normally basolateral renal tubule epithelial cell 

membrane proteins, including the sodium pump (Na+/K+-ATPase, α1/ß2 

complex) and epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR)(ErbB1) 

heterodimerization with foetal isoform ErbB2 are persistently expressed on the 

apical surface of ADPKD cystic epithelia, contributing to the fluid secretion and 

hyper-proliferative abnormalities associated with cystic dilatation50-52.  
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Figure 1.3  Cyst formation in the nephron (A) Normal nephron (B) Cysts originates 

from every tubule segment and closes off from the nephron of origin. (Reproduced with 

permission from Wilson PD (2004) Polycystic Kidney Disease. N Engl J Med 350:151-

164, copyright Massachusetts Medical Society). 

 

1.2.2 Mechanism of cystic expansion at the cellular level 

PC1 and PC2 are expressed in different subcellular sites which regulate the 

function of the primary cilia, proliferation, fluid secretion, cell-cell adhesion and 

cell-matrix interaction53 (Figure 1.4).  

 

In the primary cilia, cell-cell adherens junctions and cell-matrix focal adhesions, 

the PC1 and PC2 act as a mechanosensor and may help regulate cellular 

calcium and cAMP levels54. For instance, mechanical bending of the apical cilia 

results in calcium influx into the cell through PC2. Disruption in the PC1/PC2 

complex causes a decrease in calcium level in the cells54 which activates 

calcium-inhibitable adenylate cyclase 6 (AC6) and suppresses calcium-

activated phosphodiesterase (PDE1) resulting in increased cAMP55, 56. 

Furthermore, excessive stimulation of the vasopressin V2 receptor (V2R) in 

ADPKD also contributes to elevation of cAMP levels57 which in turn lead to 

hyperproliferation and chloride secretion via CFTR in ADPKD cystic epithelia. 

 

In ADPKD cystic tubular epithelia, the sodium pump (Na+/K+-ATPase) that 

regulates active transport of sodium ions out of cells is abnormally expressed in 

the apical instead of the basolateral cell membranes51, 58. This causes the 

misregulation of the sodium ion gradient generated from apical-to-basal 

transport of sodium. Instead of fluid reabsorption, basal-to-apical sodium 
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movement leads to luminal fluid accumulation58. Fluid accumulation in ADPKD 

cysts is also influenced by chloride secretion59, transported by the cystic fibrosis 

transmembrane regulator (CFTR)60. Since the CFTR is activated by cAMP-

dependent protein kinase (PKA)61, elevation of cAMP further exacerbates fluid 

secretion into the cysts (Figure 1.4).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4 Schematic illustration of the pathophysiology of ADPKD. Polycystin-1 

(PC1) and polycystin-2 (PC2) regulate 1) proliferation, 2) fluid secretion, 3) cilliary 

function, 4) cell-cell adhesion and 5) cell-matrix adhesion. Impairment of PC1 and PC2 

causes aberrant signalling including A) increased cAMP activation, B) decreased 

intracellular calcium concentration and C) activation of mTOR. CFTR, cystic fibrosis 

transmembrane regulator; ERK, extracellular-signal regulated kinase; ER, endoplasmic 

reticulum; GlcCer, glucosylceramide; IL-6R, interleukin-6 receptor; HDAC, histone 

deacetylase; MEK, mitogen activated protein kinase; mTOR, the mammalian target of 

rapamycin; PDE, phosphodiesterase; PKA, protein kinase A; SR, somatostatin 

receptor; V2R, vasopressin V2 receptor; TSC, tuberous sclerosis. (Adapted with 

permission from, Chang M-Y and Ong ACM (2013) New treatments for autosomal 

dominant polycystic kidney disease. Br J Clin Pharmacol 76:524-535). 
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Disruption of the PC1/PC2 complex causes aberrant signalling in pathways 

such as: 1) Wnt/β-catenin pathway that is involved in epithelial tubulogenesis 

and regulation of tubular diameter48, 55: 2) mammalian target of rapamycin 

(mTOR)  pathway which regulates cell growth and proliferation62:  3) Janus 

kinase-signal transducer and activator of transcription (JAK-STAT) pathway that 

controls cell cycle inhibition via STAT1/p21waf1 signalling63, regulates tubule cell 

proliferation by proto-oncogene tyrosine-protein kinase (c-Src)-dependent 

STAT3 activation64-66 and STAT6-dependent transcription activity67, and, 4) 

focal adhesion pathway (through mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and 

c-Src) leading to altered gene transcription and proliferation68. Perturbation of 

these regulatory pathways leads to cyst proliferation while increased fluid 

secretion promotes cyst expansion.  

 

Epidermal growth factor (EGF) was first found to be elevated in the cyst fluid of 

ADPKD patients69. Genetic experiments in mice with spontaneous or 

genetically-engineered PKD cystic kidneys showed over-expression, hyper-

activation and abnormal location of activated EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 on the 

apical surface of cyst lining epithelia compared to the normal basolateral 

localisation70-72. The abnormal expression of ligand and its receptors creates 

continuous autocrine-paracrine stimulation of proliferation in the cyst69. Thus, 

the EGFR(ErbB) pathway was chosen in this study as a potential therapeutic 

pathway to slow down cyst expansion and attenuate the decline in renal 

function.  

1.2.3 Reversed polarity of the EGFR(ErbB1)/ErbB2 complex  

The EGFR(ErbB) complex is a transmembrane receptor responsive to 

extracellular ligands such as EGF, transforming growth factor alpha (TGFα), 

amphiregulin, heparin-binding EGF-like growth factor (HB-EGF), betacellulin, 

and epiregulin, the stimulation of which can regulate various functions within the 

cell73.  After ligand binding, a homo- or hetro-dimeric complex is formed by two 

isoform components of the ErbB family proteins (EGFR(ErbB1); ErbB2 

(Her2/neu), ErbB3 or ErbB4), specific tyrosine-containing residues are 
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autophosphorylated and downstream intracellular target proteins are activated 

by phosphorylation74 dependent on the pairing of receptors75 (Figure 1.5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5  EGFR(ErbB) signalling pathway. Ligand binding activates the tyrosine 

kinase residues resulting in phosphorylation of downstream signalling cascades 

including ERK,  PI3/AKT and JAK/ STAT pathway. ERK, extracellularsignal-regulated 

kinase;  PI3/AKT, phosphatidylinositol 3'–kinase/protein kinase B; JAK/STAT, Janus 

kinase/signal transducer and activator of transcription. 

 

EGF ligand binding activates the EGFR pathway leading to activation of 

extracellular signal-regulated protein kinases 1 and 2 (ERK1/2) which promotes 

proliferation76. Cell survival is promoted through activation of 

phosphatidylinositol 3'–kinase/protein kinase B (PI3/AKT) pathway via 

transcription of anti-apoptotic proteins such as nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-

enhancer of activated B cells (NFkB) and activation of mTOR which promotes 

protein synthesis through p70 ribosomal S6 kinase (p70s6k)76, 77.  The JAK/ 

STAT pathway is activated by a wide array of cytokines and growth factors 

stimulating cell proliferation, cell migration and apoptosis78.  
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During normal foetal development, human renal tubular epithelia express 

EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 but from birth this is restricted to the EGFR(ErbB1)  

isoform79 and EGFR(ErbB1)-EGFR(ErbB1) homodimers are restricted in their 

localisation to the basolateral membranes of polarized renal tubule epithelia69 

(Figure 1.6A). In contrast, both EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 are highly expressed 

and constitutively activated in ADPKD cystic epithelia and are localised to the 

apical plasma membranes50, 69, 80. This is supported by the co-localisation and 

co-immunoprecipitation analyses of mouse and human cell lines and tissue 

sections from normal foetal and adult renal collecting tubules and adult ADPKD 

cyst-lining epithelia leading to the conclusion that lack of down-regulation of 

foetal ErbB2 expression is associated with apical targeting of 

EGFR(ErbB1)/ErbB2 complexes79, 80 (Figure 1.6B).  

 

Since ADPKD epithelia have previously been shown to synthesize and secrete 

large quantities of EGF-like ligands into cyst lumens, the presence of activated 

EGFR(ErbB1)/ErbB2 complexes at the apical surface (Figure 1.7) provides a  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6  Expression of EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 in the human renal tubule 

epithelia. (A) Schematic to show that EGFR/ErbB2 heterodimers are mislocalised to 

the apical membranes of epithelial cells of ADPKD cysts. ErbB2 is normally down 

regulated after birth and EGFR(ErbB1) homodimers are expressed on the basolateral 

epithelial cell membranes of normal adult kidney tubules.  (B) Immnuhistochemical 

staining showing A: localisation of EGFR(ErbB1) on the apical membranes of epithelial 

cells in the collecting tubules (CT) of human foetal kidney. B: EGFR(ErbB1) expression 

at the basal membranes of distal tubules (DT) in a normal adult kidney. C: 

EGFR(ErbB1) localisation at the apical membranes in ADPKD cyst epithelia (Reprinted 

with permission from Wilson SJ, et al. (2006), Inhibition of HER-2(neu/ErbB2) restores 

normal function and structure to polycystic kidney disease (PKD) epithelia, Biochim 

Biophys Acta 1762:647-655). 
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Figure 1.7  Mechanisms of cyst formation in ADPKD. EGFR(ErbB1)/ErbB1 

complexes are normally polarized to the basal surface of cells but are mislocalised to 

the apical surface in the dilated cyst segment with expression of the foetal isoform 

ErbB2. Together with apically mislocalised NaK-ATPase, cAMP-dependent CFTR 

influences the ion-dependent luminal fluid secretion causing cysts to enlarge. cAMP, 

cyclic adenosine monophosphate; CFTR, cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance. 

(Adapted with permission from, Wilson PD and Goilav B (2007), Cystic disease of the 

kidney, Annu Rev Pathol 2:341-368). 

 

mechanistic basis for an autocrine  proliferation  loop69, 81.  In addition, reduced 

receptor endocystosis has been suggested to exacerbate activation of 

downstream targets82-84 such as ERK81. EGF also influences epithelial sodium 

channel (ENaC)-dependent sodium transport via the ErbB2 receptor85. Together 

with apically mislocalised Na+/K+-ATPase and cAMP-dependent CFTR, this has 

additional impact on ion-dependent fluid secretion in ADPKD cyst epithelia11, 86-

88. 

1.2.4 Fibrosis in ADPKD 

In ADPKD, cystogenesis is characterized by the growth and expansion of cysts 

due to hyperproliferation and fluid secretion as a result of altered initiation of 

various mutant PC1 or PC2 protein interactions with membrane receptors and 

transporters leading to aberrant intracellular signalling pathways and gene 

transcription5. Some growth factor ligands including transforming growth factor 

beta (TGF-β), the pre-eminent fibrogenic cytokine89, and EGF have been 

reported to be over-expressed  in ADPKD90. While EGF is implicated in the 
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initiation of cystic expansion (as discussed in section 1.2.2), TGF-β is 

associated with fibrosis and potentially with progression of disease in ADPKD91.  

 

Another factor contributing to tubulointerstitial fibrosis is hypoxia92. Hypoxia in 

ADPKD has been shown to increase hypoxia-inducible transcription factors 

(HIFs) which enhance the expression of vascular endothelial growth factor 

(VEGF) and VEGF receptors in the cyst epithelia that are involved in 

angiogenesis93. This leads to hypervascularization which provides nutrients to 

the cysts94 and an increased vascular permeability, promoting fluid secretion 

into cyst95.  

 

Cysts expansion is accompanied by interstitial fibrosis, which is characterised 

by an increase in the number of interstitial fibroblasts and in particular an 

increase in myofibroblasts expressing the cytoskeletal protein alpha-smooth 

muscle actin (SMA) incorporated into stress fibres and accumulation of 

interstitial ECM3, 96. Increased levels of matrix metalloproteinases (MMP), tissue 

inhibitor of metalloproteinases (TIMP)-1 and type I and II collagen associated 

with ECM regulation are also seen97. Progressive accumulation of ECM occurs 

as a result of both increased production and decreased turnover and leads to 

abnormal peri-cystic ECM deposition98 and to epithelial cell proliferation 

secondary to alteration in cell-matrix interaction99. 

 

Integrins are transmembrane receptors that regulate multiple cellular functions 

including homeostasis of the ECM100. PC1 was found to co-localize with α2β1-

integrin101, 102 and disruption of PC1 in ADPKD impacts on signalling pathways 

such as the Ras/Raf/ERK and PI3K/AKT pathways, suggesting a role for 

integrins in ADPKD cystogenesis and progression81, 103. In a Pkd1 knock-out 

mouse model lacking the β1-integrin subunit, cystogenesis was reduced while 

the expression of α-SMA, collagen and fibronectin were up-regulated consistent 

with a role for β1-integrin in fibrosis progression104.  

 

Periostin, a secreted ECM protein, which binds to αVβ3 and αVβ5 integrins is 

found to be highly expressed in cyst-lining epithelia cells of ADPKD105. In the 
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pcy/pcy mouse, a model of nephronophthisis type 3 (NPHP3),  knockdown of 

periostin has been found to reduce total cystic area and collagen expression, 

confirming its role in promoting cystogenesis and interstitial fibrosis106.   

 

In CKD of different aetiologies, tubulointerstitial fibrosis is the best prognostic 

indicator of progression to ESRD (reviewed by Liu (2006) and Boor et al. 

(2010)89, 107). Similarly in ADPKD, fibrosis may provide a possible predictor of 

progression98, 108. It is not known whether fibrosis in ADPKD is the same as 

fibrosis in other forms of CKD/ other chronic diseases – our unpublished data 

(Johanna Verneau, personal communication) suggests that it may not be. 

 

1.3 Rodent models of ADPKD 

To better understand disease progression, animal models of polycystic kidney 

disease are the preferred choice for investigators to study either the underlying 

mechanisms of cyst formation or treatments to halt cystic expansion. Renal 

cystic disease has been reported in many non-rodent species such as cat109, 

dog110, pig111, rabbit112, springbok113, sheep114 and raccoon115. However, none 

of these species have been used in studying treatment strategies for polycystic 

kidney disease due to numbers of animals needed and costs. The main 

challenge is to generate a model that closely resembles the human disease. 

This section will summarize the rodent models of polycystic kidney disease that 

have been generated (Table 1.2) and their uses in pre-clinical testing. 

 

Rodent models are widely used due to their similarity to humans in anatomy, 

physiology, and genetics. The rodent models that were first discovered are 

spontaneous inbred phenocopies of cystic renal disease. With the advancement 

of genetic engineering techniques, rodent models that target the Pkd1 or Pkd2 

gene (knockouts, hypomorphic or overexpression) have been generated.  

1.3.1 Non-Pkd1/Pkd2 models 

An early model that was suggested to mimic ADPKD phenotype is the CFWwd 

(Carworth Farm White) mouse which developed progressive cystic destruction 
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of kidneys with a life-span of 12-18 months. An interesting finding was that 

modulation of the microbiological environment changed the disease expression 

but no further studies on the mechanism have been reported116.  Mouse models 

which are spontaneous phenocopies of autosomal recessive PKD (ARPKD) 

have also been used and results extrapolated to ADPKD including cpk117, 118, 

jck 119, bpk120, kat2J 121  mice and the pck rat122, 123. The pcy mouse124 is a 

genocopy of NPHP3 and the Han:SPRD rat is a spontaneous model that 

develops cysts in the proximal tubules125.  

 

However, these models are all non-orthologous models of ADPKD. For the 

purposes of thesis, only the orthologous models of ADPKD will be discussed in 

more detail (Table 1.2). 

1.3.2 Pkd1/Pkd2 models 

Pkd1 and Pkd2 orthologous models that resemble ADPKD have been 

developed by gene targeting strategies in mice. Complete, homozygous 

knockout of Pkd1 or Pkd2 in mice or humans results in gene disruption in all 

cells causing embryonic or perinatal lethality63, 126-136 (Table 1.2), which is 

consistent with the observation that all ADPKD patients are heterozygotes137-139. 

Homozygous null, early lethality models therefore do not mimic the phenotype 

or typical course of human ADPKD patients and cannot be easily manipulated 

for therapeutic testing135, 140. However heterozygotes have been used for 

studies.  The orthologous hypomorphic Pkd2WS25/- model has also been used 

since it survives to ~5 months. However, this model has unusually rapid cyst 

development as well as the appearance of an unpredictable Pkd2-hypermutable 

allele that undergoes somatic  conversion to a null or WT allele in vivo141, 142 .   

Similarly, overexpression of Pkd1143-145 or Pkd2146, 147 genes can lead to renal 

cyst formation as well as extrarenal manifestations although these are not 

apparent in all mouse models148 (Table 1.2).  

 

Haplo-insufficient mouse models that have been developed by reducing the 

gene dosage of Pkd1 or Pkd2 in the models of Peters and others136, 138, 149-155 

allows the phenotypic consequences of low levels of PC1 and PC2 expression 
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to be investigated (Table 1.2). These models also show rapid cystic 

enlargement which is in contrast with the relatively slowly progressive nature of 

the human disease. While haploinsufficiency and loss of Pkd1/Pkd2 gene are 

known to cause ADPKD, overexpression of the genes also causes the disease 

with similar extra-renal manifestations to those seen in humans143-148. These 

data show a requirement for a critical balance of Pkd1 and Pkd2 gene 

transcription to ensure normal renal development, growth and differentiation.   

 

The Cre–loxP recombination system has been used to generate conditional 

knockout models where gene disruption only occurs in cells where the promoter 

driving Cre recombinase is active156. Conditional knockouts can be divided into 

non-inducible81, 134, 157-164 and inducible64, 134, 165-169 (Table 1.2).  Non-inducible 

knockout  involves gene inactivation following activation of a promoter driving 

Cre recombinase expression during development81. The inducible knockout 

system requires nuclear entry of a treatment i.e. tamoxifen165 which drives the 

Cre recombinase, at a specific time-point post-renal development or in adult life 

that allows analysis of pathogenesis at different stages of disease.  

 

1.3.3 Functionality and limitations of available rodent models 

Even though many of the non-Pkd1/Pkd2 models exhibit renal cysts and have 

been used to study ADPKD, the gene mutations and phenotypes differ from 

those seen in human ADPKD. For example, the pck rat and pcy mouse are due 

to mutations in the Pkhd170 and NPHP3124 genes, respectively that are not 

involved in human ADPKD but lead to ARPKD and nephronophthisis, 

respectively. More relevant options are the orthologous Pkd1 or Pkd2 mouse 

models. Numerous models have been developed with a wide range of onset 

and severity as reviewed by Happé and Peters156. While the conditional 

knockout models are easier to manipulate and take a shorter time to develop 

the disease, they do not represent the same phenotype and time-course of  

human disease. Piontek et al. demonstrated that inactivation of the Pkd1 gene 

before postnatal day 13 resulted in severely cystic kidneys in just 3 weeks. In 

contrast, inactivation at day 14 onwards resulted in cysts formation only after 5  
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Gene overexpression 
Resembles human ADPKD phenotype with extrarenal manifestations (model dependent) 

Pkd1 Pkd2 

PKD1(extra)
140

, PKD1TAG
141

, hPKD1 TPK
142 

hPKD2 TG
143

, hPKD2
145

, hPKD2(1/703)
114 

 

Hypomorphic: reduced gene expression (or unstable) or missense mutations 
Resembles human ADPKD phenotype with extrarenal manifestations with all tissue and 

cell types affected 

Pkd1 Pkd2 

Pkd1(nl)
133,148

, Pkd1(L3)
151

, Pkd1(RC)
149

, 

Pkd1(V)
150

,  Pkd1(mBei)
152 

Pkd2(WS25)
133

, Pkd2(WS25/WS186)
135,146 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Germline knockout 
Gene disruption in all somatic cells with embryonically lethal 

homozygotes 

Pkd1 Pkd2 

Pkd1(del34)
123

, Pkd1(del43)
124

, Pkd1(del17)
125

, Pkd1(del2–

6)
126

, Pkd1(del2–11)
127

, Pkd1(Bdgz)
128

, Pkd1(null)
129

, 

Pkd1(βgal–null)
60

, Pkd1(del17−21/geo)
130 

Pkd2(null)
131

, 
Pkd2(LacZ)

132
, 

Pkd2(d3)
133 

Non-inducible 
Prenatal or neonatal disease onset with rapid 

progression 

Pkd1 Pkd2 

Pkd1flox/−:Ksp-Cre
78

, 
Pkd1flox:γGT.Cre

154
, 

Pkd1cond:MMTV.Cre
155

, 
Pkd1flox:NestinCre

156
, 

Pkd1flox:ATCB-Cre
156

, 
Pkd1flox:Pkhd1-Cre

78
, 

Pkd1lox:Tie2Cre
157

, 
Pkd1con/–:Tie2-Cre

158
, 

Pkd1lox:SM22Cre
157

, 
Pkd1cond/–:Meox2-Cre

158
 

Pkd1KO/cond:Sm22α-
Cre

159 

Pkd2F:Pkhd1-Cre
160

, 
Pkd2f3:γGT.Cre

131
, 

Pkd2fl:Wnt1Cre
161

,
 

Pkd2cond/cond:Meox2-
Cre

158 

 

Inducible 
Rapid or slow progression dependent on 
age at disruption and percentage of gene 

inactivation 

Pkd1 Pkd2 

Pkd1cond:R26CreER
61

, 
Pkd1lox:tam-KspCad-
CreERT

162
, 

Pkd1flox:Mxi-Cre
163

, 
Pkd1cond:tam-
Cre/Esr

164
, 

Pkd1flox:pCX-CreER
165

, 
Pkd1tm1Gztn:R26CreER
T2

166
 

Pkd2fl:pCxCreER
165

, 
Pkd2f3:Pdx1-Cre-
ER™

131
, 

Pkd2f3:Mx1-Cre
131 

 

Pkd1/Pkd2 models 
Deletion or mutations in 
PKD1 or PKD2 genes 

Non-Pkd1/Pkd2 models 
Spontaneous mutation 

CFWwd mouse
113

, Han:SPRD rat
122

, pcy
121

, jck
116

, cpk
114,115

, 
bpk

117
 and kat

2J
 
118 

mice, and pck 
115 

rat 

Gene knockout 

Conditional 
knockout 

Table 1.2  Rodent models of ADPKD 
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months. Although this sharp distinction has not been seen in other ADPKD 

models, it does suggest that the extent of disease progression after inactivation 

of the Pkd1 gene is time sensitive64. Hence, therapeutic testing in these models 

may not reliably inform the efficacy in human. Nonetheless, these models are 

useful in identifying underlying mechanisms of cystogenesis, differences in 

gene and protein expression, fibrosis and disease progression.  The 

heterozygous germline knockout models take longer to develop cysts and renal 

failure and are thus both costly and time-consuming. Yet, these models more 

faithfully mimic human disease progression and are more suited for pre-clinical 

studies. In addition, efficacy of drug administration can be tested at different 

time-points (early versus later stages) to simulate the human response at 

different stages of disease development since it is likely that different 

mechanisms are at play and it may be necessary to design sequential or 

combinatorial therapies. Many therapeutic strategies have been proposed and 

tested in animal models but very few have progressed from pre-clinical studies 

to human clinical trial. Lack of translatability from mouse to human171 may, in 

part be due to the use of mouse models that do not sufficiently reflect the 

course of human disease172-174. Despite the number of models, the question of 

which are the most appropriate/relevant to human ADPKD remains. Is there 

likely to be a single model to ensure consistent end-points for standardised 

outcome across all ADPKD research? In addition, corresponding findings 

between an animal model of ADPKD and human cells in culture would add 

confidence to study outcomes, as in the case for reversal of the migration defect 

in vitro and retardation of cyst formation in the Pkd1null mouse model by ErbB2 

inhibitor80. There is a need for a consensus to ensure that the pre-clinical 

models used are able to translate effective and safe therapy for human use.  

 

For long-term therapeutic studies, this laboratory has developed and 

characterised a heterozygous Pkd1 null model175 by back-crossing Pkd1null 

mice onto the C57/BL6 background131. This model mimics the genotype, 

phenotype and progression characteristics of the majority of human ADPKD 

patients, has been fully characterised and used previously for therapeutic 

assessment of c-Src inhibition72, 167. c-Src mediated focal adhesion kinase 

(FAK) is the key intermediary of EGFR and PC1 signaling101, 102, 176 and this 
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study showed that inhibition of c-Src reversed the migration defect and reduce 

cystic expansion80, 175. To date, a few therapeutic target have been translated 

from animal models to clinical trials and this will be discussed in the following 

section. 

 

1.4 Current developments in the treatment of ADPKD  

Hypertension which is an early indicator of disease in ADPKD has been shown 

to be predominantly due to activation of the renin-angiotensin-aldosterone 

system (RAAS)177, 178. Thus, inhibition of RAAS by angiotensin-converting 

enzyme inhibitors (ACE-I) or angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARBs)38 is the 

preferred means to reduce blood pressure in ADPKD patients38, 179.   

 

The Halt Progression of Polycystic Kidney Disease (HALT PKD) study involving 

a large cohort of 1,018 ADPKD patients in the USA compared the relative 

efficacy of ACE-I/ARB or placebo combinations versus ACE-I monotherapy at 

standard versus low blood pressures in patients with preserved renal function to 

moderate insufficiency. Study end-points included changes in total kidney 

volume, as assessed by abdominal magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at 

baseline, and at 2 years, and 4 years follow-up and time to a 50% reduction of 

eGFR, ESRD or death177. Any modification in the rates of ADPKD progression 

was monitored177, 180. Other treatments of associated disease symptoms 

included palliative measures to alleviate pain 181 due to pressure, kidney stones, 

bleeding or infection of cysts and to treat urinary tract infections with lipophilic 

antibiotics182. However, there was no effect of either dual ACE-I/ARB or ACE-I 

monotherapy on cystic expansion or disease progression183. 

 

Studies in animal models have given invaluable insight into the pathophysiology 

of ADPKD progression as reveiwed by Nagao et al. (2012)184. Through pre-

clinical studies in models that are thought to best resemble the human 

disease136, 185, a few drugs have reached Phase 3 where a drug or an 

intervention is tested for its effectiveness in a multi-centered randomized clinical 

trial involving hundreds to thousands of patients. The most successful results to 
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date are shown by the demonstrated efficacy of  vasopressin V2 receptor 

antagonists in reducing cyst formation. This was first demonstrated in several 

animal models orthologous to human ARPKD (PCK rats)186, ADPKD (Pkd2WS25/- 

mice)187, and human adolescent NPHP (pcy mice)188 followed by successful 

multi-centre Phase 3 clinical trials of tolvaptan, European Medicines Agency 

(EMA)-approval and licensing of  tolvaptan (Jinarc) for use in Europe and the 

UK for ADPKD patients with CKD stage 2-3  disease. However, this drug does 

have liver and polyuria side-effects and is unlikely to be effective in patients with 

more severe, later stages of disease and may prove to be limited to a specific 

subset of ADPKD patients. Additional therapies aimed at retardation of ADPKD 

cyst expansion are in various stages of pre-clinical and clinical development as 

reviewed by Chang and Ong (2013) and Irazabal and Torres (2013)189, 190 

(Table 1.3), targeting the many abnormalities (i.e proliferation, fluid secretion, 

cell-matrix interaction, ciliary function and cell-cell adhesion) in a wide array of 

receptor-mediated and intracellular signalling pathways that have been shown 

to be modified in ADPKD.  

 

The most advanced and only successful multicentre Phase 3 clinical trial has 

been completed using the arginine vasopressin receptor 2 (AVPR2) or V2 

antagonist, tolvaptan which targets cAMP-dependent pathways and was shown 

to slow progression of total kidney volume (TKV) and eGFR191, 192. 

Unfortunately, an increased incidence of adverse events and increased hepatic 

enzymes191, 193 has led the Food and Drugs Agency (FDA) in the USA to 

conclude more information is needed to ensure that the risks outweigh the 

benefits before they can approve the use of tolvaptan in ADPKD194. However, 

the EMA granted orphan designation (EMA-EU/3/13/1175) for tolvaptan (Jinarc, 

Otsuka) and in May 2015 granted marketing authorisation for use in ADPKD 

patients with close liver monitoring (EMEA/H/C/002788). In UK, it has recently 

become the first drug to be approved by NICE for use in the NHS for ADPKD 

patients who have chronic kidney disease (CKD) stage 2 (eGFR of 60-

90ml/min) or stage 3 (eGFR of 30-59 ml/min) with evidence of progressive 

disease195.  
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Compound Classification Target/pathway 
Clinical 
trial/Phase 

Approved 
for use 

Tolvaptan193 n-phenylbenzamides cAMP 
Yes/3 -
completeda 

Yes 

Sirolimus174 macrolide lactam mTOR 
Yes/3-
completedb No 

Everolimus173 macrolide lactam mTOR 
Yes/3-
completedb 

No 

Octreotide196 somatostatin agonist cAMP  
Yes/3-
ongoing 

No 

Bosutinib197 Src kinase inhibitor c-Src 
Yes/2-
completedc 

No 

A-438079198 
P2X7 receptor 
antagonists 

Purinergic 
pathway/ ERK  

No No 

Curcumin199 Curcuminoids mTOR,  STAT3 No No 

Genz-123346169 
Glucosylceramide 
inhibitors 

mTOR No No 

Ginkgolide B200 Terpenoids Unknown No No 

Leflunomide201 
Pyrimidine synthesis 
inhibitors 

STAT6 No No 

Metformin202 Biguanides 
mTOR/CFTR 
(AMPK agonist) 

No No 

Pioglitazone,203 
Rosiglitazone204 

Thiazolidinediones 
PPAR-γ 
receptor/ CFTR 

No No 

Pyrimethamine,  
S3I-201205 

Dihydrofolate 
reductase inhibitor 

STAT3 No No 

R-roscovitine,   
S-CR8206 

Cyclin-dependent 
kinase inhibitors 

Cyclin-
dependent 
kinases 

No No 

Tetrazolo-
CFTR(inh)-
172,Ph-GlyH-
101207 

CFTR inhibitors 
CFTR chloride 
secretion 

No No 

Trichostatin A , 
Valproic acid208 

HDAC inhibitors 

Modify 
chromatin and 
gene expression 
(epigenetic 
control) 

No No 

Table 1.3  Selected compounds as potential therapies for ADPKD. aCompleted 

human trials, effective in ADPKD patients with CKD stage 2 or 3 and evidence of 

progressive disease, bUnsuccessful in slowing ADPKD progression, cNo results 

published to date. AVPR2, arginine vasopressin receptor 2; c-Src,  proto-oncogene 

tyrosine-protein kinase Src; P2X7, P2X purinoceptor 7; AMPK, 5' adenosine 

monophosphate-activated protein kinase;  STAT3, signal transducer and activator of 

transcription 3; PPAR-γ, peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma; HDAC, 

histone deacetylases. 
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There are other drugs that also target the somatostatin receptor, such as the 

long acting somatostatin analogue, octreotide which is currently undergoing 

Phase 3 clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT01377246) and showed 

encouraging efficacy particularly in decreasing liver cysts in ADPKD in its Phase 

2 trial196.  Another potential intracellular target is the protein tyrosine kinase, c-

Src. Using the inhibitor compound, Bosutinib, to reduce the rate of kidney 

enlargement has just completed Phase 2 trial (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: 

NCT01233869). 

 

Phase 3 multi-centre trials of the rapamycin analogues (inhibitors of the mTOR 

pathway) sirolimus and everolimus, showed that they were both ineffective in 

slowing progression in ADPKD patients and to have dose-limiting adverse 

events173, 174, 209. Results are being analysed for the same cohort that was 

administered everolimus for 24 months whether the drug is effective in 

preventing cyst expansion and worsening of renal function over 5 years 

(ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT00414440).  

 

Although, as indicated in Table 1.3, there are many candidate targets for 

potential treatment of ADPKD, few have successfully progressed from pre-

clinical validation to Phase 3 clinical trials and only one has entered clinical 

practice in Europe. The high incidence of adverse reactions observed to many 

of the drugs tested may, in part be due to targeting intracellular signalling 

intermediates, rather than using a direct, more specific, up-stream inhibitor of 

ADPKD signalling pathways. A suitable candidate for this approach is the 

EGFR(ErbB1) and/or ErbB2, whose up-regulation and mislocalisation have 

been show to play an important role in ADPKD cystic epithelial proliferation and 

renal cyst expansion50, 52, 79, 80, 85. Also discussed in earlier sections, the newly 

approved tolvaptan inhibits the vasopressin receptor, which is also an upstream 

target, which strengthens the idea that targetting the EGFR(ErbB) pathway may 

be beneficial. 
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1.5 Reversal of the ADPKD phenotype by inhibition of EGFR 

(ErbB1) and ErbB2 in vitro and in vivo 

Disruption of the PC1 has been shown to increase cell-matrix adhesion and 

decrease migration of ADPKD epithelia210. These changes are associated with 

disruption of morphogenesis and cystic dilation of renal ureteric buds in 

developing mouse kidneys. In a migration assay using cyst epithelia, selective 

ErbB2 and EGFR(ErbB1) inhibitors significantly reversed the ADPKD migration 

defect80. In addition, an in vivo pilot study using the Pkd1null heterozygous mice 

in which AG825; an orally-available tyrphostin selective tyrosine kinase inhibitor 

(TKI) of ErbB2 was administered to mice daily in drinking water for 10 weeks 

from 6 weeks of age showed  that the appearance and degree of cystic 

expansion of collecting tubules was significantly reduced80. Taken together with 

studies in Bpk mice administered Tyrphostin B42211 and EGFR TKI EKI-785197 

which reduced cystic disease, a proof of principle was provided that inhibition of 

EGFR(ErbB1) and/or ErbB2 might have therapeutic effects in ADPKD by 

slowing cystic expansion52. 

 

1.6 Small molecule TKIs to target EGFR(ErbB1) and/or ErbB2  

Protein tyrosine kinases (PTKs) play important roles in cellular functions such 

as the signalling cascades that regulate proliferation and differentiation in 

normal or diseased cells of multicellular organisms212, 213. PTKs have been 

popular targets for therapy, particularly in oncology, due to their high prevalence 

and diversity of specific ATP-binding sites, which facilitate modelling and drug 

design214. Tyr1068215 and Y1248216, 217 are the major phosporylation sites for 

EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 respectively which lead to activation of ERK1/2 at the 

Thr202/Tyr204 of ERK1 and Thr185/Tyr187 of ERK2218. 

 

The development of PTK inhibitors that are more potent and selective such as 

tyrphostins, began in the early 1980s after successful inhibition of EGFR by 

natural compounds including genistein, quercetin, erbstatin and lavendustin 

A219. Since PTKs are involved in normal proliferative and metabolic processes, 
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inhibition would be likely to give toxic side-effects in  humans220. A lot of 

research has been done to improve the specificity and reduce side-effects of 

PTK inhibitors; many of which have been used in cancer therapies, including 

imatinib, gefitinib, erlotinib, sorafenib, sunitinib, dasatinib, lapatinib and 

nilotinib221, 222. The most promising compounds are the low molecular weight 

anilinoquinazolines which are highly selective towards EGFR(ErbBs), are orally 

administered and have minimal toxic effects219.   

 

In order to study the effects of inhibiting EGFR(ErbB1) and/or ErbB2, three TKIs 

were chosen: i) gefitinib (AstraZeneca) for inhibition of EGFR(ErbB1), used in 

the treatment of non-small cell lung cancer: ii) lapatinib (GlaxoSmithKline), a 

dual EGFR(ErbB1)/ErbB2 inhibitor approved for treatment of metastatic breast 

cancer. Both compounds are widely used with well-established pharmacokinetic 

profiles222: and, iii) CP-724,714 (Pfizer) which selectively inhibits ErbB2, a trial 

compound that has been used in Phase 2 trial for the treatment of advanced 

ErbB2(HER2)-overexpressing cancers223-225. Drug characteristics are 

summarised in Table 1.4. 

 

1.6.1 Gefitinib 

Gefitinib was the first EGFR TKI to be approved for use in non-small cell lung 

cancer (NSCLC). It is a potent, selective, reversible inhibitor of EGFR(ErbB1) 

tyrosine kinase which acts by competitively inhibiting EGF or other ligand-

stimulated EGFR(ErbB1) autophosphorylation resulting in subsequent inhibition 

of downstream signal transduction226, 227.   

1.6.2  Lapatinib 

Lapatinib is a TKI that targets both EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2. By reversibly 

binding to the ATP binding site of the tyrosine kinase, lapatinib prevents the 

phosphorylation and subsequent signal transduction of both Ras/Raf/ERK and 

PI3/AKT pathways, leading to an increase in apoptosis and decreased cellular 

proliferation228. Lapatinib has a similar 50% inhibitory concentration for both 
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EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 and is highly selective (more than 30-fold relative to 

other kinases229). 

1.6.3  CP-724,714 

The discovery of CP-724,714 was driven by the fact that ErbB2 amplification 

and overexpression is often seen in malignancies and is implicated in 

tumourigenesis230-232. CP-724,714 is a potent and selective small-molecule oral 

inhibitor of ErbB2. In vitro, it selectively inhibits ErbB2-chimera phosphorylation 

with a relative selectivity of more than 500-fold to other kinases such as 

EGFR(ErbB1), platelet-derived growth factor receptors (PDGFR), insulin-like 

growth factor 1 receptor (IGF-1R), vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 2 

(VEGFR-2) and Src223. This promising molecule has undergone Phase 2 trial for 

breast cancer therapy but was aborted due to liver injury. This was explained by 

the rapid uptake of CP-724,714 (at 250mg twice daily) by hepatocytes causing 

inhibition of hepatic efflux transporters and hepatic accumulation of drug and 

bile constituents233.  

 

1.6.4 Rationale for drug selection 

Due to the slowly-progressive nature of ADPKD, the proposed approach of 

treatment would be adult life-long therapy234. As early detection means patients 

may not even experience any symptoms at the time of diagnosis, an oral drug 

administration without detrimental side-effects would be the ultimate choice.   

 

The availability of these three selected drugs in oral form has made them the 

drug of choice for treatment on a daily basis in cancer therapeutics. The aim of 

this study was to slow cyst progression at a sufficiently low drug dose so as to 

minimise potential toxicity. Since drug accumulation is expected in the 

kidneys233, 235, 236 a circulating concentration representing a 10% inhibition was 

planned for the long-term studies. The advantage of these inhibitors in the 

context of ADPKD is that re-purposing from oncology would speed up the 

process for use in ADPKD patients. 
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1.7 Hypothesis 

TKIs for targeting EGFR(ErbB1) and/or ErbB2 may be an effective and less 

toxic retardation therapy than the current treatment available for ADPKD. 

Objective of the study undertaken was to study the 

pharmacokinetic/pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) relationship between three TKIs: 

lapatinib (dual EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 inhibitor), CP-724,714 (ErbB2 inhibitor) 

and gefitinib (EGFR(ErbB1) inhibitor), and efficacy in an ADPKD mouse model. 

An introduction on PK/PD modelling and what is known about the PK/PD of the 

selected TKIs are presented below. 

 

1.8 Introduction to Pharmacometrics 

1.8.1 Application of pharmacometrics 

Pharmacometrics has been defined as the science of developing and applying 

mathematical and statistical models to characterize, understand, and predict the 

pharmacokinetic (PK), pharmacodynamic (PD), and biomarker-outcome 

behaviour of a drug237. As the discipline evolved, a broader scope has been 

incorporated into the definition. Pharmacometrics can now be defined as a 

branch of science concerned with mathematical models of biology, 

pharmacology, disease, and physiology used to describe and quantify 

interactions between xenobiotics and patients, including their beneficial effects 

and side-effects238. One branch of pharmacometrics is PK/PD modelling. 
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 Gefitinib (ZD1839) Lapatinib ditosylate (GW572016) CP-724,714 

Structure  

 

 

 

  

Chemical 

name 

4-Quinazolinamine,N-(3-chloro-4- 

fluorophenyl)-7-methoxy-6-[3-4-

morpholin) propoxy] 

N-(3-chloro-4-{[(3-fluorophenyl) 

methyl]oxy}phenyl)-6-[5-({[2 

(methylsulfonyl)ethyl]amino}methyl)-2-

furanyl]-4-quinazolinaminebis(4-

methylbenzenesulfonate)monohydrate 

E-2-Methoxy-N-(3-{4-[3-methyl-4-

(6-methyl-pyridin-3-yloxy)-

phenylamino]-quinazolin-6-yl}-

allyl)-acetamide 

Manufacturer AstraZeneca GlaxoSmithKline Pfizer 

Mechanism 

of action 

Selectively inhibits intracellular 

phosphorylation of EGFR(ErbB1) 

Dual inhibitor of EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 Selectively inhibits intracellular 

phosphorylation of ErbB2 
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 Gefitinib (ZD1839) Lapatinib ditosylate (GW572016) CP-724,714 

Pre-clinical 

studies 

In vitro: 

Inhibited autophosphorylation of 

EGFR(ErbB1) in tumour cell lines 

(lung, prostate, colorectal 

carcinoma cells and human vulva 

squamous carcinoma cells). 

Effectively inhibited growth when 

used as a single agent in a wide 

range of human cancer cell lines 

expressing EGFR(ErbB1) (lung, 

colon, breast, ovarian and non-

small cell lung cancer). 

In vivo: 

In combination with other cytotoxic 

drugs, shown to have significant 

synergistic inhibition or anti-tumour 

effect on human tumour xenografts 

(lung,prostate and colon). 

(reviewed by Herbst (2002)239.) 

 

In vitro: 

Inhibited growth in cell lines (breast, head 

and neck, vulva, lung, and gastric) 

overexpressing EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2. 

In combination with trastuzumab, growth 

of trastuzumab-resistant cells was 

inhibited. Tamoxifen resistance 

associated with overexpression of 

EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 was restored in 

estrogen receptor-positive, tamoxifen-

resistant cell lines. 

 

 

In vivo: 

Inhibited HN5 (head and neck) and BT474 

(breast cancer) tumour xenograft growth.  

(reviewed by  Medina and Goodin 

(2008)240.) 

In vitro: 

Inhibited autophosphorylation of 

ErbB2 in NIH 3T3 cells 

transfected with a chimera 

consisting of EGFR(ErbB1) 

extracellular domain and ErbB2 

intracellular domain.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In vivo: 

Reduced ErbB2 receptor 

phosphorylation and tumour 

growth in athymic mice bearing 

FRE-ErbB2 xenografts223. 
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Table 1.4   Summary of characteristics of gefitinib, lapatinib and CP-724,714. 

 Gefitinib (ZD1839) Lapatinib ditosylate (GW572016) CP-724,714 

FDA 

approval 

2003 2007 Trial discontinued during Phase 2 

due to hepatotoxicity233 

Indication of 

use 

Monotherapy for the continued 

treatment of patients with locally 

advanced or metastatic non-small 

cell lung cancer after failure of both 

platinum-based and docetaxel 

chemotherapies. 

In combination with:  

•  Capecitabine, for the treatment of 

patients with advanced or metastatic  

breast cancer whose tumours 

overexpress ErbB2 and who have 

received prior therapy including an 

anthracycline, a taxane, and trastuzumab. 

• Letrozole for the treatment of post-

menopausal women with hormone 

receptor-positive metastatic breast cancer 

that overexpress the ErbB2 receptor for 

whom hormonal therapy is indicated. 

For the treatment of metastatic 

ErbB2-overexpressing breast 

cancer. 

Dose 250mg orally daily. Metastatic breast cancer: 1,250mg orally 

once daily on days 1-21;  

ErbB2 positive metastatic breast cancer: 

1500 mg orally once daily. 

250mg orally twice daily 

(dose recommended for Phase 2 

trial). 
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1.8.1.1 Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic (PK/PD) modelling 

In drug development, information gathering is important prior to clinical trials. 

Pre-clinical trials include a comprehensive study of the relationship between 

the drug and its effects through PK/PD modelling from in vivo data241. 

 

PK, which defines the time-course of the plasma and/or tissue drug 

concentration, involves factors such as bioavailability, absorption rate, extent 

of distribution in the body, the active form of the drug and its elimination rate. 

Population PK studies are done by gathering population data and linking to 

covariates (intrinsic and extrinsic factors) influencing drug responses242, 243.  

 

Population PK estimation methods can estimate the PK parameters and the 

variability even if the samples are sparse due to opportunistic sampling or in 

populations that do not permit repeated sampling244. Typical population PK 

parameters generated can be used to determine dose adjustments that 

include the characteristics of an individual.  

 

PD, classically known as “what the drug does to the body” or the time-course 

of pharmacological effect, is correlated to the PK profile.  Since efficacy is 

the whole therapeutic effect on a system and quantifying it is not easy, use of 

biomarker or surrogate markers as a measure of magnitude of 

pharmacological response is normally adopted242, 245. 

 

1.8.2 Pharmacokinetic modelling 

1.8.2.1 Basic model for PK 

The relationship between drug concentration and its pharmacologic effect 

can be described through PK/PD modelling. The relationships are explained 

by fitting mathematical models to the data. The constructed models can be 

used in simulations to predict exposure and response in situations where 

new dosage regimens are needed or for use in special patient populations241, 

242.  
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There are two ways of analysing PK data: the non-compartmental and the 

compartmental approaches. The non-compartmental approach (NCA) does 

not assume any compartments in the body. For example, the trapezoid-rule 

is used to calculate the area under the concentration curve (AUC) from blood 

samples. Dose and AUC are used to calculate clearance. Maximum drug 

concentration (Cmax) and the time-to-peak drug concentration (Tmax) are 

calculated from concentrations and their associated time-points. Terminal 

half-life (t1/2) is usually calculated from the last 2-4 sampling time-points246, 

247.  

 

In the compartmental approach, “imaginary” compartments are used to 

simplify drug distribution through the body. Compartmental models require 

assumptions that each compartment is kinetically homogenous and that the 

drug is distributed immediately and evenly throughout the compartment 

(Figure 1.8)247.  

 

1.8.2.2 Analysis and modelling approaches 

In a population analysis of PK data, the goal is to estimate the relevant 

parameters such as absorption constant (Ka), clearance (CL) and volume of 

distribution (Vd) together with between subject variability and residual 

variability of the observations (measurement error and model specification 

errors).  There are several ways to analyse these parameters: naïve pooled, 

naïve averaged, two-stage and non-linear mixed analysis. 

 

Naïve pooled analysis assumes all data are derived from one individual and 

fits the model to all, meaning it requires a balanced number of data points 

per individual (although data can be sparse). Due to this characteristic, 

unbalanced data will produce biased estimates. Naïve averaged analysis on 

the other hand, takes an average of data at each time-point and fitting is 

done to the average which means all subjects need to have the same 

sampling times. Between subject and residual variability cannot be separated 

and covariate analysis cannot be performed in both methods248, 249. 
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Figure 1.8   Compartmental modelling. A diagram depicting the compartmental 

approach of modelling using 1-compartment (Comp) model (above) and 2 or more 

compartment (n) approaches e.g. if extravascular absorption is involved such as by 

gastrointestinal absorption or by other tissues. Arrows show how drug travels from 

one compartment to another or is cleared from the environment.  

 

Two-stage analysis involves fitting a model to each individual in the first 

stage and estimation of population estimates including variance and inter-

individual variability by taking into account covariates provided that the data 

is rich and balanced. However, this analysis may not recognise nonlinearity 

and produce an overestimated variability as it is not able to handle 

uncertainty in the individual parameters and concentration/dose-dependent 

non-linear process248, 250.  

 

Non-linear mixed-effect (NLME) analysis on the other hand, does not need 

balanced data and both rich and sparse data can be used. Population mean, 

between subject variability and residual variability can be computed and the 

model is fitted to all data while retaining individual information. Covariate 

models can be easily included in the optimization step. Due to the fact that 

NLME can handle multiple data types, it was therefore chosen as the method 

of analysis for this thesis. 
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1.9 PK/PD  profiles  of selected receptor TKIs 

To date several ADPKD therapeutic targets have failed in human trials due to 

low efficacy or toxic effects (see section 1.4). What is lacking in these trials is 

PK/PD studies in animals to allow exposure/response analyses as proposed 

in the FDA’s product development under Animal Rule (2015)251. 

Furthermore, the doses that were tested in animals prior to human trials were 

intended for conditions that the drugs were initially approved for and not 

specifically for ADPKD. Drug disposition which involves absorption, 

distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) can affect the PK profile of a 

drug which determines the optimal dosing to achieve therapeutic target. 

Table 1.5 summarizes the PK profiles for the selected TKIs (lapatinib, CP-

724,714 and gefitinib).  

1.9.1 PK/PD of selected TKIs in man 

1.9.1.1 Pharmacokinetics (PK) 

AUC is inversely proportional to elimination or clearance of drug. A higher 

clearance would mean a smaller AUC and less exposure of the body to the 

drug. Gastrointestinal and enterohepatic absorption determines the 

bioavailability of an orally-administered drug in the system. Gastric emptying 

time, pH, food content (i.e high-fat meals) and drug binding to dietary 

proteins may alter drug bioavailability252. Lapatinib is known to interact with 

high-fat food which increases the exposure by 3-fold compared to the fasting 

state253. Food effects on gefitinib are not significant clinically254 while no 

information was found on CP-724,714. All 3 drugs are primarily metabolized 

by CYP3A4224, 240, 255, have good tissue distribution and are highly bound to 

protein (≥90%)233, 236, 256.  
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 Gefitinib (ZD1839) Lapatinib ditosylate (GW572016) CP-724,714 

Absorption Pre-clinical : 

Oral bioavailability was estimated as 

0.45 in LN229-wild-type EGFR mutant 

tumour bearing mice given single 

150mg/kg dose257.  

Clinical: 

Following a single dose (75mg/kg), 

peak plasma occurred 3-7 hours post-

dose258. Absorption rate constant, Ka, 

was 0.88h-1 257. 

Pre-clinical : 

Absorbed after 2 hours post 

320mg/kg/day oral dose in  scid(-/-) 

mice259 and an hour after 60mg/kg 

dose to FVB mice260. 

Clinical: 

Achieved peak serum concentrations 

at a median of 3 hours post-dose261. 

Pre-clinical : 

Absorbed within 30 minutes after 

25mg/kg dose in athymic mice 

bearing FRE-erbB2 xenografts223. 

 

Clinical: 

Absorption was rapid after single 

oral dose of 250mg and achieved 

peak concentrations at a median 

of 1 hour post-dose225. 

Distribution Two hours after administration widely 

and rapidly distributed to the kidney 

(9.6 µg equivalent g-1 tissue) of albino 

and pigmented rats using 

[14C]gefitinib255. In humans, volume of 

distribution is 3.75 L.kg-1 257 and is 

highly bound to protein in human 

plasma (90%)256. 

Concentrations of 0.22 and 0.16 µg 

equivalent g-1 tissue in the liver and 

kidney, respectively 24 hours post a 

single oral 10 mg/kg [14C]lapatinib in 

male rats 236. Volume of distribution 

is >2200 L in human236 and highly 

bound to protein (>99%) (lapatinib 

prescribing information–FDA website) 

Rapid distribution within 1 hour 

into extravascular tissues and has 

liver to blood ratio of 3.8. The 

distribution has been confirmed 

through an 

autoradioluminography study in 

rats using [14C]CP-724,714233. 

Highly bound to human plasma 

proteins (>98%)233. 
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 Gefitinib (ZD1839) Lapatinib ditosylate (GW572016) CP-724,714 

Metabolism Gefitinib is metabolized primarily by 

CYP3A4 with minor contributions by 

CYP3A5 and CYP2D6263. Human 

plasma clearance of 35.7L/h and in 

mice clearance of 0.14L/h257. 

Lapatinib is metabolized by CYP3A4 

and is a major substrate for and 

inhibitor of, P-glycoprotein (Pgp) 

(intestine) as reviewed by Medina and 

Goodin (2008)240. In mice clearance of 

0.14L/h236. 

CP-724,714 is primarily 

metabolized by CYP3A4224. 

CL value estimated to be 0.09L/h 

in athymic mice264 

Excretion Mostly excreted through faeces and 

bile. Less than 4% through urine255. 

Predominantly excreted through 

faeces (>90%), minimal through 

urine265. 

Less than 10% of unchanged 

drug excreted in the urine and 

bile224. 

      Table 1.5   Pharmacokinetic profiles of gefitinib, lapatinib and CP-724,714. CYP3A4, CYP3A5, CYP2D6: Members of cytochrome 

P450 superfamily; ALT: alanine transaminase 
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1.9.1.2 Pharmacodynamics (PD) 

PK models are useful in predicting the first dose or multiple dose kinetic 

parameters but PK alone is not able to predict the time-course or extent of 

drug effect. However, combination of PK and PD models can describe the 

full drug and body interaction266. A PD model is directly related to the effect 

of the drug at site of action when the drug at the effect site and i.e. plasma 

are in equilibrium267.   

In a PD model, a drug effect can be measurable by an end-point whether it 

be a clinical end-point or a surrogate marker in the form of continuous (e.g. 

creatinine levels, respiratory function, blood pressure) or dichotomous or 

polychotomous (level of response i.e. mild, moderate and severe or 

categorizing continuous data e.g. body mass index above 30 is considered 

obese) variables268. An end-point is important in determining treatment 

efficacy or safety which will be used as a guide in deciding future dosing 

regimens. 

 

A PD response, whether on drug efficacy or toxicity is usually associated 

with drug disposition. For example, AUC of  gefitinib in NSCLC patients 

correlates with the reduction of MAPK activation in skin biopsies compared to 

pretreatment biopsies269  while the efficacy of lapatinib in heavily pretreated 

patients with metastatic carcinomas was related to the drug trough level270.  

In a group of patients with advanced NSCLC treated with gefitinib, 

development of a skin rash was correlated with prolonged times to disease 

progression as compared to patients without a skin rash271. Elevation of 

bilirubin and alanine transaminase (ALT) is proportional to the increase of 

AUC in patients with advanced ErbB2 (HER2)-overexpressing cancers224. 
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1.9.2  PK/PD of selected TKIs in mice 

1.9.2.1 Pharmacokinetics 

Oral bioavailability for gefitinib was estimated as 0.45; variable absorption 

was seen with lapatinib259; while no information was available on CP-

724,714. All 3 drugs were widely distributed throughout the body, including in 

the kidney233, 236, 255. In mice, CYP3A11 is the isoform that is expressed in the 

intestine, most similar to human CYP3A4272 and all 3 drugs are extensively 

metabolised by CYP3A4224, 240, 255.  Clearance of gefitinib and lapatinib was 

0.141L.h-1 while clearance for CP-724,714 was 0.096 L.h-1 223. 

1.9.2.2 Pharmacodynamics 

Cell proliferation and cell survival are regulated by the ERK signalling 

(reviewed by Mebratu and Tesfaigzi (1991)273). Many mitogenic signals that 

are activated through growth factor receptors eventually converge on the 

same downstream target, ERK274. Overexpression of EGFR(ErbB1)275 and 

ErbB2276 in malignancies has been shown to upregulate ERK activation.  

 

The PD end-point in a mutant tumour model treated with gefitinib was the 

fractional inhibition of p-ERK using a 2-compartment target-response model: 

target compartment representing phosphorylated EGFR (p-EGFR) and 

response compartment representing p-ERK. Inhibition of ERK and AKT 

phosphorylation were considered as potential biomarkers to assess clinical 

activity in human xenografts treated with lapatinib277. The same biomarkers 

were also seen to be down-regulated in xenografts when CP-724,714 was 

administered to athymic mice223. Thus, ERK activation is a common 

biomarker used in assessing effects of anti-tumour drugs such as TKIs. 

(summarized in Figure 1.9). 

 

1.9.3 Interspecies scaling in PK/PD  

Empirical scaling between mammals has been studied since 1940s278-280 to 

relate PK parameters to body weight using  an allometric scaling equation 
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that is known to be reasonably accurate to scale between species281, 282. 

Allometric scaling is practical for prediction of drug PK in particular species 

especially if there are no prior data available283. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.9  EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 pathway inhibition. Gefitinib inhibits 

EGFR(ErbB1), lapatinib inhibits both EGFR(ErbB1)/ErbB2 while CP-724,714 

selectively inhibits ErbB2. By targeting this pathway, transduction of the 

downstream signalling pathway will be inhibited, thus halting cyst proliferation. 

 

However, simple allometric scaling is unlikely to be useful if the drug is highly 

protein-bound283, 284. Approaches to improve the accuracy of prediction 

include: i) the ‘unbound oral clearance (CL/F) approach’285 using unbound 

plasma concentration and ii) the ‘unbound fraction corrected intercept 

method (FCIM) 286 which uses a model developed using unbound fractions of 

drug in plasma in rats and humans, to better predict human clearance.  

 

For example, using allometric scaling for clearance in mice, the allometric 

relationship can be expressed using a mathematical equation based on the 

power-law function :  

 

Y = a.Wb 
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where, Y is the clearance in mice, a is the clearance in man with an average 

weight of 70kg, W is the weight fraction of mice over human and b is the 

allometric exponential for clearance of 0.75. Since the animals in each 

treatment group were given the same doses regardless of body size, 

allometric scaling was applied to predict the weight corrected clearance and 

volume of distribution. 

 

1.10   Aims 

i. To determine the PK of  lapatinib, CP-724,714 and gefitinib  at 50% 

inhibitory doses (IC50). 

ii. To determine the relative efficacies of 10% inhibitory doses (IC10) of  

lapatinib, CP-724,714 and gefitinib administered in drinking water to 

C57/Pkd1null heterozygous (Pkd1null+/-) mice for 3 months using as 

endpoints histological, histochemical and biochemical analyses of 

activated receptors and their downstream targets: 

a. Starting at 6-months of age when kidneys are mildly cystic and 

enlarged (early treatment group); 

b. Starting at 9-months of age when kidneys are moderately 

cystic and enlarged (late treatment group). 

The aim being to model human ADPKD patients at different stages of 

disease progression. 

iii.     To model the PK and PD of each drug to simulate human dosing 

schedules for future clinical trials. 
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 Chapter 2 

2        Materials and methods 
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All chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (Poole, UK) unless 

otherwise indicated.  

2.1 Mouse model 

C57/BL6 Pkd1null+/- mice were used in these studies. This is a slowly 

evolving model of cystic disease which mimics human ADPKD80  (as 

discussed in Section 1.4). All animal experimentation was performed under 

Home Office Licence (Project Licence number 70/7344; Personal Licence 

Number 70/24276) and according to local rules. A breeding colony was 

established in-house using heterozygous pairs. Ear-punches were collected 

from offspring at weaning, DNA extracted and animals genotyped by PCR. 

Animals were caged individually during experiments to measure accurate 

drug intake in drinking water for each animal. All animals have a 5 digit ID 

number which correlates to genotype. 

 

2.2 HOTSHOT DNA preparation   

Individual ear punches were transferred into 0.2ml polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR) tubes (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, UK). Alkaline lysis reagent 

(75µl; 25mM sodium hydroxide, 0.2mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic 

acid(EDTA)) was added to the tissue and incubated at 95oC for 30 minutes. 

Neutralization reagent (75µl; 40mM Tris-HCl) was added and the sample 

mixed well using a pipette tip to break up the tissue. Samples were 

centrifuged at 8000 x g for 5 minutes at 4oC to pellet tissue debris. DNA (2µl) 

plus 12.5µl of REDTaq® ReadyMix™ PCR Reaction Mix  and 1µl each of 

forward and reverse primers (Neo801 and Neo802; Table 2.1) were made up 

to a total volume of 25µl with PCR-grade water. PCR was performed on a 

GeneAmp PCR system 9700 (Applied Biosystems) using the conditions 

shown in Table 2.2.  
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Table 2.1   Sequence of genotyping primers. As the Pkd1null+/- mice used in this 

study were derived from recombination by insertion of phosphoglycerate kinase 

(pgk)-neomycin (neo) cassette131, 139, neo primer pairs were used to test the 

presence of the neomycin gene sequence within the neo recombinant cassette. 

 

 

Table 2.2.  Thermocycling conditions for Pkd1null+/- DNA amplification using 
PCR. 

 

To prepare an agarose gel, agarose (2% w/v) was added to 1x Tris-acetate 

EDTA (TAE) buffer (diluted from 50x stock buffer; 2M Tris, 0.05M EDTA 

pH8.3) and heated in a microwave until dissolved. After cooling for 5 

minutes, ethidium bromide (final concentration 0.4µg/ml) was added to the 

agarose solution. The agarose was poured into a gel tray with a 15-well 

comb in place and allowed to set at room temperature. The gel was placed in 

a horizontal gel electrophoresis unit (Bio-Rad, Hemel Hempstead, UK) and 

covered with 1x TAE. TriDye 100bp DNA ladder (10µl) (New England 

BioLabs, Hitchin, UK) was loaded into the first lane of the gel. Samples were 

loaded into the remaining wells including heterozygous and wild-type (WT) 

DNA controls. The gel was run at 80V for 40 minutes. PCR products were 

visualized under UV light and photographed (UVItec Limited, Cambridge, 

Primer Sequence 

Neo801 AGG ATC TCC TGT CAT CTC ACC TTG CTC CTG 

Neo802 AAG AAC TCG TCA AGA AGG CGA TAG AAG GCG 

Step Temperature ( oC) Time  

Initial denaturation 95 3 minutes 

Annealing and extension 

30 cycles 

94 

60 

72 

30 seconds 

30 seconds 

1 minute 

Final extension 72 10 minutes 

Hold 4  
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UK). Pkd null +/- DNA gives a band at 492 bp; no band is detected in WT 

DNA. The appearance of fluorescent product indicates successful 

amplification of the target sequence for Pkd null +/- (Figure 2.1).  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.1. PCR of Pkd1null +/- and WT mouse DNA. Ethidium bromide-stained 

amplified DNA from individual animals (1-9) was visualized under UV light and 

bands sized by comparison with the 100bp ladder (left lane). DNA from Pkd1null +/- 

mouse gives a single band of 492bp (arrow). No band is detected in WT DNA (WT; 

animal 3). Visualization of a band indicates the successful amplification of the target 

sequence of Pkd1null+/- in the sample. Controls were run in the two right hand lanes, 

Het: Pkd1null +/-; WT: wild-type.   

 

2.3 EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 inhibitors 

CP-724,714 (selective ErbB2 inhibitor) and lapatinib ditosylate(dual inhibitor 

of EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2) were purchased from Stratech (Newmarket, 

UK) and gefitinib (selective EGFR(ErbB1) inhibitor) from Tocris (Bristol, UK).  

2.3.1 Determination of drug dose  

Murine inner medullary collecting duct epithelial cells (mIMCD-3, cell line, in-

house cryogenic stocks) were plated, grown for 36 hours and quiesced in 

serum-free medium for 24 hours. The cells were then treated with EGF or 

EGF-like ligands (HB-EGF and TGF-α)  with or without inhibitors (Table 2.3) 

for 24 hours. Proliferation was measured using the MTT (3-[4,5-

dimethylthiazol-2-yl]-2,5 diphenyl tetrazolium bromide) assay (Promega, 

Southampton, UK) . These data were used to establish the minimal effective 

dose that inhibited proliferation by 50% (IC50) and by 10% (IC10) to be used 

in the in vivo study. Of the three ligand treatments, TGF-α had the biggest 

effect and the data from TGF-α treated cells was used to determine the drug 

doses. 

1000 bp  

  500 bp  
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Table 2.3  Concentrations of EGF, EGF-like ligands and inhibitors used in the 

in vitro study of inhibition of proliferation of mIMCD-3 cells. 

 

 

The Hill equation287, 288 is extensively used to analyse quantitative drug-

receptor relationships226,227 and was used to fit the observed 

concentration/optical density measurements to the predicted 

concentration/optical density measurements model.  

 

Mathematical model: 

 

          (2.1) 

 

Statistical model: 

     ODENS = PDENS + EPS    (2.2) 

 

PDENS:  Model predicted optical density  

ODENS: Observed density given by the predicted optical density plus an 

error term assumed to be normally distributed with a mean of 0 

EBL:       Estimated baseline optical density when inhibitor concentration is 0 

Emax:      EBL – optical density of quiesced cells 

CONC:   Drug concentration 

IC50:       Concentration of drug to reduce optical density to half the EMAX 

HILL:      Hill coefficient – shape parameter 

EPS:      Normally distributed error term 

Treatment Concentration 

EGF 5ng/ml 

HB-EGF 10ng/ml 

TGF-α 10ng/ml 

CP-724,714 3nM, 30nM, 300nM, 600nM 

Lapatinib 5nM, 50nM, 500nM 

Gefitinib 5nM, 50nM, 500nM 

PDENS = EBL – Emax x  CONCHILL 

              (C50
HILL + CONCHILL)  
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The model was fitted to observed density measurements using nonlinear 

regression with the software NONMEM® version VII, release 7.3 (Icon 

Development Solutions, Dublin, Ireland). NONMEM® (nonlinear mixed 

effects modelling) is a computer software program that is well validated and 

well accepted for pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic data analysis289. 

Evaluation of model fit was undertaken by plotting observed optical densities 

versus model predictions  (Figure 2.2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2   Individual plots of the optical density versus inhibitor 

concentration for the proliferation inhibition of TGF-α-treated cells using CP-

724,714, lapatinib and gefitinib. Blue circles indicate the optical density observed 

and solid lines indicate the optical density predicted by the model. The graphs show 

that the model predicted fits the observations. 
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The model was used to calculate concentrations to reach 50% and 10% of 

the maximal inhibitory values (IC50 and IC10, respectively). Model parameter 

estimates are given in Table 2.4.  The model parameters were then used to 

derive the IC10 value. 

 
Table 2.4   Parameters derived from the Hill equation using NONMEM®. The 
IC50 concentration was used to calculate the in vivo dose for each drug. 

 

To translate the model-predicted IC50 and IC10 concentrations into a dose, 

PK data from the literature on each drug was used. The AUC is the integral 

of concentration of drug in plasma against time which reflects the drug 

exposure to the body after administration of a drug dose. The AUC depends 

on drug clearance and dose given. The desired steady-state target 

concentration (either IC10 or IC50) was multiplied by 24, to give a target daily 

AUC with units of mass.time/volume. CL is the rate of elimination of drugs 

from the body over time through liver metabolism and/or renal elimination. 

CL for each drug is based on PK parameters in rats for gefitinib and in mice 

for lapatinib and CP-724,714. Since the drugs are given orally, the term CL 

used throughout this thesis refers to apparent clearance which is defined as 

CL/F, where F is bioavailability, the fraction escaping gut and first pass 

metabolism. 

 

Since the AUCTarget is known from the in vitro data and CL from the literature, 

with the assumption that the average mouse weighs 30g, doses for in vivo 

IC50 were calculated using equation 2.3:  

 

          (2.3) 

 

 

  Drug EBL EMAX HILL IC50 (nmol) 

CP-724714 0.641 0.258 0.593 78 

Lapatinib 1.07 0.465 1.06 79 

Gefitinib  1.06 0.452 0.613 158 

AUC    = DOSE/CL 

DOSE = AUC x CL 
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2.3.1.1 CP-724,714  

Molecular weight : 469.5 g.mol-1, predicted IC50 : 78 nmol 

Clearance in athymic mice published in an abstract by Jani et al. (2004)264  

was 11-12 ml/min/kg. Unit of clearance was insufficient to extrapolate for 

dose calculation in this study. Allometric scaling using human parameters224  

was initially used to determine the clearance in mouse.  

Using allometric scaling280 

     Y = a.Wb 

        Y  = Clearance in mouse 

    a = Clearance in human, 32 L.h-1  

       W  = weight fraction 

         b  = allometric exponential for clearance, 0.75 

 

CL (L.h-1)      = 32 L.h-1 x (0.03/70)0.75  

                           = 0.096 L.h-1 

 

However, clearance in athymic mice223 can be calculated manually by 

determining the AUC using the trapezoidal rule290  and was found to be  0.09 

L.h-1, similar to allometric scaling from human clearance.  

 

AUCTarget from in vitro = 78 nmol.L-1 x 24 h = 1872 nmol.h.L-1 

Dose (nmol)      = 1872 nmol.h.L-1  x 0.09 L.h-1  

     = 168.48 nmol 

Dose (µg)    = 168.48 nmol x 469.5 g.mol-1  

     = 79.10 µg  

Dose (µg/g)   = 79.10 µg / 30g  

     = 2.6 µg/g @ 2.6 mg/kg ~ 3mg/kg    
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2.3.1.2 Lapatinib   

Molecular weight: 925.50 g.mol-1 , predicted IC50: 79 nmol 

AUC for 10 µg.g-1 dose given to male rats236 = 2094 µg.h L-1     

CL (L.h-1.g -1)    =  Dose/AUC  

    = 10 µg.g-1 /2094 µg.h L-1     

          = 0.0047 L.h-1.g -1  

CL (L.h-1)   = 0.0047 L.h-1.g -1 x 30 g   

    = 0.141 L.h-1 

 AUCTarget from in vitro   = 79 nmol.L-1 x 24 h = 1896 nmol.h.L-1 

 Dose (nmol)     = 1896 nmol.h.L-1  x 0.141 L.h-1 

    = 267.34 nmol  

  Dose (µg)   = 267.34 nmol  x 925.5 g.mol-1 

    = 247.42 µg  

 Dose (µg/g)   = 247.42 µg / 30g  

         = 8.25 µg/g @ 8.25 mg/kg ~ 8mg/kg 

                  

2.3.1.3 Gefitinib   

Molecular weight: 446.90 g.mol-1 , predicted IC50: 158 nmol 

                  CL  = ( Ke x V) / F257 

       Ke  = elimination rate constant, 0.85h-1 

         V  = volume of distribution, 0.075L 

          F  = bioavailability, 0.45 

CL (L.h-1)        = (0.85 h-1 x  0.075 L ) / 0.45 

= 0.141 L.h-1 

AUCTarget from in vitro  = 158 nmol.L-1 x 24 h = 3792 nmol.h.L-1 

Dose (nmol)        = 3792 nmol.h.L-1  x 0.14 L.h-1  

              = 538.46 nmol  

Dose (µg)                  = 538.46 nmol x 446.90 g.mol-1   

              = 240.64 µg  

              = 240.64 µg / 30g  

Dose (µg/g)             = 7.90µg/g@ 7.90mg/kg ~ 8mg/kg  
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2.3.2 Drug reconstitution, stability and palatability  

In previous studies, the 3 drugs were administered orally with freshly 

prepared drugs suspended in diluents i.e polysorbate-80257, hydroxypropyl 

methylcellulose236 or methylcellulose223, and administered by oral gavage. 

Oral gavage is not feasible for long-term studies as daily gavaging causes 

unnecessary stress and possible injury291. It was decided to add drug to the 

drinking water. Solubility tests were performed to determine whether the 

drugs remained in solution for at least 48 hours. Multiple diluents and 

different concentrations of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) that are known to be 

safe292-294 in mice were used to determine the best solubility across all 3 

drugs. Glass versus plastic containers were also compared to establish 

whether the composition of the container affected solubility over the 

treatment time (Table 2.5).  

 

The criteria for choice of the diluents were the duration of solubility of the 

drugs, lowest effective concentration of diluents and the ability to use the 

same diluent(s) for all 3 drugs. Initially, the drugs were tested in different 

percentages of DMSO (0.2%, 1% and 2.5%) for 24 hours. CP-724,714 

remained in solution in 0.2% DMSO but both lapatinib and gefitinib came out 

of solution within 24 hours thorugh visual inspection. Thus, combinations with 

other diluents were tested.  

 

Subsequent tests were done using 0.2% DMSO for CP-724,714 and 1% 

DMSO for lapatinib and gefitinib in combination with 10% polysorbate-20 

(PS20), 0.1% and 1% polysorbate-80 (PS80), 0.5% methylcellulose (MC) or 

0.5% hydroxypropyl methylcellulose (HPMC). All drugs stayed in solution for 

48 hours in 0.2% DMSO plus 0.5% HPMC for CP-724,714 and 1% DMSO 

plus 0.5% HPMC for lapatinib and gefitinib.  

 

To ensure that drugs were palatable and that the diluents used did not cause 

adverse effects (e.g. diarrhea295 and haematuria292) mice were given drinking 

water supplemented with drugs or diluents alone for 3 days. Animals were 

weighed daily and the volume of water consumed was measured taking into 
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account drip volume lost while placing the drinking bottle into the cage. 

Consumption was compared to normal mice assuming that on average, 6-9 

months Pkd1null+/- mice drink approximately 4 ml water per day296 (Table 

2.6). 

 

Table 2.5 Solubility testing. Drugs were tested for solubility in multiple 

concentrations of DMSO for 24 hours (H). DMSO concentration of 0.2% was chosen 

for CP724,714 and 1% for lapatinib and gefitinib. Further solubility tests over 48 

hours (H) showed that the drugs came out of solution in DMSO however remained 

in solution with the addition of 0.5% HPMC. √: denotes that the solution remained 

clear at the specified time-point; X: denotes  precipitation of the drug occurred. 

DMSO: dimethylsulfoxide; PS80: polysorbate-80; PS20: polysorbate-20; MC: 

methylcellulose; HPMC : hydroxypropyl methylcellulose. 

 

  
CP-724,714 Lapatinib Gefitinib 

0H 24H 0H 24H 0H 24H 

0.2% DMSO  √ √ X X X X 

1% DMSO √ X √ X √ X 

2.5% DMSO  √ X √ X √ X 

       

  
Glass Plastic 

0H 24H 48H 0H 24H 48H 

CP-724,714 
      

0.2% DMSO  √ √ X √ √ X 

0.2% DMSO + 10% PS20 √ X X √ X X 

0.2% DMSO + 0.5% MC X X X X X X 

0.2% DMSO + 0.5% HPMC √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Lapatinib 
      

1% DMSO  X X X X X X 

1% DMSO + 1% PS80 √ X X √ X X 

1% DMSO + 0.5% HPMC 
+0.1% PS80 

√ X X √ X X 

1% DMSO + 0.1% PS80 √ X X √ X X 

1% DMSO + 0.5% HPMC  √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Gefitinib 
      

1% DMSO  √ X X √ X X 

1% DMSO + 1% PS80 √ X X √ X X 

1% DMSO + 0.5% MC X X X X X X 

1% DMSO + 0.5% HPMC √ √ √ √ √ √ 
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Table 2.6   Drug palatability testing.  Pkd1null+/- mice were given drinking water (50ml) containing drugs or diluents for 72 hours. Animals 

were weighed daily and the volume of water ingested measured.  

  0H 24 H 48H 72H   

Combination 
given 

Average 
weight 
change  

(g) 

Drip 
vol.  

 
(ml) 

Vol.  
left  

 
(ml) 

Vol. 
ingested  

 
(ml) 

Drip 
vol.  

 
(ml) 

Vol.  
left  

 
(ml) 

Vol. 
ingested  

 
(ml) 

Drip   
vol.  

 
(ml) 

Vol.  
left  

 
(ml) 

Vol. 
ingested  

 
(ml) 

Total  
vol. 

ingested 
(ml) 

Average 
vol. 

ingested 
(ml) 

Lapatinib +  
1% DMSO +  
0.5% HPMC 

 
+0.8 

 
0.7 42.5 

 
6.8 

 
0.4 37.0 5.1 0.2 32.0 4.8 16.7 5.6 

CP-724,714 + 
0.2% DMSO + 
0.5% HPMC 

-0.6 0.8 44.0 5.2 0.6 41.0 2.4 0.1 38.0 2.9 10.5 3.5 

Gefitinib +  
1% DMSO +  
0.5% HPMC 

-0.9 1.1 45.0 3.9 0.6 42.0 2.4 0.3 39.5 2.2 8.5 2.8 

1% DMSO +  
0.5% HPMC 

-0.4 1.0 44.0 5.0 0.5 41.0 2.5 0.6 36.4 4.0 11.5 3.8 

0.2% DMSO + 
0.5% HPMC 

-0.1 1.0 45.0 4.0 0.4 41.0 3.6 0.3 34.0 6.7 14.3 4.8 

 
0.5% HPMC 
 

+0.4 1.0 45.0 4.0 0.5 41.0 3.5 0.5 35.7 4.8 12.3 4.1 
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Although the initial solubility tests performed suggested that all drugs stayed 

in solution for at least 48 hours, in situ gefitinib precipitated out after 24 hours 

in the drinking bottles. This could have been the reason why animals given 

gefitinib in drinking water drank less (e.g ≤4ml). The dose of this drug was 

subsequently reduced to IC45 at which it stayed in solution. Solubility tests 

were repeated for IC10 doses using the selected vehicle combination (data 

not shown). At IC10, all 3 drugs stayed in solution. The palatability test was 

not done for IC10 on the assumption that low doses were likely to be as 

palatable as higher doses.  

 

The solvent of choice for CP-724,714 was 0.2% DMSO + 0.5% HPMC and 

for lapatinib and gefitinib was 1% DMSO + 0.5% HPMC. The diluents and 

percentage tested are non-toxic and have been used previously in mice295, 

297. These combinations were used for both the PK and efficacy studies. 

Drugs were dissolved in 0.25ml diluent. Animals were gavaged on day 1 and 

the same doses and diluents were given in drinking water on day 2 onwards 

for the specified duration on the assumption that mice drink 4 ml/day and 

weigh 30g. Plasma drug levels acquired at several time-points after the 

gavage dose were used to gather information on PK parameters and the 

dose added in the drinking water mimicked long-term daily dose. All drugs in 

drinking water were administered in polysulphone drinking bottles 

(Tecniplast, Leicester, UK) and changed every 48 hours or 72 hours over the 

weekend. However, despite extensive testing of multiple diluents and 

different containers, at the time of the experiment CP-724,714 came out of 

solution. Thereafter the drug was changed daily to ensure all the animals 

received adequate doses from the drinking water. The final doses used in the 

studies for IC50/IC45 (high-dose) and IC10 (low- dose) are summarised in 

Table 2.7.  
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Table 2.7   Drug doses used in the PK study. Drugs were dissolved in 0.25ml 

0.2% DMSO+0.5% HPMC for CP-724,714 or 1% DMSO+0.5% HPMC for lapatinib 

and gefitinib for gavage on day 1 and the same doses and diluents were given in 

drinking water on day 2 onwards for a maximum of 4 weeks on the assumption that 

mice drink 4 ml water/day and weigh 30g. 

 

2.4 Sample size 

Due to the exploratory nature of this study and challenges obtaining sufficient 

numbers of equivalently aged ADPKD mice, a PK/PD approach was taken to 

compare measured drug concentration with fold-change of p-ERK in the 

kidneys of treated versus untreated Pkd1null+/- mice. However, the optimal 

sample size required in our study to detect a 10% reduction of p-ERK 

expression versus control had been calculated at 17 mice/group assuming 

an estimated population standard deviation of approximately 0.1 (p < 0.05, 

power 80%). Since the mice had to be 6 or 9 months of age before 

simultaneously running the experiments, logistically these numbers were not 

achievable hence all data were pooled and a PK/PD approach taken. 

 

2.5 Pharmacokinetic study  

The study protocol is outlined in Figure 2.3. Male and female mice ranging 

from 9 to 16 months-old and weighing between 29g and 45g at the beginning 

of study were assigned to high-dose (n=12/drug) and low-dose (CP-724,714, 

n=7; lapatinib, n=4 and gefitinib, n=4) of drug for the PK study. Drugs were 

dissolved in 0.25ml solvent and administered by gavage. Tail vein blood 

samples were taken 1, 2, 4 and 6 hours post-gavage using lithium heparin 

microvettes (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Germany). Since a mouse that weighs 

 

CP-724,714 Lapatinib Gefitinib 

 

High-
dose 
(IC50) 

(mg/kg) 

Low- 
dose 
(IC10) 

(mg/kg) 

High- 
dose 
(IC50) 

(mg/kg) 

Low- 
dose 
(IC10) 

(mg/kg) 

High-
dose 
(IC45) 

(mg/kg) 

Low- 
dose 
(IC10) 

(mg/kg) 

Dose for 
each 3.00  0.15  8.00  0.80  6.00  0.25  
mouse 
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30g has ~1.8ml of total blood volume (TBV), the Home Office and National 

Centre for the Replacement, Refinement and Reduction of Animals in 

Research (NC3Rs) has determined that the maximum blood sample volume 

should be <15% of TBV (=0.27ml). Thus, each tail vein blood sample 

collected were ~40µl to yield ~10µl of plasma for drug analysis. Animals 

were allowed to recover overnight and then given the same drug dose in 

drinking water from day 2 until the end of the study. Data on plasma drug 

levels on day 1 were used to model the clearance of drugs in this mouse 

model and to predict the clearance in the subsequent doses administered in 

drinking water. Untreated Pkd1null+/- controls were allowed access to normal 

drinking water. 

 

 

Figure 2.3   Protocol for the PK study using high- and low-dose CP-724,714, 

lapatinib or gefitinib in Pkd1null +/- mice. 

 

The high-dose treated animals (4/group) were sacrificed at 1, 2 and 4 weeks 

post-gavage and the low-dose group was sacrificed at 4 weeks. Animals 

were weighed, terminal blood samples were collected in lithium heparin 

tubes and the kidneys were collected into cold phosphate-buffered saline 

(PBS) (Life Technologies, Paisley,UK) on ice and taken to the laboratory. 

Blood samples were centrifuged at 2000 x g for 10 minutes at room 

temperature. Plasma was collected into 0.2ml PCR tubes (Fisher Scientific) 

and stored at -80oC. Kidneys were decapsulated, excess liquid blotted off 

and the kidneys weighed. One kidney was bisected across the short axis and 

Treatment 

• 9 to 16-month 
old ADPKD 
mice gavaged 
with low- and 
high-dose  

• Subsequent 
drug 
administration 
for 4 weeks in 
drinking water 

Samples                                    

• Tail vein blood 
samples taken 
1h, 2h, 4h and 
6h post-gavage  

• Terminal blood 
samples at 4 
weeks 

• Drug/water 
uptake 

•Kidney 
collection  

 

 

Analyses 

• Kidney/body weight  
ratio 

• Fixation of kidneys for 
histology and 
histochemistry               

• Freezing of kidneys for 
ADPKD marker protein 
analysis and drug 
concentration 

•Plasma and kidney 
drug concentration   
(LC-MS)   

• Drug modelling using 
NONMEM 
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fixed overnight at 4oC in freshly-prepared electron microscopy-grade 4% 

paraformalydehyde (TAAB Laboratories, Aldermaston, UK) in PBS 

containing calcium and magnesium. After 4 washes in PBS at 4oC (twice for 

10 minutes, once for 2 hours and overnight), fixed tissues were dehydrated 

for histological sections. The other kidney was cut into quarters, flash frozen 

in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80oC for protein or drug extraction. 

 

2.6 PK and PD analysis  

2.6.1 Statistical modeling and softwares 

NLME uses simultaneous fitting of a model to all available individual data 

which can be summarized as equation 2.4: 

 
yij = f ( tij, g (Ɵ,xij;ƞi) ) + h ( tij,g (Ɵ, xij, ƞi), ɛij)        (2.4) 

 
 
where an observation yij for an individual i at time tij is described by a 

prediction function, f, and an error function h. These functions demonstrate 

differences between the observation and prediction. The function g describes 

subject-specific parameters as a function of Ɵ. Ɵ represents typical 

population values, xij, i.e. subject-specific covariates and ƞi, is subject-

specific random effects parameter298, 299. 

 

Variability or random effects can be divided into: i) between subject variability 

(BSV, ƞ) or also known as inter-individual variability i.e. clearance of a drug 

between individuals; ii) residual error (ɛ) or observation level variability i.e. 

measurement errors: and iii) inter-occasion variability which measures any 

unexplained random errors in an individual between different occasions i.e. 

PK parameters vary between measurements in multiple drug level sampling. 

The assumptions are, ƞ and ɛ follow a normal distribution with a mean of 

zero, and a variance (ω2 and σ2, respectively). These parameters are 

estimated300 and normality is assumed in modelling software, such as 

NONMEM®. 
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In obtaining estimates of PK and PD parameters that are most likely to fit the 

observed data, a likelihood function is used and an objective function value 

(OFV) is produced which represents minus 2 x log likelihood of the data. To 

compare two NLME models, the difference between the two OFVs for nested 

models is therefore χ2-distributed with degrees of freedom equal to the 

number of parameters by which the models vary i.e. for a nested model with 

1 parameter difference, or 1 extra degree of freedom, the drop of OFV of 

>3.84 corresponds to a p-value of <0.05. 

 
Data analysis was performed using a NMLE301, as implemented in NONMEM 

software (version 7.3), using the ordinary differential equation solvers 

(ADVAN 6, 9 or 13).  Below limit of quantification PK data were included 

using the M3 method302 and the Laplacian estimation method was used. 

 

2.6.2 Model evaluation 

Assessing a PK/PD model for its descriptive and predictive properties can be 

done using internal or external methods either graphically or numerically303, 

304. Internal methods involve graphical evaluation such as goodness-of-fit 

(GOF) plots and visual predictive check (VPC) or numerical such as standard 

errors (SE) and confidence intervals (CI). External methods involve testing a 

final model to another dataset  and can be done repeatedly to cross-validate 

the model where prediction errors (PE) are evaluated304. In this study, 

external methods were not performed as there were no other datasets to test 

against. 

GOF plots usually display observations (DV) versus individual (IPRED) or 

population (PRED) predicted values. Diagnostic plots such as conditional 

weighted residuals (CWRES) versus time after dose or PRED are examined 

to confirm that the standardised residuals follow a Ɲ(0,1) distribution304, 305.  

A VPC303, 306 or prediction-corrected VPC (pcVPC)307 are graphical 

assessments of the reproducibility of the variability in a chosen model.  A 

large number of datasets (usually n=1000) is simulated using the final 

parameter estimates from the chosen model. Inspection of the 5 th, median 
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and 95th percentile and their 95% CI and the distribution of the replicates is 

then compared to actual observations306-308. 

Model parameter SEs can be acquired from the NONMEM covariance step. 

Fisher information matrix is computed in the covariance step and covariance 

matrix is an inverse of Fisher information matrix. Square root of the diagonal 

elements in the covariance matrix produces the SEs . Besides SE, bootstrap 

analysis is a way to obtain uncertainty on a model parameter. Bootstrap 

replicates (usually n=1000) the original dataset by random sampling and 

replacement and the final PK/PD model is then fitted to each dataset 

generated and parameters re-estimated. Bootstrap analysis is able to assess 

biases, prediction error and 95% CI309.  

R (version 3.1.1) and Xpose (version 4.5.0) were used for graphical analysis 

and visualization, model diagnostics and model comparison310, 311. PsN 

4.2.0312, 313  was used for VPCs and bootstrap analysis of the models. 

 

2.7 Efficacy study 

Four mice were assigned to each of the “early” and “late” treatment groups. 

The mice were treated with low doses of gefitinib, lapatinib or CP-724,714 in 

the drinking water for 3 months to simulate long-term intake in human. Water 

intake was measured to the nearest 0.2ml every 48 or 72 hours, taking into 

account drip volumes caused by tilting of the bottles and movement of cages. 

The drug intake was calculated based on the amount of water ingested 

multiplied by drug concentration reconstituted in 50ml of drinking water. 

Untreated Pkd1null+/- controls were allowed access to normal drinking water. 

 

Terminal bloods were collected and kidney to body weight ratios recorded. 

For each mouse harvested, one kidney was fixed for histology and 

histochemistry analysis while the other was flash frozen for protein and 

immunoblot analysis (Figure 2.4). Kidneys were processed in the same way 

as for the PK study (Section 2.4). 
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Figure 2.4   Protocol for the treatment, measurements and analyses of the 3 

month efficacy study using low-dose CP-724,714, lapatinib or gefitinib in 

Pkd1null +/-  mice. 

 

2.8 Measurement of plasma and tissue drug concentration 

using liquid  chromatography-mass spectrometry  

Drug levels in plasma were analysed using liquid chromatography-mass 

spectrometry (LC-MS) by Dr. Carolyn Hyde (Cancer Institute, University 

College London, UK) One quarter of each kidney stored at -80oC was 

removed from the freezer and immediately placed into a 2 ml microcentrifuge 

tube (Qiagen, Manchester, UK) containing distilled water (10% (w/w) 

kidney/water). A 5mm stainless steel bead (Qiagen) was placed in each tube 

and the samples homogenized at 50Hz for 10 minutes in a TissueLyser LT 

(Qiagen). Homogenates were centrifuged at 5100 x g at 4oC for 30 minutes. 

The supernatant was transferred into a 1.5ml microcentrifuge tube (Trefflab, 

Degersheim, Switzerland) and stored at -20oC until further use.  

 

The internal standard used was Nilotinib (100nM stock in DMSO; Cambridge 

Bioscience, Cambridge, UK). Calibration sample standards were prepared by 

adding the appropriate DMSO stock solution (10µl) and internal standard 

(10µl) to 100µl of human plasma. Plasma samples were prepared by adding 

Treatment 

• Low-dose 
drug was 
added to the 
drinking 
water for 3 
months 
beginning at  
6- and 9-
months old 

Samples 

• Drug/water 
uptake   

• Terminal 
blood samples 
for drug 
concentration 

•Kidney 
collection    

Analyses 

•  Kidney/body weight  ratio 

• Fixation of kidneys for 
histology and 
histochemistry               

• Freezing of kidneys for 
ADPKD marker protein 
analysis and drug 
concentration 

•Plasma and kidney drug 
concentration   (LC-MS)   

• Drug modelling using 
NONMEM 
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mouse plasma (10µl) and internal standard (10µl) to 80µl of human plasma 

to increase the volume for analysis. Kidney lysate samples were prepared by 

adding the internal standard (10µl) to 100µl of kidney lysate. The standards 

and samples from plasma or kidney lysates were extracted using solid phase 

extraction. One SOLA 1ml/10mg cartridge (Thermo Scientific,Waltham,USA) 

per sample was conditioned with 500µl methanol followed by 500µl water. 

The sample was loaded slowly onto the sorbent bed and washed 4 times 

with 5% aqueous acetonitrile, 500µl/wash. The sorbent bed was allowed to 

dry thoroughly after the last wash. The sample was eluted off the sorbent 

bed into labelled tubes using 500µl methanol:acetonitrile (MeOH:MeCN; 

40:60 v/v) prior to drying under a stream of nitrogen at 45oC. Samples were 

reconstituted with 100µl methanol in water (1:1 v/v), transferred to mass 

spectrometry (MS)-certified vials (National Diagnostics,Hessle,UK) and run 

on a Shimadzu LCMS-IT-ToF (Shimadzu Scientific 

Instruments,Columbia,USA) using the following instrument conditions:  

Column: Luna 5µ CN 100A, 50x2mm with Luna CN guard 2x3mm  

Buffer A: 0.5% aqueous formic acid  

Buffer B: 0.5% formic acid in MeOH:MeCN (1:1)  

Flow: 0.5ml/min  

Column temperature: 50oC  

Gradient: 10 - 95% buffer B over 5 mins  

Total run time: 11 minutes.  

Mode: Positive Ion  

Probe: APCI  

Interface temperature: 350oC  

Curved desolvation line (CDL) temperature: 200oC  

Heat-block temperature: 250oC  

Nebulising gas: 2.5l/min  

Drying gas: on  

Ion accumulation: 200msec  

Autosampler temperature: 4oC  
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2.9 Protein extraction and quantitation 

2.9.1 Protein extraction 

For each sample, the half of the kidney that had been stored at -80oC was 

removed from the freezer and immediately placed on ice in 

radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer (150mM sodium chloride, 

10mM Tris pH 7.2, 1% Triton X-100, 0.5% NP-40, 1mM ethylene glycol 

tetraacetic acid (EGTA), 1mM EDTA, Pierce™ Protease and Phosphatase 

Inhibitor Tablets (1 tablet in 20ml of buffer; Thermo Scientific); 500µl of RIPA 

buffer was added for every 100mg of tissue. The tissue and buffer were 

transferred to 2 ml microcentrifuge tubes (Qiagen). A 5mm stainless steel 

bead (Qiagen) was placed in each tube and the samples homogenized at 

50Hz for 10 minutes in a TissueLyser LT (Qiagen). Homogenates were 

centrifuged at 5100 x g at 4oC for 30 minutes. The resulting supernatant was 

collected into a clean tube and centrifuged at 15800 x g at 4oC for 15 

minutes. The final supernatant was transferred into a 1.5ml microcentrifuge 

tube, aliquoted into smaller volumes (~50µl) to avoid repeated freeze-

thawing and stored at -20oC until further use. 

 

2.9.2 Determination of protein concentration 

Protein concentrations were measured using the Pierce© bicinchoninic acid 

(BCA) protein assay kit (Thermo Scientific). A set of known protein standards 

were prepared: 0-40 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (BSA). The BCA working 

reagent was prepared with reagent A and B (50:1) according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. Standards and samples were incubated with the 

BCA reagent for 30 minutes at room temperature and absorbance at 562 nm 

was measured in a microplate reader (Biochrom EZ Read 400, Biochrom 

Ltd, Cambridge,UK). Protein concentrations were calculated using a linear 

regression curve analysis using ADAP plus 2.0 software. 
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2.9.3 Gel electrophoresis and Western blotting 

Proteins (100-150µg/sample) were solubilised in gel loading buffer containing  

mercaptoethanol (Bio-Rad), heated at 95oC for 10 minutes and separated on 

denaturing sodium dodecyl sulfate-polyacrylamide gels (SDS-PAGE) using a 

4%  stacking gel and a 7.5% resolving gel. Gels were run in a BioRad Mini-

Protean® electrophoresis cell in SDS-PAGE running buffer (25 mM Tris, 192 

mM glycine, 0.1% SDS) at 10mA per gel for 30 minutes then 20mA per gel 

until the samples reached the bottom (immediately before the bromophenol 

blue dye from the loading buffer ran out of the gel). Proteins were transferred 

onto nitrocellulose membrane (0.2µm pore; Whatman, GE Healthcare Life 

Sciences, Amersham, UK) using a Semi-Dry Transblot apparatus (Bio-Rad) 

at 12V for 60 minutes. Post-transfer membranes were stained with Ponceau 

S to assess the efficiency and consistency of transfer and then the dye 

removed by washing in several changes of distilled water. The membranes 

were blocked with 5% non-fat semi-skimmed milk (Marvel) in Tris-buffered 

saline (TBS; 50mM Tris-Cl, 150mM NaCl, pH 7.5) containing 0.1% Tween 

(TBS/T) for 2 hours at room temperature with constant, gentle agitation. 

Membranes were then incubated with primary antibody (Table 2.8) in 

blocking buffer for 2 hours at room temperature or at 4oC overnight.  

 

The blots were washed 3 times for 5 minutes each with TBS/T. Incubation in 

blocking buffer and horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated secondary 

antibodies (Table 2.8) was done for 1 hour at room temperature. Membranes 

were washed with TBS/T 3 times for 10 minutes each and once with PBS. 

Membranes were then incubated for 1 minute in chemiluminescence 

substrate, (Amersham ECL Select Western Blotting Detection Reagent, GE 

Healthcare Life Sciences) and read on the UVP Biospectrum 810 imaging 

system (UVP,Cambridge,UK). Densitometric analysis of bands was 

performed using the publicly-available NIH Image J software to quantify the 

proteins. The relative density (arbitrary units) of each band was normalized 

to a constitutively-expressed housekeeping protein, actin. The ratio of 

phosphorylated to total protein was presented as the fold-change compared 
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with non-treated control, which was assigned an arbitrary unit 1. Data shown 

are the mean ± SEM. 

 

Antibody Dilution Manufacturer 

EGF Receptor XP® (D38B1), Rabbit 
monoclonal   (#4267) 

1:1000 Cell Signallinga 

Phospho-EGF Receptor (Tyr1068) (D7A5) 
XP®, Rabbit monoclonal  (#3777) 

1:1000 Cell Signalling 

ErbB2, Rabbit polyclonal (ab2428) 1:200 Abcamb 

ErbB2 (phospho Y1248), Rabbit polyclonal 
(ab131104) 

1:1000 Abcam 

p44/42 MAPK (Erk1/2), Rabbit polyclonal 
(#9102) 

1:1000 Cell Signalling 

Phospho-p44/42 MAPK (Erk1/2), Rabbit 
polyclonal (Thr202/Tyr204) (#9101) 

1:1000 Cell Signalling 

Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MEK)1/2, 
Rabbit polyclonal (ab131517) 

1:5000 Abcam 

Phospho-MEK (p-MEK) (Ser221), Rabbit 
monoclonal (#2338) 

1:1000 Cell Signalling 

AKT (C73H10), Rabbit monoclonal (#2938) 1:1000 Cell Signalling 

Phospho-Akt (p-AKT) (Ser473) (D9E) XP®, 
Rabbit monoclonal  (#4060)  

1:1000 Cell Signalling 

Proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), 
Rabbit polyclonal (#A300-276) 

1:1000 Bethyl 
Laboratoriesc 

Rabbit anti-mouse IgG secondary antibody -
H&L (HRP) 

1:3000 Abcam 

Goat anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody –
H&L (HRP) 

1:3000 Cell Signalling 

Actin (A2668), Rabbit polyclonal 1:10000 Sigma 

Table 2.8   Primary and secondary antibodies for Western blotting. aCell 

Signalling Technology, Inc., Danvers, USA;  bAbcam, Cambridge, UK;  cBethyl 

Laboratories, Inc., Montgomery, USA . 

 

2.10   Immunohistochemistry (IHC) and immunofluorescence 

(IF) 

Sections were cut (5µm), de-waxed in xylene, and hydrated through a 

graded ethanols to  distilled water. Aqueous 3% hydrogen peroxide for 10 

minutes was used to block endogenous peroxidase activity. Sections were 

heated for 10 minutes in sodium citrate buffer pH6 for antigen retireval and 

allowed to cool down to room temperature before blocking with 10% goat 

serum in a humidified chamber for 60 minutes.  Incubation with a primary 
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antibody diluted in 2% BSA/PBS was done overnight at 4oC. Sections were 

washed in PBS/0.02% Tween, three 5 minute washes , incubated for 60 

minutes with the appropriate biotinylated secondary antibody followed by 

avidin-biotin peroxidase (Vectastain ABC, Vector Laboratories, 

Peterborough, UK) for 45 minutes at room temperature. Antibody binding 

was visualised using the chromogenic substrate 3-amino-9-ethylcarbazole 

(AEC; Vector Laboratories) for 10-30 minutes at room temperature. Stained 

sections were washed twice with distilled water and mounted using aqueous 

mounting medium (VectaMount; Vector Laboratories) without counter-

staining. Segment-specific lectin binding using Dolichos biflorus agglutinin 

(DBA; Vector Laboratories) as a marker for collecting tubules and Lotus 

tetragonolobus lectin (LTL; Vector Laboratories) as a marker for proximal 

tubules were used to identify cyst origin. Sections were rehydrated and 

heated in Tris/EDTA (10mM Tris Base, 1mM EDTA Solution, 0.05% Tween 

20, pH 9.0) buffer for 10 minutes and allowed to cool to room temperature 

before incubation with lectin (1:100 in distilled water) overnight at 4oC. 

Stained sections were washed twice with distilled water and mounted using 

VECTASHIELD® Mounting Medium (Vector Laboratories) without counter-

staining. All slides were examined on an Axiophot microscope (Zeiss, 

Cambridge, UK). Images were captured using the Trio multispectral imaging 

system (Caliper Life Sciences, Hopkinton, USA). The expression of proteins 

in the WT kidneys was compared to the un-treated Pkd1null+/- and the 

expression and localization of proteins in the treated animals compared to 

the untreated control.  

  

2.11   Statistical analyses 

Results values were expressed as mean ± SEM. The data were analyzed by 

a two-tailed unpaired t-test or 2-way Anova with post-hoc Bonferroni 

correction using GraphPad Prism software (Version 6.03) (GraphPad 

Software Inc., La Jolla, USA).  A probability value of less than 0.05 (p<0.05) 

was considered significant. 
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3.1 Introduction 

PK modelling is a valuable tool to determine the drug plasma and tissue drug 

levels in the animals. For example, a hybrid physiologically-based PK 

(PBPK) model was used to describe the PK profile of gefitinib in LN229-wild-

type EGFR and LN229-EGFRvIII mutant tumour bearing mice given 10mg/kg 

intravenously, 50mg/kg intraarterially or 150mg/kg orally257. A 2-compartment 

systemic model was used to describe the plasma concentration and a single 

tumour compartment describing tumour concentrations of gefitinib, utilising 

the mass balance equation to predict tissue distribution. 

A PBPK model for lapatinib has been developed in mice administered with 

60m/kg of lapatinib orally260. The model incorporated 8 tissue compartments 

which were plasma, brain, heart, kidney, intestine, liver, liver and slowly 

perfused tissue260. For CP-724,714, to our knowledge there are no published 

data on any PK modelling of this drug in rodents except for the 

characterisation of CP-724,714 drug levels and effect on the FRE-erbB2 

xenograft in female athymic mice treated with 25mg/kg orally223. 

Although there are established PK models used in rodent models of anti-

cancer, the doses used were higher than those proposed here (Table 3.1) 

and administration periods tend to be short, often only single dose. It is 

unlikely to reflect the actual PK in the animal model of ADPKD. 

 

Drug Pre-clinical dose from 

literature (mg/kg) 

Dose proposed   

(mg/kg) 

Lapatinib 10 0.80 

CP-724,714 25 0.15 

Gefitinib 150 0.25 

Table 3.1  Comparison between pre-clinical doses published in literature and 

doses given in this study. 
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3.2 Aims 

The aim of this chapter is to describe the plasma and kidney concentration 

levels following the administration of lapatinib, CP-724,714 and gefitinib in 

Pkd1null+/- mice. Drug concentrations from single dose and long-term dosing 

in drinking water of high-dose and low-dose drug were modelled to predict 

population PK parameter estimates to calculate kidney drug level for use in 

the PD modelling which will be discussed in Chapter 5. 

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Sampling from PK and efficacy studies 

The first dose PK study involved modelling the dose given by gavage on the 

first day in the PK study group. Tail-vein blood samples were collected at 1, 

2, 4 and 6 hours post gavage of high-dose CP-724,714 (n=11), lapatinib 

(n=11) and gefitinib (n=12)-treated mice. The aim here was to model the PK 

following a known dose that aimed to achieve average concentrations at IC50 

to inhibit cyst epithelial proliferation. The purpose of this was to estimate the 

individual PK parameters for each mouse prior to the long-term dosing in 

drinking water (Section 2.3.2 and Table 2.7 for doses used in this study). 

This process was repeated with a lower dose aiming to achieve an average 

concentration of IC10 (CP-724,714, n=7; lapatinib, n=4 and gefitinib, n=4). 

The final model integrated terminal plasma and kidney drug levels from 

subsequent daily dose administration through drinking water given for 1, 2 or 

4 weeks for the high-dose group, 4 weeks for the low-dose group and kidney 

drug levels from efficacy study where low doses were administered for 3 

months to the early treatment (beginning 6 months to 9 months old) and late 

treatment (beginning 9 months to 12 months old) groups (n=4/treatment 

group) (see section 2.7 for details on efficacy study).  

 

3.3.2 Data handling 

Doses used in this study were relatively low compared to the doses given for 

the treatment of cancer thus detection in the plasma and kidney was 
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expected to be challenging. Raw data acquired from the analyst (Dr. Carolyn 

Hyde, see Section 2.8) contained some negative readings, possibly due to 

carry-over effects from previous runs and low precision calibration curves.  

The range of concentrations used to develop the calibration curves was 0-

1000nM. Analysis showed samples with even lower concentrations than 

expected, and hence the calibration curves were re-constructed from 

measurements in the range 0-50 or 100nM.  These new calibration curves 

are shown in Appendix 1. The limit of detection (LOD) and limit of 

quantification (LOQ) were then calculated from the standard deviation of the 

response and slope of the calibration curve. 

LOQ is defined as the lowest concentration on the standard curve which can 

be quantitatively determined with suitable precision and accuracy314. It is 

usually associated with a coefficient of variation (CV) of less than 20% as 

suggested in the FDA guidance for industry bioanalytical method 

validation315. Limit of detection LOD is the lowest amount of analyte in a 

sample which can be detected but not necessarily quantitated as an exact 

value314 . LOD and LOQ are expressed as equations 3.1 and 3.2: 

LOD = 3.3 * σ/ S      (3.1) 

and     LOQ = 10 * σ/ S   (3.2) 

 

where σ is the standard deviation of the response and S is the slope of the 

calibration curve. 

There has been divided opinion of experts on reporting only data above LOQ 

versus using the actual measured concentrations. Bioanalytical chemists 

argue that measurements should be measured with a specified degree of 

uncertainty while PK scientists believe that all data have information and 

data distortion creates bias. Any uncertainty can be accommodated for using 

appropriate error models to indicate less confidence in the lower 

concentrations. In PK modelling, values below LOQ are termed as below the 

quantification limit (BQL). 

BQL can be handled using methods such as omission, substituting the BQL 

observations with LOQ/2. However, these methods have been found to 
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produce biased parameter estimates302, 316, 317. Other methods that have 

been proposed are: discarding BQL observations but adjusting the likelihood 

for the remaining data (M2); maximizing the likelihood for data above LOQ 

and treating BQL data as censored (M3), and similar to M3 but treating 

observation being greater than zero (M4)318. The M3 method has been found 

to produce more accurate and precise parameter estimates compared to M2 

and M4302, 318.   

In this study, due to the high number of LOQ data (see Table 3.2) all values 

above LOD have been used.  Thus, LOD was modelled in the analyses and 

those below LOD were handled using the M3 method318. 

 

 Lapatinib CP-724,714 Gefitinib 

BLOQ/BLOD 91/28 170/98 58/38 

Table 3.2  Fractions of concentrations BLOQ to BLOD. BLOQ, below limit of 

quantification; BLOD, below limit of detection. 

The data were handled using level 2 (L2) data item in NONMEM.  

Furthermore, rather than taking a mean value of assay replicates, all 

replicates were included in the analysis.  Their residual error correlation was 

accounted for using the L2 data item in NONMEM.  This allowed for a 

separate assay and residual variability term to be estimated during the PK 

modelling319.   

 

3.3.3 Structural model.   

One- and 2-compartment models of distribution were fitted to the data. Linear 

and non-linear (Michaelis Menten) clearance was tested. Observed 

decreases of concentration with time were modelled using an adapted 

enzyme turnover model320, 321  to characterise the auto-induction with time 

(Figure 3.1).  
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Figure 3.1 Schematic of the pharmacokinetic-enzyme model. Drug moves from 

the absorption compartment into the central compartment via the absorption 

constant, Ka. Auto-induction was modeled with an enzyme turnover model, where 

plasma concentrations (Cp) increase the enzyme production rate (kENZ), which in 

turn increases the enzyme pool (ENZ) in a non-linear manner by means of a linear 

model and increases drug clearance (CL). Kp is the partition coefficient. 

 

 

Drug plasma concentrations drive the enzyme pool, which in turn affects the 

clearance (CL/F) of the drug (equation 3.3): 

  

          (3.3) 

               

TV(CL/F) is the typical value for clearance of orally administered drug. The 

amount of enzyme in the enzyme pool, AENZ and linear relationship between 

the drug concentration (Cp) and induction of the enzyme leading to an 

increased enzyme production rate was expressed as (equation 3.4): 

 

                                                                                        (3.4)            

         

kENZ is the rate constant for the first-order degradation of the enzyme pool. In 

the absence of drug and at steady state (equation 3.5): 

 

 

 

dENZ 
dt

   =k
ENZ  · 

(1 + Cp - AENZ 
) 

TV (
CL

F
) = (

CL

F
)  .  A

ENZ
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 so,      (3.5) 

 

hence, a proportional change in clearance caused by the drug which 

happens at a rate k
ENZ

 .  

 

Modelling tissue distribution was undertaken by either a full tissue distribution 

model322 (which considers distribution to and from the kidney and preserves 

mass balance) or an empirical model whereby kidney concentration is 

predicted from plasma concentrations directly through a partition co-efficient 

(Kp)323.  An extension of the empirical model  to allow an equilibration rate 324 

between kidney and plasma was also tested.  Equations for the models are 

given below. The mass balance equation is as follows (equation 3.6): 

 

 

 

 

       

 

       

      (3.6) 

 

where Adose is amount of drug in the dosing compartment, Ap is amount of 

drug in plasma, Aenz is relative amount of enzyme activity, and Ak is amount 

of drug in the kidney.  Plasma concentration is then predicted by Ap/V and 

kidney concentration by Ak/Vk, with Vk being the kidney volume and Q is the 

blood flow. Another equation 324  tested was summarised as (equation 3.7): 

 

 

 

dA 
dt

 ENZ  = 0 

0 = k
ENZ

 -- k
ENZ

· AENZ  
 

AENZ = k
ENZ

 / k
ENZ

 = 1 
  
 

dAp 
dt

 =  ka · Adose  -  (CL/V) · Ap · A
ENZ

  -  (Q/V) · Ap + (Q/Vk) · Ak  

dAdose 
dt

   = - ka · Adose 

dAk 
dt

 = Q/V · Ap  -  (Q/Vk) ·Ak   

dAENZ 
dt

  =  k
ENZ  

+  k
ENZ 

· Ap/V  -  k
ENZ

· A
ENZ
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      (3.7) 

 

where keq is equilibrium rate constant (h-1). The final equation used to 

describe the drug distribution was a linear passive diffusion equation with the 

assumption that the kidney is a highly perfused organ and concentration in 

this compartment was assumed to be in spontaneous equilibrium with the 

plasma concentration (equation 3.8): 

 

    (3.8) 

 

i.e. kidney concentration at time t (Ck(t)) is given by Kp multiplied by plasma 

concentration at time t (Cp(t)). 

 

 As doses were given with the assumption that each mouse weighed 30g, 

volume of distribution was scaled by weight centred on 30g and clearance 

scaled allometrically centred on 30g. 

 

Inter-individual variability (IIV) for three main parameters Ka, CL and V were 

explored using the exponential model325. For example, the case of oral 

clearance is as follow (equation 3.9): 

            

            (3.9) 

 

To differentiate the ith subject's CL/F from the population-predicted 

TV(CL/F), ηi
CL/F is the IIV for the ith subject which is assumed to be normally 

distributed around zero and with a variance of (ω2)CL/F. Proportional or 

(
CL

F
) i =TV (

CL

F
)

 
 . exp (ŋi CL

F

) 

Ck(t)  =  Cp (t) · Kp 

dAp 
dt

      =  ka · Adose  -  (CL/V) · Ap · A
ENZ

   

dAdose 
dt

   = - ka · Adose 

dAENZ 
dt

   =  k
ENZ  

+  k
ENZ 

· Ap/V  -  k
ENZ

· A
ENZ

    

dAk 
dt

     = Kp ·keq · Ap  -  keq ·Ak   
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additive or a combination of both was modelled to describe the residual 

variability (equation 3.10): 

 

                        yij = f (tij;Θi)+ f (tij;Θi) · eij;proportional  + eij;additive   

              (3.10) 

where yij is observed drug concentration for an individual i at time tij, f is the 

drug structural model, vector of parameters, Θi and ei j is the error term. 

 

3.3.4 Model evaluation 

As described in section 2.6.2, GOF plots of DV versus IPRED, DV versus 

PRED, CWRES versus time and CWRES versus PRED were produced to 

examine visually any model misspecifications. The statistical software R 

version 3.1.1 was used to produce diagnostic plots310. Precision on final PK 

parameters was assessed by SE values from NONMEM covariance step. 

Shrinkage closer to 0 (0%) informs that an individual parameter prediction is 

informative while values closer to 1 (100%) is less informative and that the 

model is over-parameterized303. VPC or pcVPC was produced using PsN by 

simulating n=1000 datasets from the final PK model. Non-parametric 95% CI 

was calculated for the 5th, median and 95th percentiles. For graphical 

presentation, simulated and observed drug levels were plotted against time 

using the R package Xpose4311. 

3.4 Results 

3.4.1 PK of high-dose (8mg/kg) and low-dose (0.8mg/kg) lapatinib 

administration 

Inter-animal variability in lapatinib concentration was seen 1, 2, 4 and 6 

hours post-gavage in the low-dose group and variability was large in the 

high-dose group. Only 7 out of 11 animals in the high-dose and 2 out of 4 in 

the low-dose group showed decreasing levels of drug with time (Figure 3.2). 

Only 4 animals (ID: 55768, 55772, 49270 and 48330) achieved predicted 

IC50 equivalent plasma drug concentration post-gavage. In the low-dose 

group, 3 animals achieved IC10 equivalent concentration at the 1 hour time-
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point (ID: 63801, 63083 and 58938) and 2 animals at the 2 hour time-point 

(ID: 63801 and 58937). 

Lapatinib was detectable in terminal plasma in all animals that received high-

dose except for one in the week 1 group. There was drug accumulation in 

the kidney but there was no accumulation with time as suggested by the 

terminal plasma and kidney drug levels in Figure 3.3A and 3.3B. With the 

target dose of 8mg/kg, 5 out of 11 animals achieved average daily dose 

(Figure 3.3C).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2   Concentration versus time plots showing plasma lapatinib levels 

at specific time-points post-gavage in Pkd1null+/- mice. Pharmacokinetic 

analysis of lapatinib plasma concentrations (µg/L) after gavage of (A) high-dose 

(IC50) and (B) low-dose (IC10) lapatinib. The plots show the plasma levels in 

individual mice at 1, 2, 4 and 6 hours post-gavage. Red dotted line indicates IC50 or 

IC10. The legend on the right of the graph represents the individual animal code. 

N=11 animals for high- and N=7 animals for low-dose group. 

 

In the low-dose 4 week group, only 2 animals (ID: 58941 and 58938) showed 

a typical PK profile326 (time-course of drug distribution at the initial steep 

phase of the curve and gradual decline of plasma concentration during 

elimination phase) (Figure 3.2B). Terminal drug plasma levels were 

detectable and showed there was accumulation in the kidney relative to 

plasma (Figure 3.3D). All the mice achieved a daily dose of 0.8mg/kg (Figure 

3.3E). Kidney drug levels for the low-dose 3 month group is shown in Figure 

3.3F.
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Figure 3.3   Plasma and kidney lapatinib concentration. Data are presented as 

concentration (µg/L) on the y-axis and distribution of terminal plasma/kidney 

inhibitor levels for each animal after treatment with lapatinib at (A,B) high-dose for 1, 

2 and 4 weeks, (D) low-dose for 4 weeks and (F) low-dose for 3 month. Average 

drug ingested daily (mg/kg) is shown in (C) for high-dose and (E) for low-dose 

lapatinib. Data are presented with mean for each sample group. 
 

 

3.4.2 PK modeling of lapatinib  

Single dose PK to estimate the CL, Vd and Ka was performed using plasma 

concentrations 1, 2, 4 and 6 hours post-gavage of high- and low-dose 

lapatinib. Four out of 11 in the high-dose group and 2 out of 7 in the low-dose 

group (flat PK profile or extremely high clearance) were removed due to 

instability in model fitting (failure of convergence). Using a first order 

absorption, 1-compartment model and the M3 method for BQL handling318 

with Laplacian estimation method, the model converged successfully with an 

OFV of 671. As indicated by the pcVPC, the model described the observed 

data and prediction well (Figure 3.4A-B).  

As a result, PK model parameters were estimated with good precision for DV 

versus IPRED and DV versus PRED, as shown by the GOF plots (Figure 

3.4C-D). The model also described the errors well as indicated by the 
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conditional weighted residual (CWRES) plots whereby more than 95% of the 

data lie within ± 2 population standard deviation range (Figure 3.4E-F). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.4 Plasma drug levels post-gavage, pcVPC and GOFs. (A) Plasma 

curve post-gavage of high- and low-dose for individual animals in a log scale. (B) 

pcVPC based on single dose PK parameters. Solid red line represents median 

observed level, with grey field representing simulation-based 95%CI for the median. 

The 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles are represented with dashed red lines, and the 95% 

CI for the corresponding model predicted percentiles are shown as grey fields. (C) 

DV versus PRED (D) DV versus IPRED (E) CWRES versus time (F) CWRES 

versus PRED. The black line is the line of identity and the red line is the trend line. 
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Ka was unstable during bootstrap analysis and was fixed to 14.2 h-1 as it was 

the estimated value but it was imprecise with SE of 56 and %CV of 394.4. 

The parameter estimates and uncertainty from bootstrap analysis are 

summarized in Table 3.3.  

 

 Parameters from the final model Bootstrap analysis 

 mean %RSE 
shrinkage 

(%) 
median 2.5%ile 97.5%ile 

CL (L/h/30g) 0.22 27.27 - 0.22 0.08 0.50 

Vd  (L/30g) 0.66 24.24 - 0.72 0.39 2.50 

Ka (h
-1

) 14.20 394.44 - 14.20 14.20 14.20 

BSV on CL 

(%CV) 
154.59 35.15 27.80 178.04 90.55 322.49 

BSV on Vd 

(%CV) 

0.00 

FIX 
0.00 - 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

BSV on Ka 

(%CV) 

0.00 

FIX 
0.00 - 

0.00 0.00 0.00 

ɛprop 
(%CV) 59.16 34.29 2.60 51.96 20.00 86.02 

ɛadd
 (µg/L) 0.05 60.00 2.10 0.04 0.002 0.11 

Table 3.3  Parameter estimates with uncertainty and bootstrap analysis from 

the single dose PK model.  BSV, between-subject variability; CL, clearance; Vd, 

volume of distribution; ɛ, residual errors.  

 

Subsequently, a second compartment representing the kidney was added. 

CL (0.67 L.h-1.30g-1), Vd (0.22 L.30g-1) and Ka (14.2 h-1) estimated from the 

previous single dose PK model were fixed. For tissue distribution, the linear 

diffusion equation, assuming instantaneous equilibrium, gave the best 

estimation of Kp to predict the concentration in the kidney relative to the 

plasma. The linear enzyme turnover model (see equation 3.4) was also 

introduced to describe the decrease in concentration with time Using the 

Laplacian estimation method and BQL handling, the final model showed an 

and improved model fit by reducing the OFV from 1314 to 1287. The 

parameter estimates and uncertainty are summarized in Table 3.4. 
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 Parameters from the final model Bootstrap analysis 

 mean %RSE 
shrinkage 

(%) 
median 2.5%ile 97.5%ile 

k
ENZ

 

(h
-1

) 0.001 0.00 - 0.001 0.000 0.002 

Kp  5.97 0.00 - 3.85 0.72 7.32 

BSV on 

kENZ (%CV) 
0.00 FIX 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.88 

ɛprop
 (%CV) 56.57 71.88 9.00 67.82 34.64 138.56 

ɛadd 
(µg/L) 1170 36.67 9.00 726.00 14.27 2156.00 

Table 3.4  Parameter estimates with uncertainty and bootstrap analysis from 

the final model.  BSV, between-subject variability; ɛ, residual errors.  

 

3.4.3 PK of high-dose (3mg/kg) and low-dose (0.15mg/kg) CP-724,714 

administration 

Animals that received high-dose CP-724,714 showed inter-individual 

variability with 9 out of 11 having a gradual decline in plasma level with time 

(Figure 3.5A). None achieved IC50 equivalent plasma drug concentration.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5   Concentration versus time plots showing plasma CP-724,714 

levels at specific time-points post-gavage in Pkd1null+/- mice. PK analysis of 

CP-724,714 plasma concentrations (µg/L) after gavage of (A) high-dose (IC50) and 

(B) low-dose (IC10) CP-724,714. The plots show the plasma levels in individual mice 

at 1, 2, 4 and 6 hours post-gavage. Red dotted line indicates IC50 or IC10. The 

legend on the right of the graph represents the individual animal code. N=11 

animals for high- and N=7 animals for low-dose group.  
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Terminal plasma and kidney drug levels were detectable; however the drug 

levels in the kidney did not accumulate with time (Figure 3.6A and 3.6B). 

Only 1 animal achieved an average daily target dose of 3mg/kg (Figure 

3.6C).  

After low-dose 4 weeks treatment with CP-724,714, 2 animals showed a 

typical PK profile (ID: 61168 and 58097). One animal (ID: 63082) had 

delayed absorption (slow increase in plasma drug level) while the other 2 (ID: 

57328 and 61169) showed an increase of plasma drug level after the 4 hour 

time-point (Figure 3.5B). None achieved IC10 equivalent plasma drug 

concentration. There was drug accumulation in the kidney (Figure 3.6D). All 

the animals achieved above the average daily target dose of 0.15mg/kg 

(Figure 3.6E). Kidney drug levels following low-dose 3 months treatment is 

shown in Figure 3.6F.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6   Plasma and kidney CP-724,714 concentration. Data are presented 

as concentration (µg/L) on the y-axis and distribution of terminal plasma/kidney 

inhibitor levels for each animal after being treated with CP-724,714 (A,B) high-dose 

1, 2 and 4 for weeks, (D) low-dose for 4 weeks and (F) low-dose for 3 months. 

Average drug ingested daily (mg/kg) is shown in (C) for high-dose and (E) for low-

dose CP-724,714. Data are presented with mean for each sample group. 
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3.4.4 PK modeling of CP-724,714 

Single dose PK to estimate the CL, Vd and Ka was performed using plasma 

concentrations 1, 2, 4 and 6 hours post-gavage of high- and low-dose CP-

724,714 (Figure 3.7A).  
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Figure 3.7 Plasma drug levels post-gavage, VPC and GOFs. (A) Plasma curve 

post-gavage of high- and low-dose for individual animals. (B) VPC based on single 

dose PK parameters. Graphical interpretation as in Figure 3.3. (C) DV versus 

PRED. (D) DV versus IPRED. (E) CWRES versus time. (F)  CWRES versus PRED. 

The black line is the line of identity and the red line is the trend line. 
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Due to instability of Ka parameter estimate, the initial estimate of Ka was 

fixed to 4 h-1 (a sensitivity analysis was undertaken with Ka values ranging 

from 0.5 to 10 h-1; Ka=4 h-1 gave the best fit and lowest OFV). Laplacian 

estimation method and inclusion of BQL handling were used which resulted 

in OFV of 195. As indicated by the VPC, the model described the observed 

data well (Figure 3.7B). PK model parameters were estimated with good 

precision, as illustrated by the GOFs (Figure 3.7C-F). 

After carefully examining the first-dose plasma curves, it was apparent that 

animals with plateau or increasing plasma with time were all female. Adding 

sex as a covariate on CL improved the OFV but was not significant (at 

significance level of p<0.05, OFV reduction has to be >3.84 327). Parameter 

estimates and uncertainty from bootstrap analysis are presented in Table 

3.5. 

 Parameters from the final model Bootstrap analysis 

 mean %RSE 
shrinkage 

(%) 
median 2.5%ile 97.5%ile 

CL (L/h/30g) 1.33 11.27 - 1.29 1.02 1.74 

Vd  (L/30g) 4.87 20.94 - 4.68 2.95 6.79 

Ka (h
-1

) 4.00 FIX 0.00 - 4.00 4.00 4.00 

BSV on CL 

(%CV) 
34.64 7.00 29.20 33.16 17.32 56.57 

BSV on Vd 

(%CV) 
64.03 0.00 32.20 58.31 14.14 87.75 

BSV on Ka 

(%CV) 
0.00 FIX  0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ɛprop
 (%CV) 17.32 33.3 11.70 17.32 10.00 20.00 

ɛadd 
(µg/L) 0.02 10.00 11.70 0.00 0.01 0.02 

Table 3.5  Parameter estimates with uncertainty and bootstrap analysis from 

the single dose PK model.  BSV ,between-subject variability; CL, clearance; Vd, 

volume of distribution; ɛ, residual errors.  

The parameters estimated from the previous single dose PK model were 

fixed as follows: CL (1.33 L.h-1.30g-1), Vd (4.87 L.30g-1) and Ka (4 h-1). Linear 

instantaneous equilibrium passive diffusion equation to predict the kidney 

drug concentration was added. Similar to the methods in section 3.3.2 for 

lapatinib, a second compartment was incorporated to the enzyme turnover 
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model gave a better fit with a reduction of OFV from 412 to 393. The 

covariance step was not successful and NONMEM derived SE could not be 

obtained. The final parameter estimates are summarized in Table 3.6.  

 

 
Parameters from the final 

model 

Bootstrap analysis 

 mean 
shrinkage 

(%) 
median 2.5%ile 97.5%ile 

k
ENZ

 

(h
-1

) 0.01 - 0.01 0.00 0.02 

Kp  13.4 - 13.20 8.40 25.70 

BSV on kENZ  

(%CV) 
0.00 FIX - 0.00 0.00 0.00 

BSV on Kp 

(%CV) 
86.60 20.60 86.60 43.59 114.01 

ɛprop 
(%CV) 53.85 9.00 45.83 20.00 101.98 

ɛadd
 (µg/L) 0.99 9.00 0.92 0.42 1.87 

Table 3.6  Parameter estimates with uncertainty and bootstrap analysis from 

the final model.  BSV ,between-subject variability; ɛ, residual errors.  

 

3.4.5 PK of high-dose (6mg/kg) and low-dose (0.25mg/kg) gefitinib 

administration 

There was a high degree of inter-individual variability after administration of 

high- and low-dose gefitinib. Delayed absorption was seen with half of the 

high-dose group showing an increase of plasma drug level 2 hours post-

gavage (Figure 3.8). Only 1 animal achieved IC45 equivalent concentration 

post-gavage (ID: 50789) (Figure 3.8A) and 2 out of 4 achieved IC10 

equivalent concentration at various time-points (Figure 3.8B).Terminal 

plasma and kidney drug levels were detectable but kidney drug level did not 

accumulate with time (Figure 3.9A and 3.9B). Ten out of 12 animals 

achieved an average daily target dose of 6mg/kg (Figure 3.9C). 

Drug was detectable in all terminal plasma and kidney samples after low-

dose 4 week administration of gefitinib. There was no accumulation of this 

drug in the kidney with time (Figure 3.9D). Only 1 animal achieved a target 

daily dose of 0.6mg/kg (Figure 3.9E). Kidney drug levels for low-dose 3 

months group is shown in Figure 3.9F.  
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Figure 3.8   Concentration versus time plots showing plasma gefitinib levels 

at specific time-points post-gavage in Pkd1null+/- mice. Pharmacokinetic 

analysis of gefitinib plasma concentrations (µg/L) after gavage of (A) high-dose and 

(B) low-dose. The plots show the plasma levels in individual mice at 1, 2, 4 and 6 

hours post-gavage. Red dotted line indicates IC45 or IC10. The legend on the right of 

the graph represents the individual animal code. N=12 animals for high- and N=4 

animals for low-dose group.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9  Plasma and kidney gefitinib concentration. Data are presented as 

concentration (µg/L) on the y-axis and distribution of terminal plasma/kidney 

inhibitor levels for each animal after being treated with gefitinib (A, B) high-dose and 

(D) low-dose. Average drug ingested daily (mg/kg) is shown in (C) for high-dose and 

(E) for low-dose gefitinib. Data are presented with mean for each sample group. 
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3.4.6 PK modeling of gefitinib 

Single dose PK to estimate the CL, Vd and Ka was performed using plasma 

drug concentrations 1, 2, 4 and 6 hours post-gavage of high- and low-dose 

gefitinib. Ka was estimated but parameter estimates were unstable probably 

due to the delayed absorption seen in most animals between the 1 and 4 

hour time-points (Figure 3.10A),  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.10 Plasma drug levels post-gavage, pcVPC and GOFs. (A) Plasma 

curve post-gavage of high- and low-dose for individual animals. (B) pcVPC based 

on single dose PK parameters. Graphical interpretation as in Figure 3.3. (C) DV 

versus PRED. (D) DV versus IPRED. (E) CWRES versus time. (F)  CWRES versus 

PRED. The black line is the line of identity and the red line is the trend line. 
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The initial estimate of Ka was fixed to 0.25 h-1 (a sensitivity analysis was 

undertaken with Ka values of 0.25, 0.5 and 1 h-1; Ka=0.25 h-1 gave the best 

fit and lowest OFV). Using 1-compartment model and Laplacian estimation 

method with BQL handling, the model converged successfully with an OFV 

of 395. As indicated by the pcVPC, the model described the observed data 

well (Figure 3.10B). PK model parameters were estimated well, as illustrated 

by the GOF plots (Figure 3.10C-F) but with a slight underestimation of PRED 

at higher concentrations. Parameter estimates and uncertainty from 

bootstrap analysis are summarized in Table 3.7. 

 

 Parameters from the final model Bootstrap analysis 

 mean %RSE shrinkage (%) median 2.5%ile 97.5%ile 

CL 

(L/h/30g) 
0.67 26.86 - 0.64 0.41 1.02 

Vd  (L/30g) 1.70 18.82 - 1.67 1.07 2.60 

Ka (h
-1

) 0.25 FIX 0.00 - 0.25 0.25 0.25 

BSV on CL 

(%CV) 
62.45 61.53 11.80 58.30 28.28 84.85 

BSV on Vd 

(%CV) 
64.03 63.41 15.40 74.16 28.28 111.80 

BSV on Ka 

(%CV) 
0.00 FIX  0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ɛprop 
(%CV) 31.62 30.00 9.20 30.00 20.00 40.00 

ɛadd
 (µg/L) 0.03 33.33 9.20 0.02 0.01 0.06 

Table 3.7  Parameter estimates with uncertainty and bootstrap analysis from 

the single dose PK model.  BSV ,between-subject variability; CL, clearance; Vd, 

volume of distribution; ɛ, residual errors.  

 

CL (0.665 L.h-1.30g-1), Vd (1.7 L.30g-1) and Ka (0.25 h-1) estimated from the 

previous single dose PK model was fixed in this final model. Two-

compartment model utilizing linear instantaneous equilibrium passive 

diffusion equation for tissue distribution gave the best fit for prediction of the 

concentration in the kidney relative to plasma the decrease in concentration 

with time was well described by kENZ which gave a good fit with a reduction of  
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OFV from 1187 to 824. The final parameter estimates are summarized in 

Table 3.8. 

 

 Parameters from the final model Bootstrap analysis 

 mean %RSE 
shrinkage 

(%) 
median 2.5%ile 97.5%ile 

k
ENZ

 

(h
-1

) 0.02 0.00 - 0.01 0.00 0.02 

Kp  4.18 0.24 - 4.08 2.16 11.39 

BSV on 

kENZ (%CV) 
0.00 FIX 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 

BSV on Kp 

(%CV) 
0.00 FIX 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ɛprop 
(%CV) 144.91 10.95 20.00 98.99 42.43 168.23 

ɛadd
 (µg/L) 4.19 0.24 20.00 3.23 0.51 8.97 

Table 3.8  Parameter estimates with uncertainty and bootstrap analysis from 

the final model.  BSV,between-subject variability; ɛ, residual errors.  

 

3.5 Discussion 

Ideally, the inhibition of the EGFR(ErbB) pathway for the treatment of 

ADPKD should utilise a drug at its lowest effective dose. The aim is to 

preserve kidney function of the patients who have been diagnosed with 

ADPKD by prescribing an oral treatment to be taken life-long. The selected 

TKIs were chosen due to their availability in an oral dosage form so that daily 

administration to mice would mimic daily oral dosing in human. It is 

acknowledged that determining doses from in vitro studies and published 

literatures may not produce accurate doses, however this method was hoped 

to propose doses that would result in circulating concentrations equivalent to 

IC50 and IC10 in the mice. 

 

There was wide inter-animal variability in the plasma levels post-gavage in 

both the high- and low-dose treatment groups for all 3 inhibitors. For both 

groups, the drug exposure observed was lower than expected, in that the 

majority of the plasma levels did not achieve the equivalent inhibitory 

concentration of either IC50/IC45 or IC10. The most likely explanation for the 
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low exposure seen in this study is the activity of P-glycoprotein (P-gp), an 

efflux transporter that decreases the amount of intracellular drug 

concentration328-330. P-gp is highly expressed at the apical surface of 

epithelial cells lining the intestine, pancreatic ductules, bile ductules and 

kidney proximal tubules331. Lapatinib236, CP-724,714233 and gefitinib332 are 

known to be P-gp substrates. The relatively low doses of inhibitors used in 

this study compared to doses used in cancer treatments might mean that P-

gp in the gastrointestinal tract was not saturated333, 334 allowing the inhibitors 

to be pumped out into the gut lumen; resulting in low plasma levels and 

reduced/incomplete absorption due to decreased bioavailability.  

The cytochrome P450-metabolizing enzymes (CYP450) superfamily is 

involved in drug metabolism in human and animals with the two most 

significant enzymes being CYP3A4 and CY2D6335. All 3 inhibitors are known 

to be extensively metabolized by CYP3A4224, 240, 255. Mice have a defined 

CYP nomenclature which can be translated into man336 and murine 

CYP3A11 is the isoform that is expressed in the intestine, most similar to 

human CYP3A4272. In the intestine, P-gp is expressed at the apical 

membrane. Together with the CYP3A11, P-gp acts to limit systemic 

absorption of orally-administered drugs337. Both efflux and extensive 

metabolism may lead to low bioavailability, hence the low drug plasma levels 

i.e. F being overestimated. 

The measured terminal plasma concentrations for all the inhibitors in all the 

experiments were lower than the equivalent IC50/IC45 or IC10 levels. A 

possible explanation is that mice ingested the inhibitors throughout the day in 

drinking water in small amounts instead of as a single daily dose, resulting in 

lower plasma concentrations than predicted.  However, despite the fact that 

drinking water consumption did not appear to decrease markedly with time 

(see Figures 3.3C, 3.6C and 3.9C on average drug ingested daily), to varying 

degrees for all drugs, the terminal plasma concentrations decreased with 

time (see Figures 3.3A, 3.6A and 3.9A for terminal plasma concentrations). 

This phenomenon was modelled with an empirical enzyme turnover model 

that assumed increased clearance or decreased bioavailability with time.  

Without intravenous administration data, it is not possible to say whether 
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metabolic enzyme induction (which would increase clearance) or P-gp 

induction (which would decrease bioavailability) was the cause, but this 

phenomenon has not previously been described in the literature, probably 

because of the shorter treatment courses used in oncology. kENZ value was 

translated into half-life of induction using the equation ln2/ kENZ*24h and 

assuming that it takes 5 half-lives to reach steady state321, the half-life was 

multiplied by 5 to calculate the number of days required to achieve full 

induction as reported by Smythe et al.321. 

The low doses used in the study meant, majority of the drug samples 

analysed were below their LOQ. Although samples that are BQL are 

associated with lower accuracy and precision, omission of these samples 

may cause bias to parameter estimates in mixed effect models302. 

Furthermore, for the purpose of standardised reporting, the coefficient 

variation of 20% that has been set as the limit for BQL338 has actually 

ignored any actual error of drug measurement, which would have been 

thoroughly fitted in PK population modelling. Nevertheless, the number of 

BQL in this study was more than 60% of the total samples for each drug. 

Thus to reduce bias by omitting the majority of the samples, all values above 

LOD have been used in this study, acknowledging the uncertainty which was 

proposed by the Analytical Methods Committee (2001) for reporting results 

near zero concentrations339. Shared residual error on the L2 data item for 

replicate observations was implemented to estimate the variability and 

measurement error319.  

Accumulation of the drugs in the kidneys is in line with previous findings from 

PK studies of lapatinib, gefitinib and CP-724,714 which reported rapid 

distribution of these inhibitors in kidney tissue233, 236, 255. The kidney drug 

concentrations from the efficacy study were also included in the final model 

(Figure 3.3F, 3.6F and 3.9F). The model preserving mass balance322, where 

transport in and out of the tissue compartment are in equilibrium, can be 

used to model tissue distribution provided blood flow and volume of the 

organ are available (in the literature). Only one reading for terminal plasma 

and kidney was available for each individual, which is probably the reason 

this approach was not successful for any of the drugs. A linear process by 
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passive diffusion324 using Kp323, 340 and keq324 was tested to describe the 

time-course of plasma and kidney concentration where Kp describes the 

kidney/plasma partition coefficient and keq describes the time taken to reach 

equilibrium between kidney and plasma. There was only one kidney sample 

for each animal available for PK studies, thus it was not possible to model 

the clearance from the kidney.  Since the kidney is a highly vascularised 

organ341 342, it was assumed that the drugs were in equilibrium 

instantaneously. Although it is not ideal and does not follow mass balance, 

the main aim was to predict the accumulation of drug at its site of action 

which is the kidney.  Detailed results for individual drugs are further 

discussed in the subsequent sections. 

 

3.5.1 Lapatinib 

The high-dose (8mg/kg) lapatinib was rapidly absorbed: 3 out of 11 animals 

achieved IC50 equivalent plasma concentrations post-gavage. Animals that 

received low-doses (0.8mg/kg) had a slower absorption profile and only 3 

animals achieved IC10 equivalent plasma concentrations at the 1-hour and/or 

2-hour time-points. At 1 hour post-gavage, the plasma drug concentration for 

animals administered high doses ranged from 34 to 826µg/L while that for 

the low-dose ranged from 5.0 to 12.1µg/L. This large degree of variability is 

likely due to the variable absorption of lapatinib when administered to un-

fasted animals as reported by Hudachek et al. (2013)260.  

A marked gender difference has previously been observed in rats, with 

higher exposures in females likely due to lower levels of CYP3A4 in female 

rats343. In contrast, there was no significant gender difference in the 

absorption profile in this study in mice; hence gender was not taken into 

account as a covariate. 

Clearance in FVB mice has been reported to be 0.1 L.h-1 and was linear 

across doses of 30, 60 and 90mg/kg. The clearance of lapatinib in this study 

was 2-fold higher (0.21 L.h-1). It is possible that at higher doses P-gp in the 

intestine is saturated, but at the lower doses used here the lack of P-gp 

saturation led to lower bioavailability and higher clearance.  As stated 
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previously, without intravenous data it is not possible to separate out 

bioavailability and absorption. 

The terminal plasma drug level decreased with time and was reflected in the 

kidney drug level. kENZ estimation of 0.001 h-1 which translates to 

approximately 28 days and approximately 144 days for full lapatinib 

autoinduction. Lapatinib showed similar kidney concentrations at week 4 

after both doses, suggesting that a low-dose was sufficient to reach the 

same kidney concentration achieved with administration of a high-dose.  

The drug distribution to the kidney was well described using Kp and drug 

concentration in the kidney for the high-dose, low-dose and efficacy groups 

was estimated to be 6-fold higher than in the plasma, similar to the previous 

findings of Hudachek et al.260 where the ratio was 4-5 fold after 

administration of a dose of 30-90mg/kg/day. 

  

3.5.2 CP-724,714 

In this study, oral administration of high-dose (3mg/kg) and low-dose 

(0.15mg/kg) of CP-724,714 showed the drug was rapidly absorbed within the 

first hour post-gavage, similar to data reported by Jani et al. (2007)223 .  

At 1 hour post-gavage, the plasma drug concentrations for the high-dose 

treated mice ranged from 7.8 to 25µg/L while those after low-dose 

administration ranged from 0.3 to 1.9µg/L. Two out of 11 animals in the high-

dose group and 3 out of 7 in the low-dose group displayed an increase in 

concentration with time as seen in Figure 3.4 where all were females. Similar 

to lapatinib, intestinal P-gp presumably was not saturated due to a low drug 

concentration initially leading to efflux of drug back into the lumen, explaining 

slow drug absorption. No reports were found of gender effect for CP-

724,714’s ADME. Although gender was considered a covariate, it did not 

reduce the OFV significantly and was omitted from the model. 

Clearance in athymic mice reported in an abstract  by Jani et al.264 was 11-

12 ml/min/kg. However, the unit of clearance described did not inform the 

body weight of mice used for extrapolation of drug clearance in mice for this 

study. Other than published pre-clinical data, clearance can be obtained by  
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a) calculating manually using  AUC that can be obtained using trapezoidal 

rule290 and b) extracting clearance values from a human study and scaling 

allometrically280. In section 2.3.1, calculation using both approaches resulted 

in a similar clearance value of 0.09Lh-1. This demonstrates that the allometric 

scaling method to scale PK parameters such as clearance across different 

body sizes and species is better than the simple weight proportional 

method344. Allometric scaling can also serve as a predictor for go/no-go in 

vivo human PK decisions based on extensive correlation done using in vivo 

rat PK data as reported by Caldwell et al.281 

Despite the large inter-individual variability in plasma drug concentration, CP-

724,714 showed linear first dose pharmacokinetics with a clearance of 1.3 

L.h-1. This value is more than 10-fold higher than that reported by Jani et 

al.223. One possibility is that due to the very low dose administered in this 

study, the bioavailability was lower and clearance was higher as compared to 

the necessarily high doses administered for cancer treatment.    

Although the SE and %CV could not be obtained from the final model due to 

an unsuccessful covariance step, the reliability of the model is not 

compromised as the parameter estimates were within 95% CI based on the 

bootstrap analysis. kENZ was 0.01 h-1 , equivalent to a half-life of 2.8 days. 

Thus it would take approximately 14 days for full CP-724,714 autoinduction. 

Despite the decreasing trend, CP-724,714 showed similar kidney 

concentrations at week 4 with both doses, suggesting that the low-dose was 

sufficient to reach the same kidney concentration achieved with the high-

dose.  

Drug distribution to the kidney was well described using Kp and drug 

concentration in the kidney for the high-dose, low-dose and efficacy groups 

was estimated to be 13-fold higher than in the plasma. Since there are no 

published data on other mono-specific ErbB2 TKI tested in pre-clinical 

models to date, results on tissue distribution cannot yet be compared. 
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3.5.3 Gefitinib 

Oral administration of high-dose (6mg/kg) and low-dose (0.25mg/kg) gefitinib 

showed delayed absorption with peak plasma level at 2, 4 and 6 hours post-

gavage (Figure 3.7), comparable to that found in a published study in female 

nude mice254. In this study, plasma concentrations following oral daily doses 

of 50mg/kg continued to rise and decreased only after 4-8 hours post-dose. 

The PK profile of the animals showed either late peak plasma level (mostly 

females) or plateau concentration levels. There are no further published data 

on the latter that could support this finding. According to previous in vitro 

findings on lipophilic drugs345, gefitinib is thought to precipitate when it 

reaches a higher pH environment in the small intestines, thereby decreasing 

the availability of drug for absorption. The presence of bile acids and fat after 

feeding would then improve dissolution and gefitinib would then again be 

available for absorption254. A markedly lower proportion of gefitinib protein 

binding in plasma in males compared to female mice has previously been 

reported by McKillop et al.255. Gender was added as a covariate in the model 

in the present study, but did not reduce the OFV significantly and thus 

subsequently omitted.  

Gefitinib showed linear first dose PK with a clearance of 0.67 L.h-1. The value 

was about 5-fold higher than that reported by Wang et al.257. This is also not 

comparable to clearance of similar selective EGFR inhibitors, AZD9291 and 

erlotinib, in transgenic FVB mice which were approximately 0.175 L.h-1 346  

and 0.03 L.h-1 347, respectively. This can partly be explained by the low 

bioavailability and higher clearance due to much lower dose administered in 

the present study. 

Similar to CP-724,714, terminal plasma and kidney gefitinib levels decreased 

with time. kENZ was 0.015 h-1, equivalent to a half-life of 1.9 days and ~10 

days for a full gefitinib autoinduction. In the case of long-term administration 

of gefitinib in NSCLC patients, evaluation of high-dose (500mg/day) and low-

dose (250mg/day) groups at day 60 showed an increased mean plasma 

concentration in the high-dose group but remained stable in the low-dose 

group compared to baseline348.  
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Gefitinib is well distributed in highly perfused organs such as the liver, kidney 

and lung254. Kp was estimated to be 4.18, meaning that in the present study 

the kidney gefitinib level was ~4-fold higher than in the plasma. However, in 

male Wister rats the gefitinib level in the kidney was reported to be between 

13 to 30 times higher than the plasma within 24 hours after a single dose of 

5mg/kg255. This was much higher than the findings in our study probably 

because of the slow absorption seen in the mice as compared to a much 

faster absorption with peak plasma at 2 hours in rats. Furthermore, the 

volume of distribution is 9-fold higher in rats and half-life therefore longer 

leading to higher accumulation than in mice349. 

 

Summary 

The results from these PK studies are important in informing the drug 

clearance and tissue distribution. The clearance values of all 3 drugs were 

higher than expected especially for CP-724,714. In addition, drug levels 

decreased with time indicating increasing clearance or decreasing 

bioavailability over time.  This is a new finding which does not appear to have 

previously been described in the literature. Despite the low plasma drug 

levels, all 3 drugs showed good tissue distribution and accumulated in the 

kidney. The concentrations of these drugs in the kidney is vital for these 

drugs to act on the target EGFR(ErbB1) and/or ErbB2. The next step was 

then to look into the cumulative kidney drug exposure to predict the PD of 

lapatinib, CP-724,714 and gefitinib that will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 4 

4 Efficacy of lapatinib, CP-724,714 

and gefitinib in Pkd1null
+/-

 mice 
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4.1 Introduction 

The first part of this chapter discusses the characteristics of Pkd1null+/- 

mouse model used in this study (Chapter 2 Section 2.1). The histological 

examination of the Pkd1null+/- mice model versus WT mice is presented in 

Section 4.4.1. Expression of EGF receptors and components of the 

downstream signalling pathway in the Pkd1null+/- mice kidneys are discussed 

in Section 4.4.2.   

 

The second part of the chapter examines the efficacy of the selected TKIs in 

in ADPKD mouse kidneys. Kidney to body weight ratios and gross area 

measurements of transverse kidney sections of treated Pkd1null+/- mice  

versus untreated are discussed in Section 4.4.3. To study the effects of 

these drugs on EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 and ERK activation, Pkd1null+/- 

mice  kidneys were processed for immunoblotting (Chapter 2 Section 2.9). 

Analyses of drug effects were carried out on the following groups: i) high- 

and low-dose administration for 1 month (dose effect); ii) low-dose for 1 

month versus 3 months (duration effect); and, iii) low-dose for 3 months in 

early and late treatment groups (timing/disease stage effect) to evaluate 

efficacy. To further support the semi-quantitative findings from 

immunoblotting in the long-term study, immunohistochemistry was performed 

to analyse the expression of activated p-ERK in kidneys. Drug effects are 

further discussed in Section 4.4.4.  

 

4.2 Methods 

4.2.1 Sampling size 

The WT and Pkd1null+/- mice were bred in the UCL animal unit and 

maintained to 6 and 9 months of age for concurrent PK and efficacy 

experiments. Due to logistics of breeding adequate numbers of animals of 

similar age, the number of animals were limited to 4-7 mice/group. The ideal 

sample size (n=17) is discussed in Chapter 2 Section 2.4. 
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4.2.2 Experimental procedures 

The experimental procedures for PK studies and efficacy studies are 

discussed in detail in Chapter 2 Section 2.5 and 2.7. Briefly, animals in the 

PK studies of TKIs were gavaged with a high-dose of lapatinib, CP-724,714 

or gefitinib on day 1 and serial tail-bleeds taken at 1, 2, 4 and 6 hours post-

gavage. Subsequent doses were given in drinking water for 1, 2 or 4 weeks. 

A similar study was carried out with low-dose TKIs with drugs administered in 

drinking water for a single time-point of 4 weeks. In the efficacy studies, 

animals were administered low-doses (IC10) of TKIs for 3 months beginning 

at 6 months of age and ending at 9 months of age (“early treatment group”) 

and beginning at 9 months of age, ending at 12 months of age (“late 

treatment group”). Kidneys were harvested for histological, 

immunohistochemical and biochemical analyses (Chapter Section 2.8, 2.9 

and 2.10), while blood samples and one quarter of the kidney was analysed 

for drug levels (Chapter 2 Section 2.8). 

 

4.2.3 Analyses 

In order to detect the low expression of receptors on Western blots, 150µg of 

protein was loaded per lane for each sample. However, the loading control, 

actin expressions were found to be uneven. Repeated correction to obtain 

equivalent actin expressions was attempted however this proved impossible 

to achieve. Nevertheless, total protein tracked with the actin expression, and 

that treament did not change the total protein amount. For these reasons, 

only expressions of total and phosphorylated forms of proteins are presented 

in the Western blots figures. For quantitation, the ratio of phosphorylated to 

total protein was presented as the fold-change compared with WT or 

untreated control, which was assigned an arbitrary unit of 1.  

 

Immunohistochemical staining of p-ERK and PCNA (a marker of DNA 

synthesis in proliferating cells) were performed without counterstaining  to 

avoid colour convolution of PCNA staining and nuclear counterstaining that 

can complicate imaging and analysis. 
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To optimise and ensure consistency of intensity comparisons, the low-power 

(2.5x) examination of kidney p-ERK staining  of all samples was done on the 

same day with identical microscope settings (lens and exposure) and similar 

corrections were rigorously applied to all pictures taken. Any variation in the 

pictures are due to the intrinsic features within the microscope e.g. kidney 

samples that are lightly stained appear to have less contrast than the heavily 

stained samples.   

          

4.3 Aims 

The aim of this chapter is to determine the efficacy lapatinib, CP-724,714 

and gefitinib in the Pkd1null+/- mice. The analyses of Western blot expression 

on ERK phosphorylation from single dose and long-term administration of 

drug in drinking water at both high-dose and low-dose were then used 

together with PK parameter estimates from Chapter 3 for PD modelling 

discussed in Chapter 5. 

 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Histological examination of the Pkd1null+/- mice: histology, 

proliferation, p-ERK and ERK expression. 

Transverse (saggital) kidney sections taken from the midline were used for 

morphological examination (Chapter 2 Section 2.5). Examination of 

haematoxyllin and eosin (H&E)-stained kidney sections showed variable 

degrees of cystic presentation and tubular lumen dilation in the 6, 9 and 12 

month old Pkd1null+/- mice compared to age-matched WT. The cystic 

phenotype progressed with age (Figure 4.1). However, overall the Pkd1null+/- 

mice in this study had a milder ADPKD cystic phenotype than demonstrated 

in the same model in the USA described by Wilson et al. (2006)80 and Elliot 

et al. (2011)175.  
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Compared to WT kidneys, sections of Pkd1null+/- kidneys showed lumenal 

dilation and epithelial cell flattening in both in the cortical and medullary 

collecting ducts and in cortical proximal and distal tubules with loss of the 

brush border in proximal tubular epithelia. Very few macro-cysts were 

evident in the Pkd1null+/- kidneys. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1  Wild type (WT) and untreated Pkd1null+/- kidney sections stained 

with H&E. A-C:Representative histology of kidneys 6 ,9 and 12 month old WT mice. 

D-F: Representative histology of Pkd1null+/- mouse kidneys at 6, 9 and 12 months 

G-I: Detail of areas highlighted in D-F showing cysts and enlarged tubules. Arrows 

denote cysts (scale bar=100µm for A-F; scale bar=20µm for G-H ; scale bar=40µm 

for I). N=4/group. 

 

 

Cell proliferation was compared in WT and Pkd1null+/- mice by PCNA 

staining of the transverse sections of the kidneys of 6, 9 and 12 month old 

mice (Figure 4.2) (Chapter 2 Section 2.10 IHC). Qualitative assesment 

showed an increased number of PCNA-positive nuclei in the Pkd1null+/- 

kidneys, including in the epithelial lining of cysts (Figure 4.2D-F) compared to 

WT 

Pkd1null
+/-

 

6 months 9 months 12 months 

A B C 

D E F 

G H I 
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WT kidneys (Figure 4.2A-C). Staining was predominantly in the medullary 

and cortical collecting ducts, proximal and distal tubules. 

 

Although the phenotype of Pkd1null+/- mice used in this study was quite mild, 

immunofluorescence staining confirmed there was tubular enlargement and 

cysts derived from different tubular segments as reflected by positive staining 

of proximal tubule-derived cysts with LTL and collecting tubule-derived cysts 

with DBA (Figure 4.3: Chapter 2 Section 2.10 lectin staining).  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2  Proliferation in WT and Pkd1null+/- kidneys.  PCNA staining of WT 

kidneys (A) 6 months, (B) 9 months and (C) 12 months showed few positive nuclei 

(arrows) compared to the Pkd1null+/- kidney (D) 6 month, (E) 9 month and (F) 12 

month. PCNA-positive nuclei were also seen in the cysts (*) (scale bar=20µm; inset 

scale bar=40 µm). N=4/group.  
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Figure 4.3 Lectin staining of kidney tubules in Pkd1null+/- mice. Representative 

pictures of Pkd1null+/- kidney at 12 month stained for (A) proximal tubules (LTL, 

green) and (B) collecting tubules (DBA,green) and H&E for orientation purposes, 

showing that both types of tubule were dilated and potentially cystic. Inset pictures 

show low maginification of the stained area (scale bar=20µm; inset scale bar=20 

µm). N=4.   
 

 

To determine the localisation of total ERK and p-ERK expression in the 

kidney (Section 1.2.2 and 1.10.2.2), IHC analysis was performed. In WT 

kidneys, total ERK expression was diffuse and weak with more intense 

staining in distal convoluted tubules (Figure 4.4A). Total ERK expression in 

Pkd1null+/- kidneys showed relatively greater intensity than WT with higher 

expression in the epithelial cells lining the dilated tubular lumens compared 

to normal adjacent tubules (Figure 4.4B). ERK expression did not change 

with age in WT mice but increased expression was seen with disease 

progression in the Pkd1null+/- mice between 9 and 12 months. p-ERK 

expression in WT was weak and diffuse in some tubular epithelial cells, 

staining was mostly in the cortical, in the distal convoluted tubules and 

cortical collecting tubules. No changes were seen with age in WT mice 

(Figure 4.4C). By contrast, p-ERK was focally expressed at high levels in 

medullary and cortical collecting ducts as well as in the epithelium lining the 

cysts of Pkd1null+/- mice (Figure 4.4D). In some cysts, two epithelia 

phenotypes were seen: cuboid, cells tended to lack p-ERK staining while the 

other more flattened cells showed intense p-ERK staining. This pattern was 

consistent with the high levels of p-ERK expression in collecting duct-derived 

principal cells350. The percent area stained and the intensity of p-ERK 

staining in the Pkd1null+/- mouse kidneys increased with age (Figure 4.13 B-

D). 
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Figure 4.4   Expression of total ERK and p-ERK in WT and Pkd1null+/- kidneys. 

IHC staining using AEC as the chromogen to produce a red positive 

immunoreaction (A) Diffuse expression of total ERK in WT kidney at 9 months. (B) 

Increased expression of ERK in Pkd1null+/-  kidney at 9 months compared to WT 

with higher intensity in dilated tubular epithelial cells. (C) Weak diffuse expression of 

p-ERK in tubular epithelial cells of WT kidneys. (D) High expression of p-ERK in the 

Pkd1null+/- kidneys in the flattened epithelial cells compared to cells with a more 

cuboidal phenotype (*) within a cyst (scale bar=20µm). (E) Heterogeneity of p-ERK 

expression in the i) cortex, ii) outer medulla and iii) inner medulla. F-H: 

Representative examples of (F) strong, (G) moderate and (H) weak staining (scale 

bar=100µm). N=4.  

Rigorous, comparative scoring of the p-ERK staining in kidney sections was 

not straightforward due to the focal and heterogeneous nature of expression 

patterns across the cortex and medulla (Figure 4.4E). However, the intensity 
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levels could be defined as strong, moderate or weak (Figure 4.4F-H). 

Quantitation of p-ERK intensity from IHC staining is discussed in section 4.4.  

 

4.4.2 Western blot analysis of EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and components 

of the MAPK signalling pathway in WT and Pkd1null+/- kidneys  

Expression of EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2, MEK, ERK, AKT and their 

phosphorylated forms were examined by immunoblot analysis (Chapter 2 

section 2.9.3 Western blotting). Proteins were normalized to actin prior to 

examining expression of activated protein (ratio of phosphorylated to total 

protein). The level of expression was measured by densitometry in arbitrary 

units and fold-change calculated (Figure 4.5 and 4.6). Fold-change in 

expression of phosphorylated protein was assessed in WT and Pkd1null+/- 

aged  3, 6, 9 and 12 months relative to 3 months WT (assigned an arbitrary 

value of 1). 

 

EGFR(ErbB1) activation in WT kidneys increased betweeen 3 and 6 months 

of age, was stable from 6 to 9 months and increased between 9 and 12 

months of age (Figure 4.5A) No change of ErbB2 activation was seen 

between 3 and 9 months in WT although increases were seen between 9 

and 12 months (Figure 4.5B). ERK showed a trend towards decreased 

activation between 3 and 9 months but increased between 9 and 12 months 

of age (Figure 4.5C). MEK activation in WT was similar in the 3, 6 and 12 

month old animals although there was a trend towards decreased activation 

in the 9 month old group (Figure 4.6B). AKT showed a trend towards 

decreased activation with age in WT (Figure 4.6A).  

 

In Pkd1null+/- mouse kidneys, there was large inter-animal variability in the 

expression of activated EGFR and  ErbB2 especially in 9 and 12 month old 

animals. EGFR activation showed a similar pattern in Pkd1null+/- mice as 

seen in 6 and 12 month old WT. Slightly higher levels of activation at 3 and 9 

months were not significant (Figure 4.5A). ErbB2 activation was low in both 

WT and Pkd1null+/- mice at 3 and 6 months of age but was highly 

upregulated in Pkd1null+/- compared to WT, ~20-fold higher at 9 months and  
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Figure 4.5  Expression of EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2, ERK and their phosphorylated 

forms in WT and Pkd1null+/- kidneys . Top panels: Immunoblotting of tissue 

lysates for expression of total and phosphorylated forms of (A) EGFR(ErbB1), (B) 

ErbB2 and (C) ERK in WT versus Pkd1null+/-  3, 6, 9 and 12 month old mouse 

kidneys. Quantitation of the phosphorylated proteins normalized to the total protein 

is shown in the bottom panels. Left panel: Expression in individual animals. Right 

panel:  Fold-change of expression in Pkd1null+/- versus WT kidneys with 3-month 

WT assigned the arbitrary value of 1 and fold-change calculated relative to this 

sample. Red, 3 months; blue, 6 months; green, 9 months;  purple, 12 months. 

*p<0.05 versus Pkd1null+/- 6 months . N=3 in all groups except for n=2 in WT 3 

months. 
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~15-fold higher at 12 months (Figure 4.5B). Due to the high inter-animal 

variability, the over-expression did not achieve statistical significance. 

Although ERK activation was lower in the Pkd1null+/- mice compared to WT 

at 3 months of age, it was consistently higher in Pkd1null+/- mice compared to 

WT at 6, 9 and 12 months. Although ERK activation appeared to decrease in 

the 9 month old Pkd1null+/- mice compared to 6 months Pkd1null+/- levels, it 

was still ~2-folds higher than the WT at 9 and 12 months. ERK showed a 

trend to increased activation in Pkd1null+/- mice between 9 and 12 months 

(Figure 4.5C). 

  

MEK phosphorylation in both WT and Pkd1null+/- in the 6 and 9 month old 

groups was relatively lower than in the 3 month old group. However, there 

was a relatively higher MEK phosphorylation in 9 and 12 month old 

Pkd1null+/- mice compared to WT (Figure 4.6A). AKT phosphorylation in 

Pkd1null+/- mouse kidneys was also significantly higher than WT at 6 months 

of age but lower than WT at 3 and 9 months of age. Significant decreases in 

AKT phosphorylation were seen in the Pkd1null+/- mice 9 and 12 month 

groups when compared to the 6 month group. A trend to increased activation 

was observed in the Pkd1null+/- 12 month old group was seen when 

compared to WT and to the 9 month old Pkd1null+/- mice (Figure 4.6B).  

4.4.3 Weight, size and histology of TKI-treated versus untreated 

Pkd1null+/- mouse kidneys 

A part of the efficacy study (Chapter 2 Section 2.7), the kidney to body 

weight ratio (K/BW) was calculated by summation of weight of both kidneys 

(mg) compared to total mouse body weight (g) (Figure 4.7). When analysed 

using 2-way ANOVA, there was no statistically significant decrease in K/BW 

ratio in mice treated with any of the inhibitors compared to untreated age-

matched mice. The K/BW ratio of untreated mice was tended to decrease 

with age but the change was not statistically significant. However, statistical 

analysis using an unpaired t-test showed significant decreases in the early 

treatment group that was administered CP-724,714 from 6 to 9 months of 

age. 
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Figure 4.6  Expression of MEK, AKT and their phosphorylated forms in WT 

and Pkd1null+/- kidneys. Top panels: Immunoblotting of tissue lysates for 

expression of total and phosphorylated forms of (A) MEK and (B) AKT in WT versus 

Pkd1null+/-  3, 6, 9 and 12 months old mouse kidneys. Quantitation of the 

phosphorylated proteins normalized to the total protein are shown in the bottom 

panels. Left panel: Expression in individual animals. Right panel:  Fold-change of 

expression in Pkd1null+/- versus WT kidneys with 3-months WT assigned the 

arbitrary value of 1. Red, 3 months; blue, 6 months; green, 9 months; purple, 12 

months. * p<0.05 versus WT; # p<0.05 versus 6 months Pkd1null+/-  N=3 in all 

groups except for n=2 in WT 3 months. 

 

Neither lapatinib nor gefitinib showed any statistically significant differences 

in K/BW ratio when compared to mice in the untreated early treatment group. 

However, in the late treatment group (treatment beginning from 9 months, 

ending at 12 months), there was slight increase of K/BW ratio in mice treated 

with lapatinib but no change was seen in either CP-724,714 or gefitinib-

treated mice.  
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Cross-sectional areas were calculated by multiplying the width by the length 

of the bisected kidney (Figure 4.8A). Kidneys were age-matched and 

analysed using 2-way ANOVA. Analysis showed a trend to an increase in 

size with age of untreated mouse kidneys between 9 and 12 months of age. 

Overall, there was trend to a reduction of size in the early treatment group  

with all three drugs (Figure 4.8B). An unpaired t-test showed a statistically 

significant reduction in kidney size in the early treatment group (6 to 9 

months) treated with CP-724,714 compared to untreated animals. In 

contrast, CP-724,714 had no effect on kidney size in the late treatment 

group, although both lapatinib and gefitinib treatment showed size reduction 

in this 9 to 12 month old treatment group. 

 

Qualitative assessment of H&E staining for tubular dilation and cyst 

formation in the cortex and medulla showed that treatment with CP-724,714 

for 3 months initiated in the early (from 6 months) or late (from 9 months) 

treatment groups appeared to reduce cystic dilation (numbers of cysts and 

width of tubular lumen expansions) compared to untreated (Figure 4.9 C and 

G versus A and E; K and O versus I and M). In contrast, neither lapatinib nor 

gefitinib showed similar effects in either the early or late treatment groups 

(Figure 4.9). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7  Kidney weight to body weight ratio (mg/g) in Pkd1null+/- mice 

untreated or treated with low-dose lapatinib, CP-724,714 and gefitinib for 3 

months. Light blue, early treatment group (treated from age 6 months to 9 months); 

blue, late treatment group (treated from age 9 months to 12 months). Untreated, 

n=3; treated, n=4/group.  Measurements are presented as mean±SEM.  * p<0.05 vs 

untreated with unpaired t-test. 

  

* 
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Figure 4.8 Cross sectional area measurement of untreated and treated 

Pkd1null+/- kidneys following administration of low-dose lapatinib, CP-724,714 

and gefitinib for 3 months. (A) Kidneys were bisected across the mid-line and the 

area calculated (B) Cross-sectional area of kidneys of age-matched, untreated 

Pkd1null+/- and treated Pkd1null+/- mice. Light blue, early treatment group; blue, late 

treatment group. Untreated, n=3; treated, n=4/group.  Measurements are presented 

as mean±SEM. * p<0.05 vs untreated with unpaired t-test. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9   Effect of low-dose lapatinib, CP-724,714 and gefitinib on cystic 

dilation in Pkd1null+/- mouse kidneys.  Representative H&E stained sections (n=4 

each group). Upper panels (A-H): Early treatment group; Lower panels (I-P): Late 

treatment group. A-D and I-L show the cortex while E-H and M-N show the outer 

medulla. Arrows denote cysts. (Scale bar=50µm). 

  

* 
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4.4.4 Effects of dose, duration and timing of selected TKI 

administration 

To explore the efficacy of the selected TKIs, two different doses, duration 

and timing of the onset of administration were explored in age-matched 

treated and untreated Pkd1null+/- mice. Kidney protein lysates were analysed 

by Western blots.    

 

The dose effects were compared between high-dose and low-dose TKI 

administration for 1 month from values collected in the PK study (untreated, 

n=7 and treated, n=4/group; Chapter 3) while the duration effects of low 

doses administered for the 1 month and 3 months were examined using 

values from both the PK study and the efficacy study groups, respectively 

and compared to age-matched controls from the 1-month treatment group 

(untreated, n=4 and treated, n=4/group). The effects of initiating inhibitor 

treatment early or later in the ADPKD disease process was assessed by 

comparison of data from the early (beginning at 6 months, ending at 9 

months of age) and late treatment groups (beginning at 9 months, ending at 

12 months) with untreated animals from the corresponding age groups. 

 

Further analysis of the effect of timing of onset of drug administration was 

also performed by IHC staining of p-ERK expression in kidney sections to 

examine the localisation and intensity of p-ERK, comparing treated and 

untreated Pkd1null+/- mice. Some kidney sections exhibited strong p-ERK 

staining in the tubular epithelial cells in both cortex and medulla while in 

others staining was in discrete patches or even absent. As staining in cross-

sections of the kidneys was found to be heterogeneous and focal, p-ERK 

expression was quantified as the mean percent area stained for each 

individual kidney and was plotted against the staining intensity score graded 

as weak, moderate or strong to investigate the changes in p-ERK expression 

with drug treatment.  
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4.4.4.1 Lapatinib (dual EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 inhibitor)  

There was a high intra-group variability especially in the analysis of 

EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 activation. Administration of either a high-dose 

(n=4) or a low-dose (n=4) of lapatinib to Pkd1null+/- mice for 1 month 

suggested that both doses had a similar effect and resulted in a trend to 

decreased phosphorylated/total protein ratio of both EGFR(ErbB1) and ERK 

compared to untreated mice (n=7) (Figure 4.10A and C). ErbB2 activation did 

not decrease in the high-dose group but a trend to a decreased p-

ErbB2/ErbB2 ratio was seen in the low-dose group compared to untreated 

mice in this short-term (1-month) treatment group.  

 

Long-term (3 months) administration of low-dose lapatinib appeared to result 

in a significant increase in p-EGFR/EGFR(ErbB1) compared to untreated 

Pkd1null+/- mouse kidneys and to the low-dose group treated for 1 month 

(n=4/group). No significant difference was seen in the p-ErbB2/ErbB2 ratio 

with treatment. Low-dose 1 month and 3 month treatment (beginning  at 6 

months of age) both resulted in a trend to a decreased p-ERK/ERK ratio 

compared to untreated mice (Figure 4.10D-F).  

 

Long-term administration of low-dose lapatinib for 3 months induced an 

increase in the p-EGFR/EGFR(ErbB1) ratio in the treated Pkd1null+/- mice in 

both the early and late treatment groups (n=4/group) compared to untreated 

animals (n=3) (Figure 4.11A). The p-ErbB2/ErbB2 ratio was also increased in 

the early treatment group but was decreased in the late treatment group 

(Figure 4.11B). The p-ERK/ERK ratio decreased in the early treatment group 

but there was unchanged in the ratio in the late treatment group compared to 

the untreated group (Figure 4.11C).  

 

Quantitation of p-ERK staining in kidney cross-sections (Figure 4.12A) 

showed a reduction of the percent area stained in both the early and late 

treatment groups compared to the untreated animals (Figure 4.12B). 

Although no significant reduction was seen in the early treatment group, two 

out of four animals had a lower percent area stained compared to the 
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untreated animals although the intensity of the p-ERK staining (strong) 

remained the same (Figure 4.12C). No significant reduction of p-ERK 

staining was observed in the late-treatment group as reflected by the similar 

percent of area stained in treated and untreated mouse kidneys with the 

same strong intensity (Figure 4.12D). 
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Figure 4.10  Effect of dose and duration of lapatinib administration on EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK phosphorylation in treated 

Pkd1null+/- versus untreated mouse kidneys. Western blotting and densitometric analysis showed (A-C) phosphorylated/total protein ratio of 

EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK with high- and low-dose inhibitor (dose effect: untreated, n=7; treated, n=4/group). (D-F) phosphorylated/total 

protein ratio of EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK with low-dose 1 month and 3 months (duration effect: n=4/group).  Expression of the 

phosphorylated protein was normalised to total protein. Untreated Pkd1null+/- mice were assigned an arbitrary value of 1 and fold-change 

calculated. Measurements are presented as mean±SEM. Significant results at p<0.05 versus untreated. 
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Figure 4.11  Effect of long-term (3 months) low-dose lapatinib administration on EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK phosphorylation in 

treated Pkd1null+/- versus untreated Pkd1null+/-  mice. Western blotting and densitometric analysis of (A) p-EGFR/EGFR(ErbB1) ratio, (B) p-

ErbB2/ErbB2 ratio (C) p-ERK/ERK ratio in treated Pkd1null+/- versus untreated Pkd1null+/- mice in the early (beginning at 6 months) and late 

(beginning at 9 months) treatment groups. Expression of the phosphorylated protein was normalised to total protein. Untreated Pkd1null+/- mice 

at 9 months were assigned an arbitrary value of 1 and fold-change calculated. Untreated, n=3; treated, n=4/group. Measurements are 

presented as mean±SEM. No significant results at p<0.05. 
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Figure 4.12  Expression of p-ERK in the kidneys of untreated and lapatinib-

treated Pkd1null+/- mice. IHC staining was performed  using AEC as the 

chromogen producing a red positive immunoreaction. Variable intensity and 

heterogeneity  of p-ERK  expression is seen in the cortex and medulla of kidneys of 

untreated and  treated Pkd1null+/- mice in (A) early treatment group (top panel) and 

late treatment group (lower panel). (B) Quantitation of percent kidney area stained 

with p-ERK in the untreated and early and late treatment groups. (C and D) Scatter 

plot shows percent kidney area stained for p-ERK versus the intensity score 

(1=weak, 2=moderate, 3=strong) for individual animals.  Light blue, untreated at 9 

months; dark blue, early treatment group; light green, untreated at 12 months; dark 

green, late treatment group. No significant results at p<0.05. Scale bar=100µm.  
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4.4.4.2 CP-724,714 (ErbB2 inhibitor) 

In Pkd1null+/- mice administered high-dose CP-724,714 for 1 month (n=4), 

EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK activation were all decreased significantly 

compared to untreated (n=7) mice (Figure 4.13A-C). In the low-dose short 

term (IC10) 1 month group, there was no change in EGFR(ErbB1) activation, 

a significant increase in ErbB2 activation and a trend to decreased ERK 

activation (n=4) (Figure 4.13B). 

 

Administration of low doses of inhibitor for the long-term 3 months had no 

effect on p-EGFR/EGFR(ErbB1) ratios compared to the untreated and low-

dose 1 month groups (administration started at 6 months and 9 months of 

age, n=2/age group). While the low-dose 1 month group significant increase 

in p-ErbB2/ErbB2 ratio, a trend to decreased activation was seen in the low-

dose 3 months group (Figure 4.13F). p-ERK/ERK ratios were decreased in 

both the low-dose 1 month and 3 month treatment groups; the decrease was 

significant in the low-dose 3 month treatment group compared to untreated 

animals (Figure 4.13F).  

 

Animals exposed to long-term administration of low-dose CP-724,714 for 3 

months (administration started at 6 months or 9 months of age) showed no 

change in p-EGFR/EGFR(ErbB1) ratios in the early treatment group but 

increased in the late treatment group (n=4/group) compared to untreated 

animals (n=3) (Figure 4.14A). There was no difference in p-ErbB2/ErbB2 

ratio in the early treatment group were seen but they were decreased in late 

treatment group (Figure 4.14B). The p-ERK/ERK ratio was unaffected in the 

early treatment group but was significantly reduced in the late treatment 

group (Figure 4.14C).  

 

Quantitation of p-ERK staining of kidney cross-sections (Figure 4.15A) 

showed a small reduction in the percent area stained in the late treatment 

groups but was unchanged in the early treatment groups compared to  

untreated animals (Figure 4.15B). All animals in the early treatment group 

showed a reduction in staining intensity from strong to moderate, compared 
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to the untreated group although the percent area stained remained the same 

(Figure 4.15C). There was no change in p-ERK staining intensity in the late 

treatment group as reflected by the same number of animals with a similar 

percentage of area stained and staining intensity as in the untreated group 

(Figure 4.15D). 
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Figure 4.13  Effect of dose and duration of CP-724,714 administration on EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK phosphorylation in treated 

Pkd1null+/- versus untreated Pkd1null+/- mouse kidneys. Western blotting and densitometric analysis showing (A-C) phosphorylated/total 

protein ratio of EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK with high- and low-dose inhibitor (dose effect: untreated, n=7; treated, n=4/group). (D-F) 

phosphorylated/total protein ratio of EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK with low-dose 1 month and 3 months (duration effect: n=4/group).  

Expression of the phosphorylated protein was normalised to the total protein. Untreated Pkd1null+/-  mice were assigned an arbitrary value of 1 

and fold-change calculated. Measurements are presented as mean±SEM. * p<0.05 versus untreated Pkd1null+/-. 
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Figure 4.14  Effect of long-term (3 months) CP-724,714 administration on EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK phosphorylation in treated 

Pkd1null+/- versus untreated Pkd1null+/- mice. Western blotting and densitometric analysis of (A) p-EGFR/EGFR(ErbB1) ratio, (B) p-

ErbB2/ErbB2 ratio (C) p-ERK/ERK ratio in treated Pkd1null+/- versus untreated Pkd1null+/- mice in the early (beginning at 6 months) and late 

(beginning at 9 months) treatment groups. Expression of the phosphorylated protein was normalised to total protein. Untreated Pkd1null+/- mice 

at 9 months were assigned an arbitrary value of 1 and fold-change calculated.  Untreated, n=3; treated, n=4/group.  Measurements are 

presented as mean±SEM. *p<0.05 vs untreated Pkd1null+/-. 
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Figure 4.15  Expression of p-ERK in the kidneys of untreated and CP-724,714-

treated Pkd1null+/- mice. IHC staining was performed  using AEC as the 

chromogen producing a red positive immunoreaction. Variable intensity and 

heterogeneity  of p-ERK  expression was seen in the cortex and medulla of kidneys 

of untreated and  treated Pkd1null+/- mice in (A) early treatment group (top panel) 

and late treatment group (lower panel). (B) Quantitation of percent kidney area 

stained with p-ERK in the untreated and early and late treatment groups. (C and D) 

Scatter plot shows percent kidney area stained for p-ERK versus the intensity score 

(1=weak, 2=moderate, 3=strong) for individual animals.  Light blue, untreated at 9 

months; dark blue, early treatment group; light green, untreated at 12 months; dark 

green, late treatment group.  No significant results at p<0.05. Scale bar=100µm.  
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4.4.4.3 Gefitinib (EGFR(ErbB1) inhibitor) 

In Pkd1null+/- mice administered either high-dose (n=4) or low-dose (n=4) 

gefitinib for 1 month there was a trend to reduced phosphorylated/total 

protein ratio of EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK compared to the untreated 

group (n=7) (Figure 4.16A-C).  

In the low-dose 1 month treatment group there was no change in EGFR 

activation but a trend to decreased ErbB2 activation compared to untreated 

animals. Administration of low-dose gefitinib for 3 months resulted in 

significant increase of p-EGFR/EGFR(ErbB1) ratio and a trend to increased 

p-ErbB2/ErbB2 ratio compared to low-dose 1 month and untreated animals 

(Figure 4.16D and E). In contrast, the p-ERK/ERK ratio was significantly 

decreased in animals receiving a low-dose of drug for 3 months when 

compared to untreated animals (Figure 4.16F).  

Long term (3 months) administration of low-dose gefitinib led to a trend to 

increased p-EGFR/EGFR(ErbB1) ratio in both the early and late-treatment 

groups (n=4/group) compared to the untreated group (n=3) (Figure 4.17A). 

No change was seen in p-ErbB2/ErbB2 activation in the early treatment 

group but a trend to increased activation in the late treatment group was 

seen (Figure 4.17B). In contrast, a significant decrease in p-ERK/ERK ratio  

was seen in both early and late treatment groups compared to untreated 

animals (Figure 4.17C). 

Quantitation of p-ERK staining in kidney cross-sections (Figure 4.18A) 

showed a reduction of percent area stained in both the early and late-

treatment groups compared to the untreated group (Figure 4.18B). In the 

early-treatment group, one animal showed a reduction in staining intensity to 

weak and a reduction in the percent area stained compared to the untreated 

group. The remaining treated animals however had a reduction of percent 

area stained compared to the untreated but showed the same strong 

intensity of staining (Figure 4.18C). A decrease in p-ERK staining was seen 

in the late-treatment group as reflected by all of the animals showing reduced 

percent area stained compared to the untreated group although, again the 

intensity of the staining was similar in both groups (Figure 4.18D). 
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Figure 4.16  Effect of dose and duration of gefitinib administration on EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK phosphorylation in treated 

Pkd1null+/- versus untreated Pkd1null+/- mouse kidneys. Western blotting and densitometric analysis showed (A-C) phosphorylated/total 

protein ratio of EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK with high- and low-dose inhibitor (dose effect: untreated, n=7; treated, n=4/group). (D-F) 

phosphorylated/total protein ratio of EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK with low-dose for 1 month and 3 months (duration effect: n=4/group).  

Expression of the phosphorylated protein was normalised to the total protein. Untreated Pkd1null+/- mice were assigned an arbitrary value of 1 

and fold-change calculated. Measurements are presented as mean±SEM. *p<0.05 versus untreated Pkd1null+/-. 
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Figure 4.17  Effect of long-term (3 months) gefitinib administration on EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK phosphorylation in treated 

Pkd1null+/- versus untreated Pkd1null+/- mice. Western blotting and densitometric analysis of (A) p-EGFR/EGFR(ErbB1) ratio, (B) p-

ErbB2/ErbB2 ratio (C) p-ERK/ERK ratio in treated Pkd1null+/- versus untreated Pkd1null+/- mice in the early (beginning at 6 months) and late 

(beginning at 9 months) treatment groups. Expression of the phosphorylated protein was normalised to total protein. Untreated Pkd1null+/- mice 

at 9 months were assigned an arbitrary unit of 1 and fold-change calculated. Untreated, n=3; treated, n=4/group.  Measurements are presented 

as mean±SEM.  *p<0.05 vs untreated Pkd1null+/-. 
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Figure 4.18  Expression of p-ERK in the kidneys of untreated and gefitinib-

treated Pkd1null+/- mice. IHC staining was performed  using AEC as the 

chromogen producing a red positive immunoreaction. Variable intensity and 

heterogeneity  of p-ERK  expression was seen in the cortex and medulla of kidneys 

of untreated and  treated Pkd1null+/- mice in (A) early treatment group (top panel) 

and late treatment group (lower panel). (B) Quantitation of percent kidney area 

stained with p-ERK in the untreated and early and late treatment groups. (C and D) 

Scatter plot shows percent kidney area stained for p-ERK versus the intensity score 

(1=weak, 2=moderate, 3=strong) for individual animals.  Light blue, untreated at 9 

months; dark blue, early treatment group; light green, untreated at 12 months; dark 

green, late treatment group. No significant results at p<0.05. Scale bar=100µm.  
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4.5 Discussion 

ADPKD epithelial cell proliferation has been shown to be induced by 

EGFR(ErbB1)/ErbB2 signalling that activates Ras/Raf/ERK pathway which 

converges on the same pathway activated by cAMP, leading to increased 

ERK activation351. The MAPK intracellular signaling pathway is a well 

characterised cytoplasmic signalling pathway activated by EGFR(ErbB) 

where ERK phosphorylation has been used as a downstream biomarker of 

EGFR(ErbB) inhibition/activation352. An increase in total and activated 

EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2, and ERK expression are typical of human ADPKD 

cystic epithelia69, 80, 81, 84. Persistent expression and heterodimerization of 

EGFR(ErbB1) with foetal isoform (ErbB2) on the apical surface of ADPKD 

cystic epithelia, contributes to the fluid secretion and hyper-proliferative 

abnormalities associated with cyst dilatation50-52. Secretion of EGF-related 

peptides into the cyst fluid further activate EGFR(ErbB) signalling pathway 

generating an autocrine/paracrine loop, causing cyst proliferation and 

expansion69. Inhibition of the receptor with EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 

inhibitors would lead to a reduction in downstream signalling target activation 

and has been proven to reduce cystic dilation and reverse both the ADPKD 

and ARPKD phenotypes80, 197, 211
.  

These observations were the basis of the current project and in line with the 

proposed goal of future research in ADPKD, to find molecules that block 

important steps in cystogenesis353.  The aim was to compare the effects of 

inhibition of EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 or a combination of the two with the overall 

goal to identify a potential EGFR-family inhibitor which could be translated to 

the clinic by repositioning/repurposing an approved TKI that has the highest 

efficacy with least toxicity. 

 

The hallmark presentation of ADPKD is kidney enlargement and multiple 

cystic expansion. Early evidence of renal tubular cystic dilation is the 

expansion of apical lumens with loss of apical cell membrane complexity, 

and changes in epithelial cell geometrical structure from cuboidal to a 

flattened morphology3, 354, 355. Cyst morphology includes loss of brush border 

in the proximal tubules125, 355 and lumen dilatation in all segments of the 
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cystic nephron due to hyper-proliferation and apical (luminal) fluid 

accumulation3. The same findings were found in the Pkd1null+/-  mouse 

model used in this study as reported by Lu et al. (1999)356.  In the present 

study, although the number of cysts found were variable, the ADPKD 

phenotype was still evident when Pkd1null+/- mice were compared to the age-

matched WT littermates at 6, 9 and 12 months of age (Section 4.1). An 

increased in PCNA expression in the Pkd1null+/- mouse kidneys versus WT 

indicated increased proliferative activity357 (Figure 4.2). 

 

Assessment of localisation of ERK and p-ERK in mouse kidney sections was 

done by IHC staining. Total ERK staining of mouse kidneys showed that the 

expression of total ERK was diffusely cytoplasmic in WT mice but strong to 

intense in the Pkd1null+/- mice. Expression of p-ERK was greater in the 

Pkd1null+/-  relative to WT mice of the same age (Figure 4.4 A-D), consistent 

with a previous finding in human ADPKD kidneys84.  

 

In the WT kidneys, EGFR(ErbB1) activation was increased between 3 and 6 

months and between 9 and 12 months (Figure 4.5A) while ErbB2 activation 

increased between 9 and 12 months. ERK and AKT on the other hand 

showed a trend to decreased activation with age while MEK activation was 

similar in all WT age groups, except for a decrease at 9 months of age 

(Figure 4.6A). Although analysis of EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2, MEK, ERK and 

AKT demonstrated variability in protein expression levels, they mostly 

showed a trend to increased activation of the receptors and MAPK signalling 

pathway in the Pkd1null+/- mice compared to WT at 3, 6, 9 and 12 months of 

age (Figure 4.5 and 4.6). The trend to increased expression of these proteins 

especially at 6, 9 and 12 months has strengthened the idea that the inhibition 

of the EGFR(ErbB1) and/or ErbB2 may decrease ERK signalling, and in 

principle would reduce cyst formation if treated from 6 months starting age 

(early treatment group) and from 9 month starting age (late treatment group).  

 

Kidneys from the treated mice were examined for histological and 

immunohistochemical features at the end of the 3 month efficacy study. The 

Consortium of Radiologic Imaging Study of PKD (CRISP)26 study, showed 
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that kidney enlargement as a result of cystic expansion, is the best 

prognostic indicator of progression of renal function decline in ADPKD 

patients. Kidney enlargement was also found in rapidly progressing animal 

models of ADPKD where it usually precedes the development of renal failure 

(reviewed by Grantham et al. 2006)358. When comparing our treated to the 

untreated groups, there was no reduction in either K/BW ratio (mg/g) or size 

of the age-matched mouse kidneys using 2-way ANOVA analysis (mean 

differences between groups). Application of unpaired t-test (mean differences 

between two groups, treated versus untreated) did show statistically 

significant decreases in both K/BW and kidney size in the early treatment 

group treated with CP-724,714. Furthermore, qualitative assessment of H&E 

stained sections showed that CP-724,714 reduced cyst number and tubular 

lumen dilation in the treated Pkd1null+/- mice in both the early and late 

treatment groups. Although lapatinib or gefitinib showed decreased kidney 

size in both early and late treatment group, this was not evident in K/BW 

ratios. 

 

To study the efficacy of the 3 selected TKIs in selectively inhibiting the 

EGFR(ErbB1) and/or ErbB2 and their effects on the activation of ERK, two 

different doses, duration and timing of the onset of administration were 

explored using semi-quantitative Western blots. As the expression patterns 

of p-ERK were heterogenous and focal, evaluation of p-ERK intensity and 

percent area stained from just one transverse kidney sample needs to be 

interpreted with caution. 

 

4.5.1 Lapatinib (dual EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 inhibitor) 

Lapatinib treatment showed a trend to decreased p-EGFR/EGFR (ErbB1) 

and p-ERK/ERK ratios after 1 month administration of high or low doses. 

ErbB2 activation was decreased in the low-dose group but remained 

unchanged in the high-dose group. Study of duration effects in the low-dose 

group showed increased p-EGFR/EGFR(ErbB1) in the 3 month treatment 

group compared to the untreated and 1 month treatment groups. While no 

treatment effect was seen in ErbB2 activation, a trend to decreased ERK 
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activation was seen in both 1 month and 3 month treatment group. The long-

term efficacy study showed a trend to decreased p-ERK/ERK ratio in the 

early treatment group and an increase in the late treament group. In human 

tumor xenografts, 30mg/kg and 100mg/kg doses of lapatinib also showed 

markedly reduced ERK activation277. Although lapatinib is a dual 

EGFR/ErbB2 inhibitor, no significant reductions in activated receptor or ERK 

levels were detectable by Western blot of whole kidney lysates, possibly due 

to the low levels of expression of these membrane receptor proteins. By 

contrast, IHC results showed a trend towards reduced kidney p-ERK percent 

area stained in both the early and late treatment groups although intensity 

levels were not different from the untreated group. Lapatinib has previously 

been shown to have very high specificity to its primary targets and binds to 

very few other tyrosine kinase-like kinases359 suggesting that higher doses 

might have resulted in significant reductions.  

 

4.5.2 CP-724,714 (ErbB2 inhibitor)  

CP-724,714 administration resulted in significant reductions in p-

EGFR/EGFR, p-ErbB2/ErbB2 and p-ERK/ERK ratios in the high-dose group 

versus untreated animals. Although no change was observed in p-

EGFR/EGFR(ErbB1) ratio in the low-dose (IC10) short-term (1 month) group 

a trend to reduced p-ERK/ERK ratios were seen. To our surprise, there was 

a trend to increased ErbB2 activation in the 1 month group compared to 

untreated. One possible explanation might be that with low-dose treatment, 

the predicted inhibition would be ~10% which might have been below the 

limit of sensitivity of detection on Western blots. Despite no change in 

EGFR(ErbB1) activation and an increase in ErbB2 activation, the p-

ERK/ERK ratio was significantly reduced in the long-term (3 months) treated 

efficacy groups starting at 6 and 9 months of age, (n=2/group) compared to 

the untreated group. Results for the effect of time of initiation of drug 

administration were different for the early and late treament groups. Very 

little change was seen in either receptor or ERK activation in the early 

treatment group whereas there was a trend to increased EGFR(ErbB1) 

activation and decreased ErbB2 activation in the late treatment group. This 
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might suggest that inhibition of ErbB2 resulted in a compensatory up-

regulation of EGFR(ErbB1) activation. Interestingly, ERK activation was 

significantly decreased in the late treatment group. The parallel reduction in 

ERK and ErbB2 activation may suggest an association. In the mice bearing 

BT-474 tumors, CP-724,714 has been shown to reduce p-ERK levels by 

~75% at 0.5 hours of treatment with 30mg/kg dose223. The p-ERK IHC 

staining showed a similar trend in reduced p-ERK expression as in the 

Western blot results after CP-724,714 treatment and interestingly, in the 

early treatment group kidneys intensity score for all animals reduced from 

strong to moderate.  

 

4.5.3 Gefitinib (EGFR(ErbB1) inhibitor) 

There were trends towards decreased activation of EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 

and ERK after 1 month administration of both high and low doses gefitinib. 

Interestingly, long-term (3 months) gefitinib administration showed significant 

increase in EGFR(ErbB1) activation and a trend towards increased ErbB2 

activation compared to the 1 month group but nevertheless resulted in 

significant decreases in ERK activation. Similar results were seen after long-

term-administration: a trend to increased EGFR(ErbB1) but significant 

decreases in ERK activation in both early and late treatment groups. An 

explanation could be that although gefitinib is an EGFR(ErbB1) inhibitor, it 

does have off-target effects on non-receptor tyrosine kinases, and MAPK359 

which could explain the significant reduction of downstream ERK signalling. 

Gefitinib at 50mg/kg dose have been shown to reduce ERK activation by 

~35% in mice bearing hypopharyngeal tumor360. There was a trend to 

reduced p-ERK staining in the kidneys in both early and late treatment 

groups and a marked decrease from strong to mild staining of one animal 

from each treament group compared to untreated. 

 

4.6 Summary 

K/BW ratio and gross kidney area measurements did not show any 

significant correlation with drug effects, except for CP-724,714, probably 
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because the effects are too subtle to exert a large enough influence on gross 

measurements of weight and size to reach significance. Expression of 

EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2, ERK, MEK and AKT showed a trend to increased 

activation in Pkd1null+/- compared to WT at 9 months and 12 months, thus 

the relevance of comparing the drug effects in the early (beginning 6 months 

to 9 months) and late (beginning 9 months to 12 months) treatment groups.  

Results from the 1 month high-dose administration group showed that: 1) the 

dual receptor inhibitor, lapatinib reduced activation in EGFR(ErbB1) but no 

change was seen in ErbB2. However, there was a trend to reduced ERK 

activation. 2) The selective ErbB2 inhibitor, CP-724,714, showed a significant 

reduction in both EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 receptor activation and in ERK 

activation. 3) The selective EGFR(ErbB1) inhibitor, gefitinib showed a trend 

towards decreased activation in EGFR(ErbB1), ErbB2 and ERK activation.  

Despite possible lack of sensitivity in detecting change by Western blot at 

low doses, all 3 drugs showed a trend to decreased activation of ERK after 

administration of low doses for 1 month. A significant effect was seen in 

animals administered low-dose CP-724,714 for 1 month. The results of p-

ERK/ERK ratio from these studies will be used to evaluate dose effects and 

duration effects in subsequent PD modelling (Chapter 5).  

In the timing effect studies (low-dose for 3 months in early and late treatment 

groups), a trend to reduced ERK activation was seen in the early treatment 

group treated with lapatinib; significant reduction in the late treatment group 

was seen after treatment with CP-724,714; and significant reduction in both 

the early and late treatment groups were seen after treatment with gefitinib.  

The ability of high doses and low doses of TKIs to inhibit  the EGFR/ErbB 

family pathway and to reduce activation of ERK has thus been demonstrated 

in the orthologus heterozygous slowly progressing mouse model of ADPKD. 

To explore further the dynamics of these drugs specifically in the Pkd1null+/- 

mouse kidneys, p-ERK/ERK ratios from the dose effect, duration effect and 

timing effect studies will be utilised as biomarkers in the PD modelling for 

future dosing suggestions (Chapter 5). 
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Chapter 5 

5 Pharmacodynamics of lapatinib,  

CP-724,714 and gefitinib  
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5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 Pharmacodynamics of lapatinib, CP-724,714 and gefitinib in anti-

tumour therapy  

According to the definition proposed by the NIH Biomarker Working Group, a 

biomarker is “a characteristic that is objectively measured and evaluated as 

an indicator of normal biological processes, pathogenic processes, or 

pharmacologic responses to a therapeutic intervention”361. Biomarkers can 

be useful in evaluating efficacy and safety especially in in vitro and in vivo 

studies and in early-phase clinical trials. 

Not much information relevant to ADPKD on in vivo PD modelling has been 

published for anti-tumour drugs. Inhibition of ERK and AKT phosphorylation 

were considered as potential biomarkers to assess clinical activity in human 

xenografts treated with gefitinib and lapatinib257,277. The same biomarkers 

were also seen to be downregulated in xenografts in athymic mice 

administered CP-724,714223. Since both EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 are highly 

expressed and activated in ADPKD cyst epithelia50, 69, 79 leading to ERK 

activation, ERK phosphorylation (p-ERK/ERK intensity) was used in this 

study as a biomarker to assess the efficacy of the 3 selected TKIs in 

slowing/halting cyst proliferation in the kidneys of Pkd1null+/- mice. 

 

5.1.2 Steady-state PD models 

The ideal way to model an exposure-response relationship of a receptor 

inhibition is by measuring this relationship at the receptor site. Another 

approach is by assuming drug concentration in the plasma at steady-state is 

in equilibrium with the unbound drug at the effector site in the kidney245. PD 

can then be modelled using drug concentrations and biomarkers245, 362 using 

several PD models as summarised in Table 5.1.  
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Model Equation Application 

Fixed 

effect 

E = Efixed if C≥Cthreshold 

E = measured effect 

C = measured concentration 

Effect occurs only after the 

concentration reaches a certain 

threshold i.e. ototoxicity with 

gentamicin when trough level 

exceeds 4µg/ml for more than 

10 days363. 

 

 

Linear E = m ·C + Eo 

Eo= baseline effect in  the absence of 

drug 

m = proportionality factor, 

characterizes slope of effect, E 

versus concentration, C 

Postulates a direct proportion 

between drug concentration 

and effect i.e. salivary flow rate 

showed a direct correlation with 

plasma concentration after 

pilocarpine infusion to dogs364. 

Log-

linear 

E = m · log C + b 

m =slope and b=intercept for plot of 

effect, E versus logarithm of 

concentration, C 

A special case of Emax model 

for range between 20 and 80% 

of Emax in which a linear 

relationship is seen in E and 

log C e.g. successfully 

characterised relationship of 

prothrombin complex synthesis 

rate and plasma warfarin 

concentration362, 365. 

Emax E= Emax ∙ C EC50 + C⁄  

Emax= maximum possible effect 

EC50= concentration causing 50% of 

Emax 

Based on a receptor theory 

relationship whereby 

equilibrium interaction between 

a drug   and site of action 

produces maximum effect 

when all the interaction sites 

are occupied and half the 

interaction is equivalent to 

EC50
245 e.g. dopamine receptor 

occupancy following 

aripiprazole administration 

using [11C]raclopride PET366. 
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Model Equation Application 

Sigmoid 

Emax 

E= Emax ∙ Cγ EC50
γ
 + Cγ ⁄  

  γ = slope factor 

Expansion of the Emax model 

with a slope factor, γ that fits 

the concentration effect curve. 

If γ=1, it becomes the Emax 

model. Larger γ shows steeper 

linear phase of the log-

concentration-effect curve e.g. 

characterisation of E.coli death 

caused by aminoglycosides in 

the drug sensitive phase367. 

Inhibitory 

sigmoid 

Emax 

 E= E𝑜 ·(1-Emax ∙ Cγ (EC50
γ
 + Cγ⁄ )) 

Eo         = baseline effect in the  absence 

of drug 

Emax =maximum possible effect (a 

fraction between 0 and 1)  

 

Often used when there is a 

baseline measurement prior to 

treatment and the effect is the 

magnitude of inhibition/ 

decrease from the baseline e.g. 

characterisation of 

concentration dependent 

bactericidal activity with N-

desmethyl TMC207 in a murine 

model of tuberculosis368. 

Table 5.1 Summary of steady-state PD models. 

 

Since there was a large variability in ERK activation in the groups treated 

with lapatinib, CP-724,714 and gefitinib versus untreated group (Chapter 4), 

a baseline value of PD biomarker activation was determined and an 

inhibitory sigmoid Emax model was utilized in the PD modelling. 

 

5.2 Aims 

The study described in this chapter had two main aims: 

1) To link the PK obtained in Chapter 3 and biomarker results described 

in Chapter 4 to establish PD models for lapatinib, CP-724,7214 and 

gefitinib 

2) To simulate the best dose and treatment duration for the inhibitors 

based on the PK/PD model. 
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5.3 Methods 

5.3.1 Study population 

The dataset in this study is from the same study population discussed in 

Chapter 3, Section 3.3.1. However, only PD data from n=4 animals from 

each treatment group were available for each drug (extracted from Chapter 

4, Section 4.6). 

5.3.2 PD biomarker 

p-ERK/ERK intensity in arbitrary units and terminal kidney to body weight 

(K/BW) ratio were explored as biomarkers of response. p-ERK/ERK intensity 

in arbitrary units was extracted from Western blots results (Chapter 4). This 

comprised p-ERK/ERK intensity of the untreated (n=7), low-dose 1 month 

(n=4), high-dose 1 month (n=4), long-term low-dose early treatment (n=4) 

and long-term low-dose late treatment (n=4) groups. 

5.3.3 Exposure-response analysis 

Exposure-response relationship was analysed graphically by plotting p-

ERK/ERK intensity or K/BW ratio against the cumulative AUC (cAUC) or 

average drug concentration (Caverage) for the kidney. cAUC was calculated 

using NONMEM by integrating concentrations in the kidney compartment 

over time based on dose and clearance369 gathered from the PK model using 

the equation 5.1: 

                                  cAUC= ∫  Ct
t

0
∙Kp∙dt     (5.1) 

with C, plasma concentration multiplied by partition coefficient, Kp to yield 

kidney concentration at t, time of last observation. Caverage was calculated 

using the equation 5.2:  

Caverage=
cAUC

t
 

(5.2) 

Caverage and cAUC was chosen as an exposure variable to show the 

overall exposure of drug in the kidney throughout the course of treatment. 
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5.3.4 PD modelling 

cAUC allows for both concentration-dependent and time-dependent effects 

to be explored and described by an inhibitory sigmoid Emax model (equation 

5.3). Emax is the fraction of drug effect on p-ERK expression while EC50 

represents the dose of drug that leads to 50% of Emax and γ is the Hill 

coefficient.  

                   E=E0 ∙ (1 −
Emax ∙ AUCγ

EC50
γ 

+ AUC
γ)    (5.3) 

The PD model was implemented in NONMEM using prior PK estimations 

from Chapter 3 and an estimation of model parameters was obtained with 

Laplace approximation. 

5.3.5 Model simulation 

Simulations (n=1000 using NONMEM) exploring the exposure-effect 

relationship were performed using the final PD model to attain the maximum 

possible suppression of ERK activation with the lowest effective dose and 

most appropriate length of treatment. The parameter estimates from the final 

models were fixed and simulated with doses that would produce equivalent 

concentrations of IC10, IC30 and IC50 for durations of up to 12 weeks of 

treatment.  

5.3.6 Model evaluation 

SEs were obtained from the NONMEM covariance step to assess the 

uncertainty of the model parameter estimates, and a bootstrap analysis of 

n=1000 replicates was executed to determine a non-parametric 95% CI.  

 

5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Study population 

The same dataset from the PK modelling discussed in Chapter 3, Section 

3.3.1 was used in the PD modelling but with limited PD data from each 

treatment group (n=4) for each drug compared to untreated (n=7). The PD 

biomarker was either p-ERK/ERK intensity in arbitrary units or K/BW ratio. 
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The exposure variables cAUC and Caverage were explored to determine 

which variable best describes the exposure-response relationship.  

5.4.2 Exposure-response analysis of lapatinib  

There was no clear exposure-response relationship seen with K/BW ratio 

versus cAUC or Caverage (Figure 5.1A and B). In addition there did not 

appear to be a clear relationship between p-ERK/ERK expression with 

lapatinib kidney cAUC or kidney Caverage. (Figure 5.1C and D).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1 Graphical analyses of PD biomarkers against response variables 

following lapatinib treatment. The graphs show A) K/BW ratio (mg/g) versus 

cAUC for kidney (µg.h.L-1), B) K/BW ratio units versus cAUC for kidney and D) p-

ERK/ERK versus Caverage of untreated (purple), low-dose 1 month (green), high-

dose 1 month (yellow), early treatment group (red) and late treatment group (blue) 

given low-dose for 3 months. N=7 animals in the untreated group and N=4 in each 

treated group.  

 

5.4.3 PD modeling of lapatinib  

To confirm the graphical analysis of no apparent relationship for lapatinib, a 

PD model was fitted. The structural model was adopted from the 2-
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compartment PK model for lapatinib with an enzyme turn-over model and 

linear partition coefficient predicting the kidney drug concentration over a 

period of time (Chapter 3 section 3.3.2). Inhibitory Emax model with additive 

error was utilized to describe the drug effect. There was a large variation in 

the cAUC seen in the low-dose 1 week group and high-dose 1 week group 

(Figure 5.1C).  

Due to the high variability, the Emax value was fixed to 0.1 to fit the model. 

The inhibitory Emax model did not show any relationship between p-

ERK/ERK intensity and cAUC (Figure 5.2). Parameter estimates with 

uncertainty generated from NONMEM and bootstrap analysis are presented 

in Table 5.2. The final model gave an OFV of 1296.5. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2  p-ERK/ERK intensity versus cAUC for kidney following lapatinib 

treatment. The graph shows the intensity of p-ERK/ERK in arbitrary units plotted 

against cAUC for kidney (µg.h.L-1) of untreated (purple), low-dose 1 month (green), 

high-dose 1 month (yellow), early treatment group (red) and late treatment group 

(blue) given low-dose for 3 months. The red line indicates the model prediction. N=7 

animals in the untreated group and N=4 in each treated group.  
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Parameters from the final 

model 

Bootstrap analysis 

 mean %RSE shrinkage 

(%) 
median 2.5%ile 97.5%ile 

Emax (%) 0.10 FIX  0.00 - 0.10 0.10 0.10 

EC50 (µg/L) 386.00  0.22 - 385.70 38.4 122071.10 

γ 1.00 FIX  0.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Base 0.55 FIX 0.00 - 0.55 0.55 0.55 

BSV on 

Base 

(%CV) 

46.90  18.18 52.70 46.90 14.14 69.28 

ɛprop 
(%CV) 78.1 1.63 3.20 78.10 28.28 106.30 

ɛadd 
(µg/L) 824.00 75.72 3.20 771.30 22.30 2207.90 

ɛadd kidney 0.158 39.7 28.10 0.15 0.01 0.34 

Table 5.2  Parameter estimates with uncertainty and bootstrap analysis from 

the final model.  BSV ,between-subject variability; γ, hill coefficient; Base, baseline 

p-ERK/ERK intensity; ɛ, residual errors; SE, standard error obtained with NONMEM 

7.3 covariance step, CV, coefficient of variation. 

 

 

5.4.4 Exposure-response analysis of CP-724,714 

Following treatment with CP-724,714, K/BW ratio versus cAUC or Caverage 

did not show a clear exposure-response relationship (Figure 5.3A and B). 

Unlike lapatinib, exposure-response graphical analysis revealed that there 

was a clearer relationship between p-ERK/ERK intensity versus cAUC 

(Figure 5.3C). 
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Figure 5.3 Graphical analyses of PD biomarkers against response variables 

following CP-724,714 treatment. The graphs show A) K/BW ratio (mg/g) versus 

cAUC for kidney (µg.h.L-1), B) K/BW ratio versus Caverage (µg.L-1), C) p-ERK/ERK 

intensity in arbitrary units versus cAUC for kidney and D) p-ERK/ERK versus 

Caverage of untreated (purple), low-dose 1 month (green), high-dose 1 month 

(yellow), early treatment group (red) and late treatment group (blue) given low-dose 

for 3 months. N=7 animals in the untreated group and N=4 in each treated group.  

 

5.4.5 PD modeling of CP-724,714  

The PD structural model used a PK model for CP-724,714 that successfully 

predicted kidney drug concentration over time through an enzyme turn-over 

model and linear partition coefficient (Chapter 3 Section 3.3.2). An inhibitory 

Emax model with additive error was utilized to describe the concentration-

effect relationship, similar to lapatinib. The final model gave an OFV of 399. 

The inhibitory Emax model showed a clear concentration-dependent 

relationship between p-ERK/ERK intensity and cAUC (Figure 5.4). 

Parameter estimates with uncertainty generated from NONMEM and 

bootstrap analysis are presented in Table 5.3.  
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Figure 5.4  p-ERK/ERK intensity versus cAUC for kidney following CP-724,714 

treatment. The graph shows the intensity of p-ERK/ERK in arbitrary units plotted 

against cAUC for kidney (µg.h.L-1) of untreated (purple), low-dose 1 month (green), 

high-dose 1 month (yellow), early treatment group (red) and late treatment group 

(blue) given low-dose for 3 months .The red line indicates the model prediction. N=7 

animals in the untreated group and N=4 in each treated group.  

 

 Parameters from the final model Bootstrap analysis 

 mean %RSE 
shrinkage 

(%) 
median 2.5%ile 97.5%ile 

Emax (%) 0.51 0.00 - 0.51 0.39 0.84 

EC50 (µg/L) 2290 0.1 - 2201.3 560.7 3482.6 

γ 1.00 FIX 0.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Base 0.69 FIX 0.00 - 0.69 0.69 0.69 

BSV on 

Base 

(%CV) 

0.00 FIX 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ɛprop 
(%CV) 62.45 0.00 6.20 58.31 33.16 106.3 

ɛadd 
(µg/L) 1.31 0.00 6.20 1.34 0.51 4.49 

ɛadd kidney 0.14 0.00 48.00 0.11 0.02 0.18 

Table 5.3  Parameter estimates with uncertainty and bootstrap analysis from 

the final model.  BSV ,between-subject variability; γ, hill coefficient; Base, baseline 

p-ERK/ERK intensity; ɛ, residual errors; SE, standard error obtained with NONMEM 

7.3 covariance step, CV, coefficient of variation. 
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5.4.6 Exposure-response analysis of gefitinib  

Similar to lapatinib and CP-724,714, K/BW ratio versus cAUC or Caverage 

did not show a clear exposure-response relationship (Figure 5.5A and B). 

There was a clearer relationship represented by p-ERK/ERK intensity versus 

cAUC plot (Figure 5.5C). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Graphical analyses of PD biomarkers against response variables 

following gefitinib treatment. Graphs show  A) K/BW ratio (mg/g) versus cAUC for 

kidney (µg.h.L-1), B) K/BW ratio versus Caverage (µg.L-1), C) p-ERK/ERK intensity 

in arbitrary units versus cAUC for kidney and D) p-ERK/ERK versus Caverage of 

untreated (purple), low-dose 1 month (green), high-dose 1 month (yellow), early 

treatment group (red) and late treatment group (blue) given low-dose for 3 months. 

N=7 animals in the untreated group and N=4 in each treated group.  

 

5.4.7 PD modeling of gefitinib  

The structural model was the PK model for gefitinib with an enzyme turn-over 

model and linear partition coefficient (Chapter 3 section 3.3.2). The drug 

effect was described using the inhibitory Emax model with additive error. The 

final model gave an OFV of 752.1. 
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The inhibitory Emax model showed a good relationship between p-ERK/ERK 

intensity and cAUC (Figure 5.6). Parameter estimates with uncertainty 

generated from NONMEM and bootstrap analysis are presented in Table 5.4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.6  p-ERK/ERK intensity versus cAUC for kidney following gefitinib 

treatment. The graph shows the intensity of p-ERK/ERK in arbitrary units plotted 

against cAUC for kidney (µg.h.L-1) of untreated (purple), low-dose 1 month (green), 

high-dose 1 month (yellow), early treatment group (red) and late treatment group 

(blue) given low-dose for 3 months. The red line indicates the model prediction. N=7 

animals in the untreated group and N=4 in each treated group.  

 

Table 5.4  Parameter estimates with uncertainty and bootstrap analysis from 

the final model.  BSV, between-subject variability; γ, hill coefficient; Base, baseline 

p-ERK/ERK intensity; ɛ, residual errors; SE, standard error obtained with NONMEM 

7.3 covariance step, CV, coefficient of variation. 

 Parameters from the final model Bootstrap analysis 

 mean %RSE shrinkage (%) median 2.5%ile 97.5%ile 

Emax 0.47  0.00 - 0.48 0.23 0.77 

EC50 1620.00  0.00 - 1627 413 5592 

γ 1.00 FIX 0.00 - 1.00 1.00 1.00 

Base 0.69 FIX  0.00 - 0.69 0.69 0.69 

BSV on 

Base 

(%CV) 

0.00 FIX 0.00 - 0.00 0.00 0.00 

ɛprop 
(%CV) 90.00 0.00 9.30 90.00 50.00 142.48 

ɛadd 3.56 0.00 9.30 3.47 0.61 8.44 

ɛadd kidney 0.18 0.00 18.90 0.15 0.05 0.49 
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5.4.8 PD model simulation 

5.4.8.1 Simulation for lapatinib 

Since there was no clear relationship between exposure and effect, 

simulation was not done for lapatinib. 

 

5.4.8.2 Simulation for CP-724,714 

The simulated model was plotted as in Figure 5.7.  Median prediction 

demonstrated that a 30% decrease in p-ERK/ERK expression can be 

attained with 0.15mg/kg/day or 0.83mg/kg/day doses after 12 weeks. A 

similar decrease can be achieved after 1 week with 3mg/kg/day dose and 

further reduction up to 40% achievable after 8 weeks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7  Simulation of PK/PD model of CP-724,714.  Simulated p-ERK/ERK 

intensity in arbitrary units was plotted against time (weeks) for doses of A) 

0.15mg/kg, B) 0.83mg/kg and C) 3mg/kg. Solid line represents the median 

percentile and dotted lines represent the 5th and 95th percentiles. 
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5.4.9 Simulation for gefitinib 

The simulated model was plotted as in Figure 5.8.  From the median 

prediction, a 25% decrease in p-ERK/ERK expression is achievable with 

0.25mg/kg/day after 4 weeks and further reduction of 30% after 12 weeks. A 

decrease of 33% was seen after 1 week with 1mg/kg/day dose but this effect 

plateaued after longer exposures. With 8mg/kg/day dose, a decrease of 25% 

was seen after 1 week and further reduced to 35% after 8 weeks exposure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.8  Simulation of PK/PD model of gefitinib.  Simulated p-ERK/ERK 

intensity in arbitrary units was plotted against time (weeks) for doses of A) 

0.25mg/kg, B) 1mg/kg and C) 8mg/kg. Solid line represents the median percentile 

and dotted lines represent the 5th and 95th percentiles. 
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5.5 Discussion 

PK/PD modelling is an invaluable approach linking drug exposure and 

pharmacologic response in vivo to predict the optimum dose in human 

clinical trials370. By implementing PK/PD modelling, evaluation for potential 

drug therapy for translational use from non-clinical to clinical use can be 

accelerated371-373. Although there are established PD models of anti-tumour 

drugs, these models were developed using xenograft models. TKIs inhibit 

specific molecular pathways and factors like dosing, site of action and the 

xenograft growth properties are different374 from the pathophysiology of 

ADPKD. Therefore, it is not feasible to adopt the same published PD model 

of anti-tumour effects for dose simulation in ADPKD. 

The final PD model for each drug in this chapter was to describe the 

exposure-effect relationship in the ADPKD mice treated with lapatinib, CP-

724,714 and gefitinib with high-doses for 4 weeks and low-doses over 4 

weeks or 3 months. The exposure variable, concentration in the kidney, was 

expressed either as cAUC or Caverage. Although Caverage is the preferred 

variable for use in dose-response and toxicology studies, cAUC describes 

both the time of exposure and the concentration375 which is important in 

relation to the intended long-term drug administration goal for ADPKD 

treatment.  

The K/BW ratio and ERK activation, represented by p-ERK/ERK intensity 

from Western blots, were chosen as possible PD markers. The K/BW ratio 

did not show a significant difference between the treated and untreated 

group with the exception for CP-724,714 early treatment group (Chapter 4 

section 4.3). Thus, the overall drug treatment did not show any 

concentration-dependent effect on K/BW ratio and therefore it did not appear 

that the drugs could alter disease progression in this model.  An important 

point to note here is that in this study, animals display only a mild ADPKD 

phenotype.  Since for CP-724,714 and gefitinib there appeared to be a clear 

decrease in p-ERK/ERK with exposure (see Figures 5.4 and 5.6), there does 

seem to be a suggestion that attenuation of disease progression is a 

possibility.  
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Using estimates from the PK models described in Chapter 3, p-ERK/ERK 

intensity gathered from Chapter 4 and cAUC, PD models using inhibitory 

sigmoid Emax model were established for lapatinib, CP-724,7214 and 

gefitinib. In these models however, no sigmoidal relationship was seen, thus 

the Hill coefficient slope was fixed to one.  

For lapatinib, variable clearances led to large differences in cAUC in the 

high-dose and low-dose group. There was no dose-dependent reduction of 

p-ERK/ERK intensity apparent from the plots in Figure 5.1C, hence the 

absence of a relationship shown by the PD model (Figure 5.2). In addition, 

lapatinib had a very large SE on the residual error (Table 5.2) probably due 

to the high variability of the absorption and clearance giving less precise 

estimates. Thus, PD model for lapatinib was not able to predict any dose-

effect relationship for further exploration. 

In contrast, dose-dependent effects of CP-724,714 and gefitinib were seen 

(Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.6 respectively). The PD models also showed good 

precision (small SEs) for CP-724,714 and gefitinib as shown from the 

bootstrap analyses (Tables 5.3 and 5.4). However, it must be acknowledged 

that these estimates were derived from a small sample size which calls for 

careful interpretation. 

The second aim of this chapter was to simulate the best dose and treatment 

duration based on the final PK/PD model. Only CP-724,714 and gefitinib 

showed a good correlation between exposure and effect, thus only PD 

models from these two drugs were used for simulation. Doses that were 

predicted to give equivalent concentrations of IC10, IC30 and IC50 were 

applied to simulate the effects of daily exposure for up to 12 weeks. This will 

predict the maximum inhibition of ERK activation in ADPKD mice given long-

term administration with the lowest possible dose. 

Based on the median prediction of CP-724,714, a 30% decrease in p-

ERK/ERK expression is achievable after 1 week with a dose of 3mg/kg/day 

and after 12 weeks with doses of 0.15mg/kg/day or 0.83mg/kg/day. A 

reduction of 40% is achievable after 8 weeks at 3mg/kg/day. This implies that 

even with a low-dose of CP-724,714, good suppression of ERK activation 
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can be achieved. Although the concern regarding CP-724,714 in cancer 

treatment was liver toxicity233, the highest dose simulated in the present 

study was 8 times lower than the dose tested in that pre-clinical study223. The 

doses suitable for further investigation would be 0.15mg/kg/day for 12 weeks 

or possibly a 3mg/kg/day dose for a week given at regular cycles. 

Median predictions from the gefitinib simulation showed a 25% decrease in 

p-ERK/ERK expression with 0.25mg/kg/day after 4 weeks and 30% after 12 

weeks. A decrease of 33% was seen after 1 week with 1mg/kg/day dose but 

there was no further reduction after longer exposures. A 25% decrease was 

seen after 1 week with 8mg/kg/day dose which further reduced to 35% after 

8 weeks. The highest dose used in the simulation was approximately 20-fold 

less than the dose administered to athymic mice in the anti-tumour study257. 

The suggested doses for further exploration would be 0.25mg/kg/day for 12 

weeks or possibly a week dose of 8mg/kg/day given at regular cycles. 

Conversion of effective drug doses in mice to human equivalent doses can 

be done by multiplying the mouse dose (in mg/kg) by 0.08376.  Even with the 

highest recommended doses, the converted suggested doses are ~30 fold 

and ~6 fold lower compared to the doses used in cancer using CP-724,714 

(250mg twice daily) and gefitinib (250mg daily) (Chapter 1 Table 1.3) 

suggesting that potential toxic side-effects of the drugs would be minimised.  

 

5.6 Summary 

An inhibitory Emax model was applied to the PD data from the PK/PD study 

of lapatinib, CP-724,714 and gefitinib and three models were established. In 

this study, an exposure-response relationship was best described by the 

biomarker, p-ERK/ERK intensity, and cAUC of the kidney. Lapatinib did not 

show any relationship between exposure and effect but a clear relationship 

was seen with CP-724,714 and with gefitinib. Simulations of several doses 

for durations up to 12 weeks were performed. Maximum inhibition with the 

lowest possible dose was suggested for further exploration. For CP-724,714, 

Low doses of CP-724,714 at 0.15mg/kg/day and gefitinib at 0.25mg/kg/day 
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for 12 weeks were suggested. These doses now need to be tested in a more 

aggressive ADPKD model in order to ascertain whether TKI-induced 

reduction in p-ERK/ERK ratio can be translated to altered disease 

progression as measured by K/BW ratio or measurement of kidney size. 
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Chapter 6     

6 Summary, conclusions and future 

directions 
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Despite the extensive knowledge of the underlying pathophysiology and 

promising pharmacological treatments in rodent ADPKD models156, 190, very 

few novel treatments have been successfully translated to clinical trials and 

only tolvaptan has so far been licensed and approved for clinical practice in 

the UK, Europe, Canada and Japan, as discussed in Chapter 1 Section 1.4. 

Translation of in vivo pre-clinical studies into man is confounded by a lack of 

pharmacokinetic (PK) profiling, pharmacodynamic (PD) differences, non-

standardised readouts and biomarkers (qualitative histological, 

immunohistochemical, biochemical and immunoblot assessments186-188, 377, 

378) as well as the use of several different animal models379, 380. For ADPKD, 

pre-clinical studies have often been in ARPKD, non-genotypic rodent models 

and have focused on the extreme, late stages of disease. There is a clear 

need for carefully monitored studies in slower, milder genotypic models 

which more closely mimic the chronic progression that is typical for the 

human disease. To date, there are no reports of PK/PD evaluation in animal 

studies of ADPKD. To accurately evaluate efficacy and to optimise dosing of 

any drug, it is important to know the magnitude of an effect, how quickly the 

drug works and how long the effect lasts381. Since therapeutic drug treatment 

for ADPKD is likely to need to be lifelong, side-effects, tolerability, ease of 

administration and long-term safety must be carefully considered190. 

Although many potential therapies have been proposed and found to be 

effective in animal models (Chapter 1 Section 1.4) only a few have 

progressed successfully through Phase 3 clinical trials. To date, only 

tolvaptan (Jinarc) has been approved for use in Europe and the UK in a 

subset of ADPKD patients with CKD stages 2 and 3 and enlarged kidneys195. 

To slow down or halt cystic progression, preserve renal function and delay 

the need for dialysis, it will be crucial to target early stages of ADPKD353 . In 

the present study, the EGFR(ErbB)-receptor-mediated pathway was chosen 

as the target for therapy in ADPKD, these receptors have been shown to be 

hyper-activated and mislocalised to the apical surface of cystic epithelia 

resulting in proliferation and cyst expansion50, 52, 79, 80, 85. Previous studies 

with the tyrphostin inhibitors of ErbB2, AG82580, in Pkd1null+/- mice, and of 

EGFR, B42211 or the TKI EKI-785197 in Bpk mice demonstrated that targeting 
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the EGFR(ErbB) pathway reduced cystic disease. Targeting at the receptor 

level would also prevent adverse events observed with drugs that target 

intracellular signalling intermediates such as mTOR382. Inhibition of 

stimulation of cAMP-dependent ERK activity by arginine vasopressin383 

which reduced cyst proliferation has been successfully demonstrated in 

ADPKD patients that were administered with tolvaptan384. Since the hyper-

activation of the EGFR(ErbB) signalling pathway which triggers the 

Ras/Raf/ERK pathway351, converges on the same downstream signalling 

target as cAMP, there is a strong possibility that EGFR(ErbB1) and/or ErbB2 

inhibition could potentially be effective in ADPKD patients. In addition, 

tolvaptan targets the vassopressin receptor, which is an upstream target 

reinforcing the idea that targeting EGFR(ErbB) pathway would be effective 

for treatment of ADPKD. 

Three anilinoquinazoline, small molecule, orally bioavailable 

EGFR(ErbB1)/ErbB2 TKIs approved for clinical use or research in cancer 

therapy were selected for their proven specificities and selectivity for: 1) 

EGFR(ErbB1) alone, gefitinib: 2) EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2, lapatinib: or, 3) 

ErbB2 alone, CP-724,714. The aim of the studies was to generate similar 

information to that from preclinical drug development, with a significant focus 

on trying to understand the dose-concentration-effect relationships (PK/PD) 

of these drugs in a slowly progressive ADPKD mouse model.  In vitro results 

of EGFR(ErbB1)/ErbB2 inhibition in a renal epithelial cell line were used in 

combination with an expected PK and kidney drug accumulation from the 

literature to devise a dosing strategy.  

Since ADPKD is progressive and drug handling and efficacy may vary at 

different stages of disease development, simultaneous sets of experiments 

were carried out on age-matched mice from 6 months or 9 months of age to 

model early stage, mild disease and mid-stage, moderate disease, 

respectively. To maximise data from the numbers of animals available for 

study at each age, two doses that would produce an inhibitory concentration 

of 50% (IC50; high-dose) and 10% (IC10; low-dose) were selected rather than 

a full dose-range. According to the Committee for Proprietary Medicinal 

Products (CPMP), a full dose-range study has to include 1) a low-dose, 
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which is sufficient to produce a therapeutic effect; 2) a high-dose, to enable 

target organ or non-specific toxicity; and, 3) an intermediate dose, to 

demonstrate a dose-response relationship385. However, the long time-lines 

for these experiments (6-9 months for animals to reach the appropriate 

disease stage and then an additional 3 month treatment period) meant that 

such a full dose range was not feasible. More importantly, the low-dose TKIs 

used in this study and the different pathophysiology of ADPKD compared to 

cancer warrants the development of new PK models to understand the drug 

kinetics for further exploration. The PK/PD approach then applied might 

provide a suitable scheme applicable for successful translation to man. 

The PK results in Chapter 3 showed substantial variability in the plasma drug 

levels of lapatinib, CP-724,714 and gefitinib on day 1 post-gavage. 

Nevertheless, the single-dose PK model was able to produce parameter 

estimates which were robust when analysed by bootstrap analysis309. The 

interesting and unexpected finding from the PK study was the decreasing 

drug plasma levels with time despite no decrease in drug intake for all 3 

drugs, a phenomenon which has not previously been reported. This 

phenomenon was well addressed by the enzyme turnover model321 that 

assumed increased clearance or decreased bioavailability with time and a 

linear plasma partition coefficient describing the kidney compartment. Kidney 

to plasma drug level ratios, consistent with simple, non-compartmental 

calculation of kidney to plasma drug level ratio were in accordance with 

published reports257, 260. This was consistent with our evidence of drug 

accumulation in the mouse kidneys (Chapter 3 Section 3.4.1, 3.4.3 and 

3.4.5), the required site of action. At the end of treatment, kidney drug level 

compared to plasma drug level was highest in mice treated with CP-724,714 

(13-fold) followed by lapatinib, (6-fold) and gefitinib (4-fold).  

By comparison to earlier studies using this heterozygous Pkd1null 

(C57Pkd1null+/-) mouse model131, 175, in this study (Chapter 4) the renal cystic 

phenotype was found to be mild, with few cysts and therefore no statistically 

significant differences in either the K/BW ratio or gross measurements of the 

kidney compared to age-matched WT mice (6-12 months). Two possible 

explanations for the attenuated phenotype may be genetic drift over multiple 
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heterozygous matings, and/or a result of changes in feed, housing and 

animal facility conditions (at University College London, Royal Free Campus, 

UK by comparison to previous studies performed in the USA80, 131). 

Nevertheless, in this study, there was evidence of a trend to increased 

expression of activated EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 receptors (15-20-fold) and 

ERK (2-fold) in the Pkd1null+/- mice from 6-12 months of age compared to 

age-matched WT, corresponding to the early (6-9 months) and late (9-12 

months) treatment groups. Using unpaired t-test analysis statistically 

significant reductions in K/BW and kidney size were seen after treatment of 

6-month-old ADPKD mice for 3 months with CP-724,714. Qualitative 

assessment of H&E staining of the kidneys indicated that CP-724,714 

reduced renal tubule dilatation and cystic index in both the early and late 

treatment groups but no qualitative changes were observed in lapatinib- or 

gefitinib-treated mice.   

ERK signaling has been well characterized and used as a biomarker of 

EGFR receptor pathway inhibition/activation352. The inhibitory efficacy of the 

3 TKIs on this pathway was analysed using immunoblots and 

immunohistochemistry of the downstream target p-ERK. These analyses 

showed that renal ERK phosphorylation was significantly reduced in the mice 

treated with low-dose CP-724,714 (IC10, 0.15mg/kg, for 3 months) from 9-12 

months of age (late treatment group).  A trend to reduced target activation 

was also seen in mice treated with low-dose lapatinib (IC10, 0.8mg/kg) from 

6-9 months (early treatment group). These results suggest that sequential 

treatment with different TKIs may be useful at different stages of disease. In 

contrast, low-dose gefitinib (IC10, 0.25mg/kg) significantly reduced ERK 

phosphorylation in both the early and late treatment groups. Taken together, 

these results might suggest that gefitinib could have broader utility than CP-

724,714 and lapatinib due to its efficacy in reducing ERK phosphorylation at 

both stages of disease, although this was not reflected by reduction in cystic 

expansion.  

Apart from looking at the qualitative results (H&E and p-ERK 

immunostaining) and semi-quantitative results (immunoblots), it was also 

important to know how much drug accumulated in the kidney. The PD for 
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lapatinib, CP-724,714 and gefitinib were successfully modelled using 

parameter estimates from Chapter 3 and the data on ERK activation, 

represented by the p-ERK/ERK intensity ratio, from Chapter 4. The p-

ERK/ERK ratio versus cAUC proved to be the best way to represent the 

exposure-response relationship as cAUC describes the cumulative kidney 

concentration, which describes both the time of exposure and the 

concentration375. CP-724,714 and gefitinib were seen to accumulate in the 

kidney with time and had clear exposure-response relationships (Chapter 5). 

However, although lapatinib was shown to concentrate in the kidney, there 

was high variability in drug plasma levels possibly due to variable absorption 

after administration to un-fasted animals as reported by Hudachek et al. 

(2013)260 and high clearance probably due to unsaturated P-gp in the 

intestine with low doses. In order to model exposure-response relationship, 

the drug has to have predictable properties of absorption, kidney 

accumulation and clearance, which could have been achieved with much 

higher doses. Thus for the drug simulation, lapatinib was not included.  

Simulations of different doses (IC50, IC30 and IC10) and length of exposure (1 

to 12 weeks) using the final PD models of CP-724,714 (3mg/kg, 0.83mg/kg, 

0.15mg/kg) and gefitinib (8mg/kg, 1mg/kg, 0.25mg/kg) found that the highest 

dose could suppress activation by 40% and 35% respectively, after 8 weeks 

of daily doses and that the lowest daily doses of both drugs could suppress 

ERK activation by 30% after 12 weeks. The long-term low-dose CP-724,714 

(0.15mg/kg)-induced reduction of ERK activation (reduced by 30%) was in 

line with its effectiveness in reducing p-ERK levels by ~75% at 0.5 hours 

after treatment with 30mg/kg dose in animals bearing BT-474 tumours223. 

Interestingly, long-term low-dose treatment with gefitinib (0.25mg/kg) showed 

similar reductions in ERK activation (reduced by 30%) in the kidney 

compared to that in tumours (reduced by ~35%) after administration of 

gefitinib at a 50mg/kg dose for 11 weeks in mice bearing hypopharyngeal 

tumours360. These results support the conclusion that long-term low-dose 

treatment of CP-724,714 and gefitinib are sufficient to accumulate in the 

kidney and effectively reduce p-ERK expression. 
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There is also a possibility of treating by intermittent dosing since CP-724,714 

and gefitinib were able to suppress ERK activation by as much as 30% and 

25% after a week of the highest simulated dose. Structured treatment cycles 

could be an option with 1 week of continuous dosing with CP-724,714 

(3mg/kg) or gefitinib (6mg/kg) followed by a drug holiday for 1-2 weeks. This 

however would need further testing in vivo and similar PD modelling as 

described in this study to prove the sustainability of suppression of ERK 

activation throughout the treatment course.  

For effective and tolerable long-term treatment of ADPKD, it is important to 

have a drug that works at an early stage of disease using the lowest possible 

dose with minimal side-effects. This will be essential, for instance, in order to 

convince e.g. a teenage patient to take the drug for the rest of his/her life to 

slow progression and avoid ESRD37, 358.  

Summary: 

 Despite the low plasma drug levels following administration of high-

dose and low-dose lapatinib, CP-724,714 and gefitinib, there was drug 

accumulation in the kidneys, the target site of action. 

 In the PK modelling, the enzyme turnover model addressed the 

decreasing drug level with time and linear plasma partition coefficient 

estimated kidney to plasma drug level ratios for all 3 drugs with kidney 

accumulation, in the rank order of CP-724,714 (13-fold) > lapatinib (6-

fold) > gefitinib (4-fold).  

 K/BW ratio and kidney size showed a significant reduction in the early 

treatment group administered CP-724,714. Qualitative assessment of 

H&E staining of the kidneys indicated that CP-724,714 reduced renal 

tubule dilatation in both the early and late treatment groups but no 

morphological effects were seen with either lapatinib or gefitinib. 

 Renal p-ERK/ERK ratio was significantly reduced in mice treated with 

low-dose CP-724,714 (IC10, 0.15mg/kg, for 3 months) from 9-12 

months of age (late treatment group).  A trend to reduced ERK 
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phosphorylation was also seen in mice treated with low-dose lapatinib 

(IC10, 0.8mg/kg) from 6-9 months (early treatment group). Low-dose 

gefitinib (IC10, 0.25mg/kg) significantly reduced ERK phosphorylation 

in both the early and late treatment groups. 

 The p-ERK/ERK ratio versus cAUC proved to be the best way to 

represent the exposure (cumulative kidney drug level)-response (p-

ERK/ERK ratio) relationship. CP-724,714 and gefitinib were seen to 

accumulate in the kidney with time and had clear exposure-response 

relationships. However, this relationship was not apparent with 

lapatinib treatment where there was high variability in absorption and 

clearance. PD models were established based on the p-ERK/ERK 

ratio and cAUC results of all 3 drugs. 

 Simulations using the PD models were performed with CP-724,714 

and gefitinib using 3 different doses (IC10, IC30 and IC50) and a range 

of daily treatment up to 12 weeks duration. Lapatinib was omitted due 

to the absence of a consistent exposure-response relationship.  

 Suppression of p-ERK/ERK expression by CP-724,714: 1) high-dose 

(3mg/kg) suppressed by 30% after 1 week and by 40% after 8 weeks. 

2) low-dose (0.15mg/kg) suppressed by 30% after 12 weeks. 

 Suppression of p-ERK/ERK expression by gefitinib: 1) high-dose 

(6mg/kg) suppressed by 25% after 1 week and by 35% after 8 weeks. 

2) low-dose (0.25mg/kg) suppressed by 30% after 12 weeks. 

Taking all the results together, the selective ErbB2 inhibitor, CP-724,714 

seems to be more effective therapeutically than gefitinib and lapatinib with 

significant changes in K/BW and size in the early treatment group, reduced 

tubule size and cyst expansion, a decrease in p-ERK in the late treatment 

group, the largest kidney drug accumulation and the best p-ERK reduction in 

drug simulations. Based on the findings from this study, the efficacy of the 

drugs were ranked in the order of CP-724,714 (ErbB2 inhibitor) > gefitinib 

(EGFR(ErbB1) inhibitor) > lapatinib (EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 inhibitor). 

Targeting the EGFR(ErbB1) or ErbB2 pathways individually showed that 
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long-term (3 months) low doses of CP-724,714 (0.15mg/kg, ErbB2 TKI) or 

gefitinib (0.25mg/kg, EGFR(ErbB1) TKI) in the Pkd1null+/- mouse significantly 

reduced ERK activation. As EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 can act as 

heterodimers, it is possible that inhibition of individual receptor subunit could 

potentially block the activity of the other386. However, due to the wide 

variability in the PK profile of lapatinib in this study, dual EGFR(ErbB1) and 

ErbB2 inhibition was found to be less effective.  

Dosing regimen, route of administration and medication side-effects are all 

important in determining adherence and treatment outcome387. In the 

ALADIN Phase 3 trial for example (ClinicalTrials.gov identifier: 

NCT01377246), the long-acting somatostatin mimetic (octreotide-LAR) was 

administered as 2 doses of 20mg intra-muscular injection every 28 days and 

the dose was much higher than maximum dose recommended (30mg, 

Sandostatin prescribing information), hence is likely to cause discomfort from 

injections and side-effects in the long-term196. In the case of mTOR inhibitor 

sirolimus, low-dose administration of 2mg daily (similar to maintenance dose 

in combination with cyclosporine for prophylaxis of organ rejection, 

Rapamune prescribing information) was hoped to reduce side-effects388. 

However, it was not effective in halting cyst proliferation174 and resulted in an 

increased risk of menstrual distrubances and ovarian cysts in adult female 

ADPKD patients389. Tolvaptan on the other hand is taken in split-dose daily 

regimen of 45/15mg and titrated weekly up to 90/30mg193 which is much 

higher than the maximum recommended dose for hyponatremia (60mg daily, 

Samsca prescribing information). Drug-related adverse events (e.g polyuria, 

nocturia and polydipsia) and elevated liver enzymes were reported193. 

However, oral doses of EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 inhibitors used in this study 

were 8-20-fold lower than those indicated for use in cancer, potentially 

minimising toxicity and undesirable side-effects. Doses in this study were 

carefully determined from in vitro proliferation study and in vivo results 

together with PK/PD modelling have demonstrated efficacy in reducing ERK 

activation and maintained over long-term.  
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This work is novel in the area of ADPKD in incorporating PK/PD modelling in 

the in vivo studies to more fully understand the drug disposition and 

dynamics of the TKIs in the kidney. As demonstrated in this study, a PD 

model is useful in simulating exposure and responses and potentially 

predicts lowest effective doses for use in future studies. This approach could 

become a benchmark in determining doses for pre-clinical studies in ADPKD. 

In summary, the studies presented in this thesis have demonstrated that 

targeting the EGFR(ErbB1)/ErbB2 pathways using TKIs decreased the 

activation of ERK and potentially slow cyst formation in the ADPKD mouse 

model and PK/PD modelling has helped to understand the drug kinetics and 

efficacy for further exposure-response studies.  

 

Future work 

Data from the work described in this thesis suggest that, CP-724,714 and 

gefitinib show promise as potential therapeutics for ADPKD. Since gefitinib is 

an FDA-approved drug and CP-724,714 has been used in human clinical 

trials, there is a reduced uncertainty on PK and drug safety390 and 

repurposing these drugs would accelerate the approval for use in ADPKD. 

However, there is still more information that needs to be gathered before 

these drugs could be moved into the clinic. The approach would be to 

perform pre-clinical studies of greater depth, with larger numbers of animals 

in a variety of genotypic ADPKD mouse models to provide data for a full- 

dose range study, optimising dosing schedules and potential drug 

combinations.  

Future long-term studies ideally comprise early, middle and late stages of 

disease development to model CKD stages 1, 2, 3, and 4. Methods of 

assessing drug efficacy include the total kidney volume (TKV) and cystic 

index to assess cyst formation and expansion. Non-invasive functional MRI 

could be performed on mice to monitor drug efficacy longitudinally and 

provide the possibility of reducing animal numbers as the animals can serve 

as their own controls. This can be done in parallel with measurement of renal 
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function e.g. collecting urine using metabolic cages for analysis for exosome 

biomarkers and creatinine; sampling blood for serum creatinine and blood 

urea nitrogen. Other measurements which could be undertaken include 

examination of the potential beneficial effects of the drugs on other organs 

affected by ADPKD, especially in the liver and the formation of cysts. 

Possible drug-induced toxicity through elevation of liver enzymes should also 

be monitored as it is common for tolvaptan193 and high doses of CP-

724,714233. In this regard it would be highly desirable to test additional new 

drugs that target ErbB2 without liver toxicity which are currently in the 

pipeline (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: NCT000650572, NCT00034281). The 

potential compound could then be compared and tested with other existing 

drugs proven safe and in use for cancer therapy that target EGFR/ErbB1 and 

ErbB2, including small molecule TKIs and monoclonal antibodies.  

While long-term low-doses of CP-724,714 and gefitinib were sufficient to 

accumulate in the kidney and reduced p-ERK/ERK expression, there is a 

possibility of use of short-term, intermittent high-dose regimen since the 

simulations showed that CP-724,714 and gefitinib are able to suppress p-

ERK expression by 30% and 25% after 1 week of treatment. Structured 

treatment cycles are common in therapies such as those for cancer (NICE 

guidance on cancer treatments, http://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/conditions-

and-diseases/cancer) and could potentially be useful in ADPKD patients who 

may not tolerate daily doses. Furthermore, a significant decrease in renal p-

ERK/ERK expression in the late treatment group (9-12 months) with CP-

724,714 and a decrease in both early (6-9 months) and late treatment groups 

with gefitinib, show the possibility of different drugs being more suitable for 

different ages/stages of disease.   

Recent studies also showed that targeting the EGFR(ErbB1) pathway was 

shown to be beneficial in attenuating fibrosis albeit liver fibrosis with 

erlotinib391 and peritoneal fibrosis with gefitinib392 in vitro and more 

importantly reduced kidney fibrosis with AG557 in vivo393. This shows that 

targeting the ErbB2 pathway could not only attenuates cyst proliferation but 

might also potentially reduce fibrosis that accompanies cyst expansion. 
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Although tolvaptan has been approved and is effective in reducing the rate of 

cystic expansion by ~5%, it is unlikely to be the only drug to be used for 

ADPKD in the future as it causes liver toxicity in some patients and severe 

polyuria193. Thus, there is a possibility for multidrug cocktail regimens 

combining tolvaptan with CP-724,714 or other drugs that target ErbB2 and/or 

gefitinib to target EGFR(ErbB1), thereby supplementing the beneficial effects 

of tolvaptan and helping reduce the side-effects by allowing intermittent 

treatment interruptions from tolvaptan. In addition, CP-724,714 and gefitinib 

could, for instance, be initiated in patients (e.g. beyond CKD stage 3) who do 

not fall in the category that would benefit from tolvaptan.  

The pre-clinical studies of potential EGFR(ErbB1) and ErbB2 inhibitors for 

the treatment of ADPKD are hoped to provide evidence for future 

development of either new drugs into Phase 1 clinical trials or possibly of 

existing drugs repurposed for use in ADPKD that are already known to be 

safe for use humans into Phase 2. The use of PK/PD modelling in pre-clinical 

phases of testing would be a significant advance to facilitate the choice of the 

drugs most likely to be effective and dosing regimens for adoption into 

clinical trials and thereby increase the chances of developing successful 

ADPKD drug therapy.   
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Appendix 1 

Calibration curve of CP-724,714 from the analyst used a wide range of 

concentration, ranging from 0-100nM (Figure A.1A).  Calibration curve was 

re-constructed using a range of concentrations from actual observation (0-

50nM) which produced better fit (data were fitted close to the regression line) 

(Figure A.1B). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A.1  Example of calibration curves for detection of CP-724,714 

concentration in the plasma by LC-MS. Plots show area ratio (CP-724,714 peak 

area/internal standard peak area, nilotinib) versus concentration (nM). A) Calibration 

curve from the analyst which used concentrations ranging from 0-100nM. B) Re-

constructed calibration curve using concentrations from actual observations ranging 

from 0-50nM. Below the plots are the model equations derived from the linear 

regression analysis. R2, coefficient of determination.  
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Appendix 2 

Example of final PK/PD model for CP-724,714.  

 

$PROBLEM   CP-724,714 modelling 
$INPUT      ID TIME DV CONC DUPA L2 LLOQ BQL EVID AMT RATE AGE WT 

ISM DOSE 
 
;ID;   Animal ID 
;TIME;   Plasma @ kidney drug level sampling time(h) 
;DV;   Observations (Drug level: ug/L, PERK: expression in arbitrary unit) 
;CONC;  1: Plasma level post-gavage, 2:Terminal plasma level, 3:Terminal 

kidney level, 4:PERK expression 
;DUPA;  Duplicate observation (drug conc) 
;L2;   Replicates of readings at same time point 
;LLOQ;  Lower limit of quantification 
;BQL;   Below limit of quantification 1: yes 2; no 
;EVID;   0: observation event 1: dose event 2: no observation 
;AMT;  Amount of drug on board (ug) 
;RATE;  Rate of drug administration (mimic continuous infusion)(1/h) 
;AGE;   Age in months 
;WT;  Weight in grams 
;ISM;   Gender , 1: Male, 2: Female 
;DOSE;  Dose per body weight 
 
$DATA        CP724714_28.4.15.csv IGNORE=@ 
 
$SUBROUTINE  ADVAN13 TOL=6 ; SPECIFY MODEL WITH LINEAR TRANSFER 
$MODEL   COMP=(DEPOT,DEFDOS) COMP=(CENTRAL) COMP=(ENZ)   

COMP=(KIDNEY) 
; 
$PK  
 
TVKA   = THETA(1) 
TVV    = THETA(2)*(WT/30) 
TVCL   = THETA(3)*(WT/30)**0.75  ; ALLOMETRIC SCALING 
TVKENZ = THETA(4) 
TVKP   = THETA(5) 
 
KA   = TVKA*EXP(ETA(1)) 
V    = TVV*EXP(ETA(2)) 
CL   = TVCL*EXP(ETA(3)) 
KENZ = TVKENZ*EXP(ETA(4)) 
KP   = TVKP*EXP(ETA(5)) 
EMAX = THETA(6) 
EC50 = THETA(7) 
HILL = THETA(8) 
BASE = THETA(9)* EXP(ETA(6)) 
 
; Rate constants 
K12 = KA 
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K20 = CL/V 
S2=V 
A_0(3) = KENZ/KENZ 
 
 
$DES  
CP = A(2)/V 
;---------------------PK------------------------------------- 
DADT(1) = -K12*A(1)                                   ;DOSE COMP 
DADT(2) = K12*A(1)- K20*A(2)*A(3) 
DADT(3) = KENZ + KENZ*CP - KENZ*A(3) 
DADT(4) = KP*A(2)/V 
 
$ERROR  
IF(CONC==1) IPRED=A(2)/V 
IF(CONC==2) IPRED=A(2)/V 
IF(CONC==3) IPRED=KP*A(2)/V 
IF(CONC==4) IPRED=BASE-BASE*EMAX*(A(4))**HILL/(EC50**HILL+(A(4))**HILL) 
KAUC = A(4) 
 
LOQ  = LLOQ 
F_FLAG = 0 
DUPA1=0 
DUPA2=0 
DUPA3=0 
IF(BQL==0 .AND. DUPA==1) DUPA1=1 
IF(BQL==0 .AND. DUPA==2) DUPA2=1 
IF(BQL==0 .AND. DUPA==3) DUPA3=1 
IF(BQL==0) ASSERR = DUPA1*(IPRED*EPS(1)+EPS(2)) + 
DUPA2*(IPRED*EPS(1)+EPS(3)) + DUPA3*(IPRED*EPS(1)+EPS(4)) 
IF(BQL==0) Y = IPRED+ASSERR ; Additive residual error 
IF(BQL==0 .AND. CONC==4) Y =IPRED + EPS(5) 
 
IF(BQL==1) SD   = SQRT(SIGMA(1,1))*IPRED 
IF(BQL==1) DUM  = (LOQ - IPRED) / SD 
IF(BQL==1) CUMD = PHI(DUM)+1.0E-30 
IF(BQL==1) F_FLAG = 1 
IF(BQL==1) Y = CUMD 
IF(BQL==1) MDVRES=0 
 
; Initial values of THETA 
$THETA  (4 FIX )  ; 1.[KA] 
$THETA  (0,4.5)  ; 2.[V] 
$THETA  (0,1)    ; 3.[CL] 
$THETA  (0,0.007) ; 4.[KENZ] 
$THETA  (0,8)    ; 5.[Kp] 
$THETA  (0,0.5,1) ; 6.[EMAX] 
$THETA  (0,2000)  ; 7.[EC50] 
$THETA  (1 FIX)   ; 8.[HILL] 
$THETA  (0,0.69)  ; 9.[BASE] 
 
$OMEGA  0  FIX        ; 1.[KA] 
$OMEGA  0.4            ; 2.[V] 
$OMEGA  0.1            ; 3.[CL] 
$OMEGA  2               ; 4.[KENZ] 
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$OMEGA  0  FIX       ;  5.[Kp] 
$OMEGA  0.1            ; 6.[BASE] 
 
$SIGMA  0.1               ; EPS 1 (NOT AFFECTED BY DUPLICATES) 
$SIGMA  BLOCK(1) 0.1 ; WITHIN SAMPLE RESIDUAL ERROR 
$SIGMA  BLOCK(1) SAME 
$SIGMA  BLOCK(1) SAME 
$SIGMA  0.1                     ; KIDNEY 
; 
$ESTIMATION METHOD=1 NUMERICAL LAPLACIAN NOABORT 
MAXEVAL=9999 NSIG=3 SIGL=9 PRINT=1 
$COVARIANCE 
; Print out results in tables. 
$TABLE    ID TIME IPRED CWRES PRED BQL CONC EVID DOSEFLG NOPRINT  

ONEHEADER FILE=sdtab3 
$TABLE   ID KA DOSE CL KENZ TIME KP ETAS(1:5) EMAX EC50 CP PRED 

BASE DV KAUC CONC NOPRINT ONEHEADER FILE=patab3 
$TABLE    ID AGE WT ISM NOPRINT ONEHEADER FILE=cotab3 
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